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Biomass is a sustainable and renewable energy source with a huge poten-
tial to provide different types of gaseous and liquid biofuels as well as other
specialty chemicals. Among several existing techniques to convert biomass
into biofuels or chemicals, biomass thermochemical conversion is particularly
promising for non-food sources of biomass, such as wood, agricultural residue
or energy crops. This conversion process results from a strong coupling among
several chemical and physical processes over a wide range of spatial and tem-
poral scales, making it difficult to comprehend. The design and scale-up of the
reactors for biomass thermochemical conversion, typically fluidized bed reac-
tors, are mostly based on empirical correlations, relying heavily on expensive
and lengthy pilot-scale reactor studies. The recent advances made in high per-
formance computing (HPC) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD), show a
great potential in using CFD tools for the design and optimization of these con-
version reactors. However, at present, the usage of these tools is severely lim-
ited.
This work improves the current state-of-the-art modeling and simulation
tools for biomass thermochemical conversion by focusing on some of their most
limiting aspects. To this end, we focus on the modeling of chemical kinetics and
particle-scale processes of biomass thermochemical conversion, and explore the
effect of multiphase flow (gas-solid flow) on the particle-scale processes in the
conversion reactor. In the first part of the work, a compact chemical kinetic
model is developed for the reactions of the biomass conversion and is shown
to be computationally affordable to use with CFD tools. The second contri-
bution includes the modeling of particle-scale processes of biomass conversion
under large uncertainties in the model parameters, allowing for a rigorous val-
idation study of the model against detailed experimental measurements. Apart
from developing models for different processes of biomass conversion, the in-
fluence of multiphase dynamics on the particle-scale processes is also evalu-
ated by performing several three-dimensional detailed CFD simulations of a
laboratory-scale conversion reactor. As these detailed CFD simulations would
be prohibitively expensive to perform for large-scale reactors, a reduced-order
model, in the form of a differential equation, is developed to predict the perfor-
mance of the reactor. The modeling and simulation tools developed in this work
allow probing biomass thermochemical conversion process in great detail.
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1.1 Motivation and background
Society’s growing energy needs and the imminent dangers of global warming
caused by the excessive usage of fossil fuels demand development and deploy-
ment of renewable and sustainable sources of energy. Several renewable energy
sources are currently being utilized, such as biomass, wind, solar, geothermal,
and hydropower. Among all the renewable energy sources, only biomass can
provide a liquid fuel, and therefore can help in reducing the dependence of
transportation sector on crude oil, which provides more than 97% of the trans-
portation fuel [157]. Biomass is a term for all organic matter derived from plants,
such as wood, crops, and agricultural waste, and any fuel derived from biomass
is known as biofuel [48]. It is a general consensus that biomass will play a ma-
jor role in the deployment of renewable energies in the near future [159]. In
2013, biomass provided approximately 10 percent of the global energy sup-
ply [174]. The widespread availability of biomass has the potential to supply
much larger amounts of useful energy with fewer environmental impacts than
fossil fuels [103]. Recognizing the potential of biomass as a renewable energy
source, many countries and regions have set aggressive goals for near-term de-
ployment of biofuels. In 2013, biofuel blend mandates were identified at the
national level in 27 countries, and regulatory policies promoting the use of bio-
fuels existed in more than 49 countries [154].
Past developments in producing fuels from biomass have primarily focused
on first-generation biofuels, i.e., fuels that are derived from food crops based
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feedstock, such as corn, sugarcane, soybean, and rapeseed. At present, ethanol
is the largest biofuel produced in the world, with the US and Brazil alone con-
tributing 58% and 26%, respectively to the global production of biomass de-
rived ethanol [7]. Corn is the primary feedstock for ethanol production in the
US, while sugarcane is in Brazil, and the conversion of corn and sugarcane into
ethanol is mainly achieved by fermentation. Biodiesel is another major biofuel
and is derived from oils, such as rapeseed and soybean oils, using transesterifi-
cation. The fact that both ethanol and biodiesel utilize food crops as feedstock
has raised concerns about the supply and prices of these food crops.
The concerns about the food-based first-generation biofuels have led to sig-
nificant research efforts in developing fuels from non-food sources of biomass,
known as second-generation biofuels. In this regard, lignocellulosic biomass,
which is made up of three primary biomolecules: cellulose, hemicellulose, and
lignin, with small amounts of several other compounds, is seen as a potential
feedstock. Examples of lignocellulosic biomass include agricultural byproducts
(e.g., corn stover, sugarcane bagasse, and straw), forestry residue, and energy
crops, such as switch grass. A number of conversion pathways, such as bio-
chemical and thermochemical, are under development to convert lignocellu-
losic biomass into biofuels or chemicals, or directly produce energy from it. Bio-
chemical conversion involves use of enzymes, bacteria or other microorganisms
to convert biomass into liquid fuels. This conversion route, however, does not
utilize the lignin fraction of biomass. Thermochemical conversion techniques,
on the other hand, can utilize lignin along with the other components of lig-
nocellulosic biomass in the conversion process. In thermochemical conversion,
heat and catalysts are used to convert biomass into an intermediate gas or liq-
uid, followed by an additional conversion step to upgrade that intermediate
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into a biofuel, such as transportation fuel, or other chemicals. This conversion
technique is described in more detail in the following section.
1.2 Biomass thermochemical conversion
Biofuels derived from thermochemical conversion of biomass show great
promise for being economically competitive with conventional petroleum de-
rived gasoline and diesel [40, 183, 55]. Moreover, the ability of thermochemical
conversion techniques to process a wide variety of feedstocks and provide var-
ious types of fuels show a great potential to contribute to the development of
second generation biofuels [138].
Two major classes of biomass thermochemical conversion techniques can
be identified: fast pyrolysis and gasification. Fast pyrolysis is the rapid heat-
ing O(103 K/s) of biomass in the absence of oxygen at relatively low tempera-
tures (773–873 K), maximizing the yield of a highly oxygenated liquid product,
which requires significant upgrading before it can be used as a transportation
fuel [142]. On the other hand, gasification is the heating of biomass at higher
temperatures (>1073 K), in the presence of limited oxygen, maximizing the yield
of gaseous products, such as CO, H2, and CO2, known as synthetic gas, and
producing small amounts of char, ash, and tar (a mixture of condensible hy-
drocarbons). Synthetic gas, produced during biomass gasification, can be used
as a building block to produce numerous types of chemicals and fuels via well
established Fischer-Tropsch process. For both fast pyrolysis and gasification of
biomass, bubbling fluidized bed (BFB) and circulating fluidized bed (CFB) reac-
tors are commonly used, as these reactors provide high heat and mass transfer
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rates, ensure homogeneity in the bed, and are capable of being scaled up to large
scales.
1.2.1 Major challenges
Considerable progress has been made in biomass thermochemical conversion
at various fronts. For instance, several experimental studies have identified
the factors that maximize the yield of liquid product during fast pyrolysis of
biomass. Still, a comprehensive understanding of both pyrolysis and gasifica-
tion of biomass is far from the reality, and several technical challenges, related
to the reliability, cost, and efficiency of the conversion process, need to be ad-
dressed to achieve the widespread industrial deployment of these conversion
techniques [48, 113, 142].
At present, a major challenge in biomass thermochemical conversion tech-
niques is obtaining a product with consistent properties from the conversion
reactors. The yield, composition, and properties of the pyrolysis and gasifi-
cation products are highly dependent on biomass feedstock and the operating
conditions of the reactor, such as temperature, pressure, and heating rate [48],
making it extremely difficult to control the composition of the product from the
conversion reactor. The lack of the ability to control the performance of these
reactors is a big hindrance to their industrial applications. For instance, hydro-
gen (H2) to carbon monoxide (CO) ratio in the product gas of a biomass gasifier
is a critical parameter for the subsequent liquid fuel synthesis, still variations
of nearly an order of magnitude are observed in its reported values for several
biomass gasifiers [51, 77, 78, 56, 181, 105] as shown in Fig. 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Reported hydrogen to carbon monoxide ratios from existing
fluidized bed gasifiers reproduced from [138].
For gasification, one of the biggest problems is the undesirable production of
tar, a complex mixture of condensable hydrocarbons, during the conversion pro-
cess [170, 143, 67]. Different tar species exhibit different properties, for example,
heterocyclic compounds (e.g., phenol) exhibit high water solubility, whereas
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) can condense at relatively high tem-
peratures. On the basis of its composition, tar can produce hazardous tar–water
mixtures or condense in downstream equipment, causing fouling or plugging as
shown in Fig. 1.2, and therefore it needs to be removed. At present, tar reduction
is mainly achieved by using catalysts in the reactor itself [170] or in the down-
stream equipments [143]. Removal of tar is associated with high maintenance
cost and reduction in the operating time of the reactor, leading to an increase
in the operating costs [198]. At present, a fundamental understanding of tar
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formation is still lacking, and therefore it remains difficult to develop efficient
strategies to eliminate or minimize tar production during biomass gasification.
Figure 1.2: Fouling of equipment and plugging of piping from tar [198].
Dealing with the technical challenges, as described above, associated with
biomass thermochemical conversion in fluidized bed reactors (FBR) requires
the various underlying physical and chemical processes to be fully understood
and characterized, however, their current understanding is limited. For this
reason, design and scale-up of these reactors are mostly based on empirical cor-
relations, relying heavily on expensive and lengthy pilot scale reactor studies.
However, these experimental studies of the reactors often fail to provide the lo-
cal and detailed information, such as the instantaneous concentration of a chem-
ical species, due to the highly unsteady and opaque solid phase, and the harsh
operating conditions, such as high temperature, inside these reactors [21].
Experimental studies can be complement by detailed modeling and simu-
lation tools and supplement our current understanding of biomass conversion
in FBRs. For example, modeling and simulation tools can not only predict the
flow behavior inside the reactors, but also provide the local and detailed infor-
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mation, which can be difficult to obtain from the experiments. In recent years,
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has emerged as a promising tool in sev-
eral areas, such as turbulent combustion and multiphase flows. The recent ad-
vances in CFD techniques and high performance computing (HPC) provide a
great opportunity to develop predictive simulation tools to explore and under-
stand biomass thermochemical conversion in FBRs. These tools can remove the
dependence on empirical design strategies and help in the optimization and
the scale-up of the conversion reactors [48]. The following section describes the
current status of modeling and simulation tools for biomass thermochemical
conversion and the associated challenges.
1.3 Modeling of biomass thermochemical conversion
Biomass thermochemical conversion in FBRs results from a strong interaction
among several chemical and physical processes over a wide range of spatial and
temporal scales. In these reactors, thermochemical conversion process starts
with the injection of biomass particles into a high temperature bed of ther-
mally inert material, such as sand, where biomass is rapidly heated and releases
its moisture content at around 373 K. In the temperature range of 473–873 K,
devolatilization of biomass takes place, in which biomass gets converted into
permanent gases, condensible volatiles (primary tar), and residual solid (char).
Primary tar, produced during biomass devolatilization, undergoes further py-
rolytic reactions both inside the biomass particle and in the gas phase. The yield
and composition of the permanent gases, tar, and solid char strongly depend on
the coupling among the chemistry, biomass intra-particle processes, mesoscale
structures of the multiphase flow, such as bubbles and clusters, and the reac-
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tor scale processes. Therefore, predictive simulation tools for biomass thermo-
chemical conversion require accurate models for all these underlying processes,
integrated into a unified framework [128]. However, a lack of understanding
of the processes happening at different scales and the computational cost of re-
solving the smallest scales, such as those associated with chemistry, in reactor
simulations have hindered the development of detailed simulation tools. The
following subsections describe in detail the challenges associated with different
scales of biomass thermochemical conversion.
1.3.1 Molecular scale
From the chemical point of view, biomass is a mixture of several biopoly-
mers: cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin and extractives, whose composition varies
widely with feedstock. Ash (inorganic matter) is also a part of biomass, with a
content ranging from less than 1% in wood to 25% in some agricultural residues.
Metals, such as potassium, calcium, sodium, phosphorus and magnesium, are
the main ash constituents [48]. Modeling of biomass thermochemical conver-
sion at the molecular scale requires the mathematical description of the chemi-
cal reactions responsible for the conversion of biomass constituents into various
product species. Although modeling of the chemical kinetics of this conversion
process has come a long way, starting with the usage of a single global reac-
tion [161] to a recently developed model for cellulose pyrolysis using quantum
calculations [178, 197], a comprehensive understanding of the thermochemical
reactions is still lacking. Several processes of biomass thermochemical conver-
sion requires the knowledge of accurate chemistry, such as devolatilization of
biomass, secondary gas-phase reactions of primary tar, heterogenous reactions
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of char with steam/air, and catalytic reactions of primary tar upgrading. These
processes involve a large number of chemical species and reactions, making
the accurate knowledge of those species and reactions extremely difficult to ob-
tain if not impossible [38]. This is further exacerbated by the fact that biomass
composition varies widely depending on the feedstock [48]. These difficulties
have hindered the development of detailed kinetic models for biomass thermo-
chemical conversion chemistry. In their review paper, Gomez-Barea et al. [67]
recognize a strong need for modeling efforts in biomass devolatilization and tar
chemistry.
The kinetic model developed by the CRECK modeling group for biomass
devolatilization reactions [152, 151, 153] is one of the most detailed kinetic
model available in the literature [3]. This kinetic scheme represents biomass
devolatilization chemistry through 29 reactions and involves 14 solid species
and 20 gaseous products. The initial composition of biomass is represented by
a few reference compounds, such as cellulose and lignin. The CRECK model-
ing group has been updating the reaction rate parameters for this kinetic model
for more than a decade by fitting the model predictions to a wide and growing
range of experimental measurements. Though this kinetic model provides satis-
factory predictions for different experimental conditions, a detailed description
of the devolatilization chemistry is still lacking.
A detailed description of the gas-phase reactions of tar formation and de-
struction is not available, and therefore the mechanisms developed in the com-
bustion literature for combustion and pyrolysis of various hydrocarbon species
have been employed for this purpose [38, 123]. These detailed mechanisms con-
sist of a large number of chemical species ∼O(103) and reactions ∼O(104). Includ-
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ing a single chemical species in a CFD simulation requires a separate partial dif-
ferential equation (PDE) to be solved for its conservation. Therefore, detailed
mechanisms with a large number of chemical species are computationally unaf-
fordable to use in CFD simulations and are limited to zero-dimensional config-
urations neglecting the transport processes. In the absence of a computationally
affordable chemical mechanism, most of the existing CFD studies of biomass
thermochemical conversion either neglect the gas-phase reactions [22, 19, 87] or
use very simple kinetic models [111, 53, 185, 188, 193, 191, 107, 125, 126, 130,
131, 86]. These kinetic models describe biomass devolatilization and evolution
of gas-phase primary tar using a few model compounds and global reactions,
whose rates are fitted using available experimental data. While these global
models can be fitted a priori to provide trends in terms of the major control-
ling parameters, such as reactor operating temperature, they are not appropri-
ate whenever more quantitative or detailed information is sought from CFD
calculations. An intermediate level of kinetic model is required, which balances
between the chemical detail and the associated computational cost in CFD sim-
ulations.
1.3.2 Particle scale
Biomass is a porous material with a highly anisotropic internal structure due
to its fibrous nature, with the thermal conductivity in the longitudinal direc-
tion (parallel to the fibers) about 2-3 times greater than the conductivity in the
transverse direction (perpendicular to the fibers) [61]. Particle scale models
for biomass thermochemical conversion mathematically represent the chemi-
cal kinetics of the conversion process coupled with various intra-particle trans-
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port processes that accompany the conversion process, such as the transport of
gaseous species through the pores of a biomass particle. However, most of the
particle scale models either neglect all the intra-particle processes or assume a
one-dimensional representation of the particle [133, 33, 3, 4], though very re-
cently, a three-dimensional model has been developed [61].
Several challenges hinder the development of accurate particle scale mod-
els for biomass devolatilization, a major one being the poor knowledge of the
complex microscale morphological changes, such as shrinkage and changing
internal particle structure, that take place inside a biomass particle during the
devolatilization process [88]. These morphological changes significantly affect
biomass properties, such as thermal conductivity and heat capacity. Detailed
particle level modeling of biomass devolatilization, therefore, requires models
that can accurately capture the dependence of the biomass properties on the
internal morphological changes [109]. However, such models do not yet exist
because of the inherent complexity of the problem [189].
Due to the reasons described above, the validation of these particle scale
models remain elusive. The scarcity of detailed data for biomass properties,
such as thermal conductivity and heat capacity, has prompted the usage of
widely varying values for these properties in the literature [182]. Many times
the biomass properties are tuned in an ad-hoc manner during the validation pro-
cess [33]. This problem has been recognized in the literature; in the list of “top
ten” challenges of biomass pyrolysis by Mettler et al. [109], the validation of
biomass pyrolysis models has been identified as one of the fundamental chal-
lenge. For a rigorous validation of the particle scale models, the effect of the
uncertainties in the values of biomass properties needs to be quantified on the
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model predictions for a meaningful comparison between the model predictions
and the experimental measurements, and to identify the potential areas for fur-
ther improvements in the model.
1.3.3 Reactor scale
As mentioned earlier, bubbling fluidized beds (BFB) and circulating fluidized
beds (CFB) are the two major reactor types used for biomass thermochemical
conversion. In these reactors, gas-solid flow is strongly coupled with chemical
reactions and particle scale processes, such that the smallest scales can affect
the overall reactor performance. In BFB, bubble dynamics and bypassing of gas
can significantly impact the conversion of biomass into primary products and
the subsequent homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions. Though these phe-
nomena are well-known in the literature, their fundamental understanding is
still limited [9]. In the case of CFB risers, the high gas flow rates cause the flow
to become unsteady with large fluctuations in particle concentration. Local re-
gions of densely packed particles, referred to as clusters, develop in the flow
and fall near the walls of the reactor, while dilute suspensions of particles rise
in the central region [124]. Clusters have been observed to reduce mixing and
interaction of particles with the gas [160, 27], potentially lowering operating effi-
ciencies significantly. Meanwhile, detailed studies demonstrating the quantita-
tive impact of particle clustering on chemical processes occurring in such flows
remain elusive. Deen et al. [39] and Van der Hoef et al. [175] have reviewed the
different modeling strategies used for gas-solid flows in fluidized beds. Among
them, Two-Fluid Model (TFM) and Discrete Element Model (DEM) are most
commonly used in the biomass thermochemical conversion literature.
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TFM, an Euler-Euler approach, represents both the gas and solid phases as
inter-penetrating continua on a common Eulerian grid, greatly reducing the
computational cost, as individual particles do not need to be tracked. How-
ever, TFM requires complex closure relations for the interfacial processes, such
as drag, heat and mass transfer, granular stresses, and surface and bulk reaction
rates. These closures are evaluated using the kinetic theory of granular flow
(KTGF) or empirical correlations [9, 128]. Within the last 15 years, the appli-
cation of TFM to biomass pyrolysis and gasification has primarily focused on
modeling dense two-dimensional BFB reactors [90, 62, 193, 191, 192, 186, 196,
136, 15]. Only recently, Lee et al. [93] performed TFM simulations of biomass
pyrolysis in a three-dimensional configuration to investigate the effect of bed
geometry on biomass pyrolysis.
DEM is an Euler-Lagrange strategy, where individual particles are tracked
using Newton’s laws of motion but the boundaries of individual particles are
not resolved, and therefore models are required for interphase drag, and heat
and mass transfer. However, particle collisions are explicitly treated using
hard-sphere [24] or soft-sphere collision models [35]. Particle residence time,
temperature, composition, and other useful particle scale properties can be
calculated, which makes it possible to study their effect on the overall pro-
cess. Compared to TFM, a more accurate description of heat, mass, and mo-
mentum exchange between continuum and dispersed phases can be incorpo-
rated [125]. Though computationally expensive, DEM can provide insight into
the detailed physics of reactive gas-solid flows and can help in developing bet-
ter closures for larger scale simulations [22]. Due to the added computational
expense of tracking individual particles, most DEM studies to date consider
two-dimensional flows in small geometries with a relatively small number of
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particles [54, 129, 125, 149, 69], and only recently, DEM coupled with a kinetic
model has been used in three dimensions [20, 100, 27]. For example, Capecelatro
et al. [27] performed three-dimensional DEM simulations of catalytic particles in
a periodic pipe flow and showed that the presence of clusters delayed the con-
version process by up to 85% compared to a corresponding homogeneous flow.
However, those simulations did not account for spatial variations in the vertical
direction that are known to have a large effect on biomass fast pyrolysis [173].
A comparison of both TFM and DEM approaches show that TFM has the ad-
vantage of being computationally less demanding and thus can be used to solve
reactors with a large number of particles, however, it is limited in terms of the
detailed particle scale information. For instance, Desjardin et al. [42] showed
that TFM is unable to correctly capture particle trajectory crossing and particle
segregation is artificially over predicted for dilute flows. On the other hand,
DEM offers a much more accurate description of the particle motion, chem-
ical reactions, and heat and mass transfer between the particles and the gas
phase [125]. The advantage of particle scale detail in DEM comes at the cost
of additional computational expense. Therefore, DEM is more appropriate for
detailed simulations of small size reactors, while TFM can be used to simulate
larger reactors.
Simulations of biomass thermochemical conversion in FBRs, using TFM or
DEM approach, require the inclusion of chemistry and particle scale models into
a CFD code. This introduces several additional partial differential equations
(PDEs), for chemical kinetics and particle scale model, into a CFD code and
brings large disparity in the length and time scales. The small scales introduced
because of the reactive nature of the gas-solid flow restrict the time-step and grid
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sizes compared to a purely hydrodynamic problem, and make the simulations
prohibitively expensive. Therefore, most of the detailed CFD studies of biomass
thermochemical conversion in FBRs have been limited to small lab scale reactors
with global kinetic schemes involving only a few species and reactions [9, 138].
In fact, one of the most detailed 3D simulation for biomass pyrolysis in the lit-
erature has been performed for a lab scale reactor with a diameter of 3.8 cm and
height of 46 cm using DEM, neglecting the gas-phase reactions and representing
biomass devolatilization using a homogenous particle model (neglecting intra-
particle processes) with a few global reactions. The simulation was performed
on the UK national supercomputer HECToR Phase 2a, and required 80,000 CPU
hours for 5 s real time of pure sand fluidization and 320,000 CPU hours for 5 s
real time of biomass pyrolysis [20].
1.3.4 Industrial scale
At the industrial scale, the conversion reactor with ∼O(10 m) size will be con-
nected to several other process equipments, consequently performing detailed
CFD simulations at those scales is a fantastic task. Still, chemical industries
need modeling tools to predict the outcome of several interconnected process
equipments at various operating conditions. For this purpose, instead of de-
tailed simulations, various engineering models based on a simplified descrip-
tion of the main processes are used. For instance, models based on equilibrium
relations [97], combinations of ideal reactors, such as continuous stirred tank
reactors (CSTR) and plug flow reactors (PFR) [166], and two-phase theory of
fluidization [155] as well as commercial process simulation softwares, such as
Aspen Plus [145] are commonly utilized in research community [97, 166, 155].
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The engineering models are an integral part of chemical industries, however,
they are highly simplified and may not be valid outside the narrow range of ex-
perimental conditions used for their validation [138]. In this regard, the knowl-
edge gained from detailed CFD simulations of small scale reactors can be used
to build computationally inexpensive models for the industrial scale systems.
However, it remains a challenge as the nature of flow, such as turbulence, in an
industrial reactor can be very different from that of a small scale reactor, and
thus can have a significantly different performance. One way to approach this
problem is to perform the detailed simulations of a small portion of the indus-
trial reactor focusing on a specific physical and chemical phenomenon [85, 76].
1.4 Contributions
The aforementioned modeling challenges make the development of accurate
modeling and simulations tools for biomass thermochemical conversion very
difficult. A lot of work is required, not only to build accurate models at differ-
ent scales but also to combine them to develop a computational framework for
the optimization and scale-up of the reactors. The work presented in this dis-
sertation aims at addressing some of these challenges. The approach used here
is to proceed hierarchically from small scales involving only a few processes to
large scales with multiple processes. The main contributions of this work are
described below:
• A major modeling challenge identified in the literature is the absence of
a computationally affordable kinetic model that can be used to study the
formation of different tar species during biomass gasification. As a re-
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sult, only global kinetic models have been used in CFD studies. To ad-
dress this problem, a compact kinetic model is developed starting from
a detailed kinetic model for the secondary gas-phase reactions involving
formation and destruction of tar at gasification conditions (1073–1273 K),
and validated against several experimental measurements. The developed
compact kinetic model is a significant step towards improving the ability
of current state-of-the-art CFD tools to study tar formation in FBRs. To
show the affordability of the compact kinetic model in CFD simulations,
it is integrated with our in-house CFD code NGA [41] and used to simu-
late biomass fast pyrolysis in a lab scale droptube reactor and a BFB. The
compact kinetic model now makes it possible to study the impact of bed
hydrodynamics and other operating parameters, such as temperature and
reactor geometry, on the formation and consumption of different classes
of tar in a computationally affordable manner.
• A second modeling problem identified in the literature is the usage of
widely varying values of biomass properties in particle scale models of
biomass pyrolysis, and as a result, a quantitative comparison of the model
predictions with experiments becomes difficult. For this purpose, a one-
dimensional particle scale biomass pyrolysis model is developed and the
uncertainty in the model parameters of transport processes is propagated
through the model predictions. This allows a rigorous analysis of the
model validity by comparing the model predictions including uncertainty
with detailed experiments. This work identifies some of the experimen-
tal measurements that can be a focus area for further developments in the
chemical kinetics of biomass devolatilization.
• The strong coupling between the multiphase flow and the particle scale
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processes is well-known in the literature, though only a few studies have
explored this problem using detailed CFD simulations. In this disserta-
tion, for the first time, three-dimensional CFD-DEM simulations of cat-
alytic upgrading of biomass pyrolysis vapors in a CFB riser are performed
to quantitatively evaluate the impact of the particle clustering on the cat-
alytic conversion process. Moreover, a reduced-order model in the form of
a one-dimensional scalar transport equation is also developed to predict
the performance of the reactor in a computationally inexpensive manner.
This work shows that particle clustering can significantly reduce the cat-
alytic conversion rate of biomass pyrolysis vapors.
1.5 Outline
This dissertation is organized into five chapters. Chapter 2–4 are the
manuscripts that have been published or are in preparation for submission to
the leading journals in biomass thermochemical conversion field. A brief de-
scription of the various chapters is as follows:
• Chapter 2 [70] describes the development of a computationally afford-
able compact chemical kinetic model for the secondary gas-phase reac-
tions at biomass gasification conditions. The developed kinetic model is
integrated with a CFD code to simulate two lab scale reactors.
• In Chapter 3, the uncertainty in the parameters of a particle scale biomass
pyrolysis model is quantified and propagated through the model predic-
tions, which are compared against several detailed experimental mea-
surements, providing a rigorous validation process for the particle scale
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model.
• In Chapter 4 [68], three-dimensional CFD-DEM simulations of a CFB riser
are performed to quantitatively evaluate the impact of bed hydrodynam-
ics on the catalytic conversion of biomass pyrolysis vapors. A reduced-
order model is also developed in the form of one-dimensional differential
equation to predict the reactor performance.
• Chapter 5 provides major conclusions from this dissertation.
Relevant background information and existing literature are included in the be-
ginning of each chapter.
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CHAPTER 2
A COMPACT KINETIC MODEL FOR BIOMASS PYROLYSIS AT
GASIFICATION CONDITIONS
Reproduced with permission from Goyal, H.; Pepiot, P. A compact kinetic
model for biomass pyrolysis at gasification conditions. Energy & Fuels 2017,
31 (11), 12120 - 12132, DOI 10.1021/acs.energyfuels.7b01634. Copyright 2017,
American Chemical Society.
2.1 Abstract
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tools are increasingly gaining impor-
tance to obtain detailed insight into biomass gasification. A major shortcoming
of the current CFD tools to study biomass gasification is the lack of computa-
tionally affordable chemical kinetic models, which allows detailed predictions
of the yield and composition of various gas and tar species in complex reactor
configurations. In this work, a detailed mechanism is assembled from the lit-
erature and reduced to a compact model describing the gas phase reactions of
biomass gasification in the absence of oxygen. The reduction procedure uses a
graph-based method for unimportant kinetic pathways elimination and quasi-
steady-state species selection. The resulting reduced model contains 39 gas
species and 118 reactions, and is validated against the detailed model and two
experimental configurations: the pyrolysis of volatile species, such as levoglu-
cosan (LVG), in a tubular reactor, and the fast pyrolysis of biomass particles in a
droptube reactor. The reduced model predicts the evolution of major gas prod-
ucts (e.g. CO, CO2, CH4, H2) and various classes of tar (e.g. single-ring aromat-
ics, oxygenated aromatics, PAHs) produced during biomass gasification. The
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capability of the reduced model to adequately capture the chemical process in a
complex reactor geometry at an acceptable computational cost is demonstrated
by employing it in a simulation of a pseudo two-dimensional laboratory-scale
fluidized bed reactor (FBR).
2.2 Introduction
Biomass (e.g. wood, energy crops, agricultural residue, municipal waste etc.)
is recognized as an essential renewable source of energy that can help in re-
ducing the current dependence on fossil fuels. Thermochemical conversion in
fluidized bed reactors (FBR) is a promising technology to convert low-value
lignocellulosic biomass into high energy density gaseous or liquid fuel. This
process utilizes heat and/or physical catalysts to convert biomass to an inter-
mediate gas or liquid, followed by an additional conversion step to transform
that gas or liquid into a biofuel. It has the ability to robustly handle a wide range
of feedstock and to produce both liquid and gaseous fuels.
Thermochemical conversion of biomass can be divided into two major
classes: pyrolysis and gasification. Pyrolysis is performed at relatively low tem-
peratures (773 K - 873 K) maximizing the yield of liquid fuel, whereas gasifi-
cation is performed at higher temperatures (1073 K - 1273 K) maximizing the
yield of gaseous fuel. In this work, we focus on the latter, namely biomass
gasification. One of the major challenges in making biomass gasification an eco-
nomically viable technology is the reduction or elimination of tars, which are
complex mixtures of condensable hydrocarbons [127, 176]. Different tar species
exhibit different properties, for example, heterocyclic compounds (e.g. phenol)
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exhibit high water solubility, whereas polycyclic aromatic compounds (PAH)
can condense at relatively high temperatures [176]. Based on its composition,
tar can condense in downstream equipment causing fouling or plugging, and
can also produce hazardous tar-water mixtures [176], and therefore needs to be
removed. At present, design and scale-up of FBR for biomass gasification are
mostly empirically-based, relying heavily on expensive and lengthy pilot-scale
reactor studies. Yet, measurements in these reactors are unlikely to be detailed
enough to improve our understanding of tar formation processes for various
operating conditions and feedstocks, necessary to efficiently optimize the con-
version process [175]. Mathematical modeling and simulation tools provide
a much more flexible and affordable framework to investigate the controlling
chemical and physical processes, with the potential to play a determining role
in the development and deployment of the technology.
While the field has seen recent major advances, further improvements are
still required, especially in the description of chemical processes, before nu-
merical tools can be utilized to their full potential. Gomez-Barea et al. [67],
in their review paper, recognize a strong need for modeling efforts in biomass
devolatilization and tar chemistry. But the chemistry of this conversion pro-
cess is extremely complicated to model due to the high variability of the feed-
stock, the complex structure of biomass particles, as well as the interaction be-
tween chemistry and the multi-phase flow dynamics typically found in gasifi-
cation reactors [38]. These difficulties have hindered the development of de-
tailed kinetic models for biomass thermochemical conversion chemistry, and
have entailed the use of detailed mechanisms for combustion and pyrolysis of
various hydrocarbon species, developed in the combustion literature, to rep-
resent biomass gasification. For instance, Debiagi et al. [38] and Norinaga
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et al. [123] have developed detailed kinetic models for thermochemical con-
version of biomass starting from the kinetic models for various hydrocarbons
available in the combustion literature. However, the resulting detailed mech-
anisms consist of a large number of elementary and non-elementary reactions
(O(104)) and chemical species (O(103)), making them computationally unafford-
able to use in CFD simulations. These detailed mechanisms are thus more
suitable for zero-dimensional configurations neglecting the transport processes.
In the absence of a computationally affordable chemical mechanism, most of
the existing modeling studies of biomass thermochemical conversion either
neglect the gas phase reactions [22, 19, 87] or use very simple kinetic mod-
els [111, 53, 185, 188, 193, 191, 107, 125, 126, 130, 131, 86]. These kinetic models
describe biomass devolatilization and evolution of gas-phase primary products
using a few model compounds and global reactions, whose rates are fitted us-
ing available experimental data, such as Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA).
While these global models can be fitted a priori to provide trends in terms of the
major controlling parameters, such as reactor operating temperature, they are
not appropriate whenever more quantitative or detailed information is sought
from CFD calculations. For instance, these models can not be used to under-
stand how tertiary tars are created in highly unsteady multiphase flows. An
intermediate level of chemical detail is then desirable that can provide refined
predictions in simulations, while remaining computationally affordable. The
goal of this paper is to develop such a model for biomass gasification. Note that
we will focus on the initial volatile release and subsequent gas phase evolution
in the absence of oxygen, the resulting model requiring to be complemented
by a kinetic model to fully describe the long-term heterogeneous reactions of
gasification.
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Several automated kinetic reduction techniques have been developed in the
combustion community. In general, these reduction techniques analyze a de-
tailed mechanism for a given set of conditions to predict the redundant species
and reactions and remove them from the chemical mechanism. Recently, Løva˙s
et al. [101] used a combined reaction flow and sensitivity analysis to develop a
compact mechanism for gas phase reactions of biomass combustion. This mech-
anism was developed in a homogenous reactor configuration for a fixed inlet
gas composition and variable temperature.
In this work, we focus on the secondary gas-phase reactions occurring at
gasification conditions, and compile a detailed mechanism from the literature
describing those reactions. We then use the DRGEP (Direct Relation Graph
with Error Propagation) technique [141] to extract a reduced model from the
detailed one. The reduction procedure accounts for the variability in the pri-
mary products expected to be found in gasification reactors by using a statisti-
cal Partially Stirred Reactor (PaSR) configuration. Coupled with an appropriate
biomass devolatilization model (here, the work of Corbetta et al. [33], as de-
scribed below), the resulting reduced model describes the secondary gas phase
reactions of biomass devolatilization products in a pure nitrogen environment
at temperatures relevant for gasification (1073 K-1273 K). Note that partial oxi-
dation or steam reforming are not included in this study.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2.3 describes
how the reference chemical kinetic model for the gas phase chemistry and
biomass devolatilization chemistry are assembled from the literature. In Sec-
tion 2.4, the automatic reduction procedure used to generate a compact model
that accurately reproduces the dynamics of the detailed model is presented. Val-
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idation is detailed in Section 2.5. Finally, in Section 2.6, the applicability of the
reduced model in complex CFD configurations is demonstrated by simulating
a pseudo two-dimensional laboratory-scale FBR.
2.3 Reference detailed chemical kinetic model
A description of the reference detailed chemical models for the solid biomass
devolatilization and the subsequent secondary gas-phase reactions of the pri-
mary devolatilization products is first provided.
2.3.1 Biomass devolatilization model
The high variability of feedstock and the structural complexity of biomass parti-
cles prevent the development of detailed kinetic models for describing the tran-
sition of the solid biomass into gas and char during devolatilization. In the ab-
sence of a more detailed description of the biomass devolatilization, the lumped
chemical model developed by the CRECK modeling group [33] is used here to
describe the first step of biomass gasification, i.e., devolatilization. This model
consists of 24 reactions involving 12 solid species, 7 trapped gases slowly releas-
ing from the solid matrix, and 20 gas phase products. The initial composition
of biomass is represented by a combination of cellulose, hemicellulose, and 3
types of lignin. The rates of the lumped reactions are fitted to match a series of
thermogravimetric weight loss experiments. It is worth noting that these reac-
tions are irreversible, implying that the gas composition surrounding the parti-
cle does not affect the chemistry going on at the particle level. This model has
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been validated against a series of experiments for various operating conditions
and feedstock [152, 23, 33].
2.3.2 Primary product decomposition and tar formation
The biomass devolatilization model creates a variety of gas phase species, called
primary products, whose evolution in the gas phase at gasification temperature
must be modeled. These molecules usually are high molecular weight hetero-
geneous species, such as levoglucosan or phenolic compounds. Some of these
molecules, often found in combustion systems (e.g. phenol), have been exten-
sively studied, and accurate mechanisms for their decomposition to small hy-
drocarbons are available. Recently, we have developed and extensively vali-
dated a kinetic model for hydrocarbon pyrolysis and oxidation for combustion
applications, the latest version containing a large selection of alkanes up to do-
decane and aromatic species, such as phenol, toluene, benzene, xylene, two-
ringed aromatics (e.g. α-methylnaphthalene) [12, 116, 118, 119, 120, 117]. In the
combustion process, ethylene is placed at the center of molecular growth and
we assume that the same holds true for the tars growth in biomass pyrolysis
and gasification. To assemble the detailed model, we combine several chem-
ical modules independent from one another, namely, a biomass devolatiliza-
tion model to form primary products from solid biomass, a primary product
decomposition model, and a detailed scheme for polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbon formation. A few of the primary gas phase species produced by de-
volatilizing biomass are quite specific to the biomass constitutive components,
and have not received the same amount of characterization as typical combus-
tion molecules. To describe their decomposition, the lumped chemical reac-
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tions available from Calonaci et al. [23] are used. To describe their decom-
position, the lumped chemical reactions available from Calonaci et al [23] are
used. They include levoglucosan, 5-hydroxymethyl furfural, hydroxyacetalde-
hyde, xylose, coumaryl, and their direct decomposition products. In the py-
rolysis conditions of relevance here, the uni-molecular decomposition reactions
of those compounds are controlling their overall decomposition rates, as they
are responsible for creating the initial radical pool. The chemical mechanism on
which those reactions are added being different from the one they have been
developed for, especially in terms of the small radicals chemistry, we found that
it was necessary to adjust slightly the uni-molecular decomposition rates for
levoglucosan, 5-hydroxymethyl furfural, and hydroxyacetaldehyde to properly
capture the rates experimentally measured by Shin et al. [163]. In those cases,
the rates proposed by Shin et al. [163] were in general adopted, staying as close
to the branching ratios of Calonaci et al. [23] as possible whenever competing
reactions were involved. One exception is for hydroxyacetaldehyde, for which
Calonaci et al. and Shin et al. [163] decomposition pathways were combined
and manually adjusted to reflect the added pathways.
The detailed model consists of 396 molecular species and 3210 elementary
reaction steps, and is validated against the experiments by Shin et al. [163] in
Fig. 2.1, and Norinaga et al. [123] in Fig. 2.2. Shin et al. [163] studied the py-
rolysis of levoglucosan (LVG), 5-hydroxymethyl furfural (HMF), and hydroxy-
acetaldehyde (HAA) in a flow tube reactor for temperatures ranging from 773
K to 1023 K. Norinaga et al. [123] studied the secondary pyrolysis of nascent
volatiles generated from the fast pyrolysis of cellulose in a tubular reactor in the
temperature range of 973 K to 1073 K. Assuming that there is no significant axial
mixing in the tubular reactors of both experiments, these reactors are modeled
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as zero-dimensional isobar homogeneous systems. As can be seen from Figs. 2.1
and 2.2, simulation results show very good agreement with the experiments,
especially considering the high uncertainty on initial conditions that sometimes
exist in the pyrolysis experiments.






























Figure 2.1: Pyrolytic decomposition of levoglucosan (LVG), hydroxyac-
etaldehyde (HAA), and 5-hydroxymethyl furfural (HMF):
Comparison between simulation results using the reference
chemical model (lines) and experiments (Shin et al. [163],
symbols). Different symbols indicate different temperatures
(square: 898 K, circle: 923 K, triangle: 948 K, and diamond:
973 K).
2.4 Reduced chemical model development
The reference kinetic model for the gas phase reactions described in the previous
section is too complex to be used even in simple CFD configurations. Therefore,
the objective is to identify the most important chemical reaction pathways for
gasification. This section describes how this objective is achieved by extracting
a compact model with 39 species and 118 reactions from the reference model
with 396 species and 3210 reactions. Note that the reduction process does not
affect the solid-to-gas devolatilization model [33] in any way.
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Figure 2.2: Pyrolytic decomposition of major cellulose devolatilization
products: Comparison between simulation results using the
reference chemical model (lines) and experiments (Norinaga et
al. [123], symbols). Different symbols indicate different tem-
peratures (square: 973 K, circle: 1023 K, and triangle: 1073 K).
2.4.1 Relevant gasification conditions
As all reactions are not important at all conditions, the very first task is to iden-
tify the conditions at which gasification will most likely take place in an actual
gasifier, in particular, the heating rate to which biomass will be subjected. This
step will help refine the range of conditions over which the reduced chemical ki-
netic model should be valid, and focus the reduction procedure on the relevant
kinetics. Table 2.1 shows the parameters used to represent the devolatilization
of biomass particles in a FBR. The size of biomass particles varies between 300
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µm to 1 mm to represent the general size range found in many laboratory gasifi-
cation studies. Gas phase properties, such as density, specific heat capacity, con-
ductivity, and viscosity, are computed assuming pure nitrogen at the tempera-
tures and pressure stated in Table 2.1. To estimate typical heating rates, the Nus-
selt correlation from Gunn [72] is used along with the parameters from Table 2.1.
For these parameters Biot numbers for the biomass particles vary between 0.34
to 0.58, implying that thermal gradients will be present in the biomass particles.
However, the purpose of Table 1 is to establish relevant conditions in order to
apply our chemistry reduction algorithms. For this, an assumption of constant
internal temperature suffices. Simulations of biomass devolatilization using the
Corbetta et al. model [33], and neglecting secondary gas phase reactions, show
that most primary gases are released from the biomass between 773 K and 873
K. With this assumption, Fig. 2.3 indicates that particles of size between 300
µm and 1 mm experience a heating rate of O(103) K/s during devolatilization.
Therefore, a value of 1000 K/s is chosen as representative of the heating rate for
the reduction procedure.
Table 2.1: Parameters used to estimate relevant biomass particle heating rates for
the chemistry reduction procedure.
Parameter Value
Gas temperature 1073 K - 1273 K
Particle temperature during devolatilization 773 K - 873 K
Pressure 1 atm
Solid heat capacity 2300 J/kg.K
Biomass bulk density 650 kg/m3
Biomass particle diameters 300 µm - 1 mm
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Figure 2.3: Typical heating rates experienced by the biomass during gasification
at the conditions described in Table 2.1.
2.4.2 Simulation configuration
The relative importance of chemical reaction pathways as estimated by the
DRGEP reduction methodology depends on the chemical compositions and
sample kinetic trajectories on which it is applied. As the reference model is too
complex to be used in a realistic reactor configuration, we choose a statistical
treatment to sample as broadly as possible the chemical states and trajectories
occurring in a gasification reactor. For this purpose, the computationally inex-
pensive and idealized Partially Stirred Reactor (PaSR) is used. Inside a PaSR,
the composition and properties of the fluid are represented by an ensemble
of notional particles each carrying its own species composition and tempera-
ture. The properties of each notional particle evolve due to mixing, reaction,
and inflow/outflow events such that the mean thermochemical properties of
the represented fluid are statistically spatially homogeneous, but the fluid it-
self is imperfectly mixed at the molecular level. The use of a PaSR as sampling
tool forces the reduction to be quite conservative, thereby preventing important
pathways to be removed from the reduced kinetic model. It must also be noted
that because a PaSR is not a mathematical representation of a physical system,
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simulation results cannot not be directly compared to, or interpreted in light of,
experimental data.
The fluid is assumed to be an ideal gas-phase mixture that evolves in the
PaSR at a constant pressure, so that the full thermochemical state or composition
of the mixture Φ is completely characterized by the species mass fractions Y and
the mixture enthalpy H : Φ ≡ {Y, H}. The PaSR is continuously fed by a user-
specified number nstr of inflow streams of prescribed compositions Φstr; it will be
described later for the biomass system under consideration. At any time t, the
reactor contains a constant, even number np of notional particles, the ith particle
having composition Φ(i)(t). These compositions evolve in time due to mixing,
reaction, and inflow and outflow events. These processes are described in more
detail.
Inflow and outflow events occur at discrete times and change the particle
composition Φ in a discontinuous manner. In the inflow/outflow event, nin
particles are selected at random with equal probability, and their compositions
are replaced by the inflow streams’ compositions. The integer number nin (=
np × ∆t/τres) is chosen according to the specified mean residence time τres and
time step ∆t. Between these discrete times, the composition evolves by a mix-
ing fractional step and a reaction fractional step. In the mixing fractional step,
particles are paired and ordered so that particles i and i+1 are partners for odd i

















are solved for each pair of particles over time interval ∆t. In this equation, τmix
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is the specified pairwise mixing time scale. At each time step, npair particles are
selected randomly with equal probability and shuffled to change partners. The
integer number npair (= np × ∆t/τpair) is chosen according to the specified pairing
time τpair, typically taken equal to τmix. The compositions after mixing evolve








where S is the chemical source term defined by the user-provided reaction
mechanism. This reaction fractional step finally yields the particle compositions
at t + ∆t: Φ(i) (t + ∆t).
The PaSR simulation setup described here will be used to provide relevant
compositions of biomass devolatilization products expected to be found in real
gasification reactors and to compare the reduced model developed in this sec-
tion with the reference model.
2.4.3 Reduction using DRGEP
The automatic chemical mechanism reduction technique DRGEP [141] is used to
extract a reduced model from the reference, detailed, model. The reduction pro-
cedure follows the steps outlined in Pepiot et al. [141] for species and reaction
elimination, and is performed using the YARC reduction tool [137], a Perl/C
implementation of DRGEP and associated reduction techniques.
• Reduction targets selection The first step in the reduced model develop-
ment is to identify a set of targets T , most often specific species, that the
reduced model must reproduce accurately. In biomass gasification, it is
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desirable to predict the yield of gaseous products and tar species. There-
fore, 5 major gas products: CO, CO2, H2, CH4, and C2H4, water (H2O),
and 3 major tar species: benzene (C6H6, a single-ring aromatic), naphtha-
lene (C10H8, a polycyclic aromatic), and phenol (C6H6O, an oxygenated
aromatic) are selected as targets. Moreover, 13 primary devolatilization
products described by the reference devolatilization model, such as HAA,
HMFU, LVG, are also incorporated into the targets list.
• Sample Composition Database To evaluate the relative importance of
species and reactions for the given set of targets, DRGEP requires an en-
semble of sample compositions representative of the simulations in which
the reduced model will eventually be used. For this purpose, we use a
PaSR configuration, and assume that the particles in the PaSR simula-
tion will follow trajectories in composition space that are representative
of those they would encounter in an actual reactor. The simulation pa-
rameters are chosen based on previous experience and best practices [98]
to ensure a broad range of compositions relevant for our application, and
the residence time is adjusted to match the characteristic timescale of the
overall pyrolysis chemistry process.
Two inflow streams are continuously fed to the PaSR to represent the re-
lease of the primary products from the devolatilizing biomass into the hot
nitrogen environment. The first inflow stream consists of nitrogen gas
at temperatures varying between 1073 K to 1273 K, while the second in-
flow stream consists of the primary products released during biomass de-
volatilization. The second stream needs to account for the fact that a gasifi-
cation reactor contains biomass particles at different stages of devolatiliza-
tion, acting as variable sources of primary products. To include this vari-
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ability, the biomass devolatilization process is represented stochastically
by sampling from the probability distribution function (PDF) of the ex-
tent of biomass devolatilization. This PDF is constructed by simulating
biomass devolatilization a priori using the reference chemical model.
The parameters used for these simulations are summarized in Table 2.2.
The PaSR simulations are performed for three nitrogen temperatures:
1073K, 1173K, and 1273K. A database of 18,000 distinct chemical compo-
sitions is created by randomly sampling the compositions encountered in
the PaSR simulations.
Table 2.2: PaSR simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Number of notional gas particles in PaSR 96
Gas residence time 3 s
Mixing time 0.3 s
Biomass particle heating rate 1000 K/s
Temperature of raw biomass 300 K
Temperature of pure nitrogen stream 1073 K to 1273 K
Normalized mass flow rates of nitrogen stream 0.9
Normalized mass flow rates of biomass stream 0.1
• Automatic reduction and error estimation The automatic reduction pro-
cedure proceeds through two distinct steps. In the first step, DRGEP
analyzes the composition database and quantifies the coupling between
species and reactions in the chemical mechanism for the chosen target
species in the form of importance coefficients also known as DRGEP coef-
ficients. Species and reactions with the lowest value of DRGEP coefficients
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are removed from the mechanism in an iterative manner providing a list
of kinetic models of decreasing complexity. More details about the imple-
mentation of DRGEP technique can be found for example in [106].
In the second step, the PaSR test configuration (parameters provided in
Table 2.2) is simulated using each of the reduced models generated in the
first stage, and a posteriori errors on the targets are computed, defined for




| 〈T 〉D (t) − 〈T 〉R (t)|dt∫ tend
0
| 〈T 〉D (t)|dt
(2.4)
In this equation, 〈T 〉 (t) designates the average of quantity T at time t over
all particles contained in the PaSR, and tend is taken here as 15 PaSR resi-
dence times. A posteriori errors as a function of the number of species, nS
for a few targets are shown in Fig. 2.4. The reduction process provides
several mechanisms with decreasing number of species and reactions; we
choose the smallest possible mechanism for which the error is less than
10% for most of the species, and at most a factor of 2 for a few groups
of species. The mechanism with 60 chemical species and 486 reactions is
found to be the smallest acceptable model generated automatically by the
DRGEP procedure and is shown by a dotted line in Fig. 2.4.
2.4.4 Additional reduction
In the DRGEP technique, a species or a reaction is removed from the chemical
mechanism only when it is identified as unimportant for every single composi-
tion in the database, which imposes a stringent criterion on species and reaction
removal. A species or a reaction can be important for the local dynamics of
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Figure 2.4: Error in the PaSR predictions as a function of the number of
species nS retained in the skeletal model during the reduction
process: (a) CO, (b) H2O, (c) MPV, (d) A1, (e) AO, and (f) num-
ber of reactions nR retained in the model. Filled symbols: PaSR
nitrogen stream temperature is 1073K; open symbols: PaSR ni-
trogen stream temperature is 1273K. Circles: automatic reduc-
tion; diamonds: semiautomatic reduction with quasi-steady
state assumption.
a target, but may not impact its global statistical behavior. Several techniques
have been developed in recent years to identify those additional species and
reactions, for example, the DRGEP with Sensitivity Analysis method [121]. In
this work, we use an ad-hoc semi-automatic technique that quantifies the impact
of species and reactions on the global statistical behavior of the targets. This
technique utilizes the global production/consumption rates of each species for
every reaction obtained from the simulations of the PaSR test configuration us-
ing the intermediate mechanism. The coupling between species and reactions
on the targets is quantified in a manner similar to the DRGEP technique, but
using the global production and consumption rates of species instead. Poten-
tial species and reactions that may have a minimal impact on the prediction of
global statistics of the targets are removed from the mechanism, and the result-
ing model is simulated in the PaSR test configuration to calculate a posteriori
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errors on the targets using Eqn. 2.4. A 44 species and 118 reactions mechanism
is found to be the smallest acceptable model after this step, and is shown by
diamond symbols in Fig. 2.4.
2.4.5 Quasi-steady state approximations
Once the above-mentioned strategies have removed as many species and reac-
tions as possible, quasi-steady state (QSS) approximations are introduced that
replace the differential equation for a given species by an algebraic expression
much faster to solve. All suitable QSS species are computed using algebraic ex-
pressions consisting of non-QSS species. To keep the calculation of QSS species
simple and fast, it is made sure that all of the algebraic expression are lin-
ear [140]. With this constraint, 5 QSS species are identified: C2H5, CH2OH,
CH2CHO, C7H7, and CH2CO.
The final reduced kinetic model has 39 non-QSS species (including N2), 118
reactions (including both forward and backward reactions), and 5 QSS species.
2.5 Validation of the reduced model
In this section, the accuracy of the reduced model (39 species and 118 reactions)
developed in Section 2.4 is assessed for a number of configurations. Three differ-
ent test cases are performed: 1) The PaSR test configuration is simulated using
both the reduced and the reference model, and major product and tar species are
compared; 2) The reduced model is used in a zero-dimensional reactor configu-
ration to simulate the pyrolysis experiments of Shin et al. [163]; 3) The reduced
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model is integrated with the CFD solver NGA [46] to simulate biomass gasifica-
tion in the laboratory-scale Drop Tube Reactor (DTR) of Chen et al. [29]. These
validation cases are discussed in the following subsections.
2.5.1 Comparison in a partially stirred reactor
The PaSR configuration used to create composition database in Section 2.4 is
used again here to compare the reduced model to the reference model for the
temperatures ranging from 1073 K to 1273 K. The parameters used for these
simulations are shown in Table 2.2. After a statistically steady state is reached,
the mass fractions of gaseous products and tar species are averaged over 10
residence times to get mean steady state mass fractions. Since the reaction path-
ways are significantly altered due to the high reduction ratio, the mass fraction
of a few species are not compared individually. Instead, these species are di-
vided into different groups based on their molecular weights, and the sum of
their mass fractions is compared.
Figure 2.5 compares the mean steady state mass fractions of relevant indi-
vidual species and groups of species obtained from the reduced and reference
model. Predictions of the reduced and reference model for major product gases:
CO, CO2, CH4, H2, and C2 (species with 2 carbon atoms), water (H2O), and three
classes of tars: single-ring aromatics (A1), poly-aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH),
and oxygenated aromatics (AO) are in good agreement. In addition, the reduced
model is also able to predict light (LPV), medium (MPV), and heavy (HPV)
weight primary devolatilization products, and small radicals pool (RAD). Those
acronyms and their definitions are summarized in Table. 2.3.
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Table 2.3: List of species and group of species, and their acronyms.
Acronyms Name
A1 Single ring aromatics (e.g. Benzene)
AO Oxygenated aromatics (e.g. Phenol)
C2 Gases containing two carbon atoms (e.g. Ethylene)
HAA Hydroxyacetaldehyde
HMF Hydroxymethyl Furfural
HPV Heavy weight Primary vapors (7+ carbon atoms, e.g. p-Coumaryl)
MPV Medium weight Primary vapors (4-6 carbon atoms, e.g. Levoglucosan)
LPV Light weight Primary vapors (2-3 carbon atoms, e.g. Glyoxal)
LVG Levoglucosan
PAH Polyaromatic hydrocarbons (e.g. Naphthalene)
RAD Small radicals pool (e.g. H, OH)
The PaSR simulations are carried out on a Beowulf cluster with Nehalem X
series processors. The time per iteration per processor for using the reduced
model is O(10−3s) and for the reference model it is O(10−1s), corresponding to a
reduction in the CPU time by ∼99% by the reduced model. It must be noted that
in the PaSR simulations the majority of the time is spent on the integration of
the chemical source terms, therefore, the saving in the CPU time is dominated
by this term. Reduction in computational expense is expected to be even higher
in CFD simulations as additional scalar transport equations need to be solved
for each species at every grid point in the computational domain.
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Figure 2.5: Statistically steady state mass fractions of various light gases,
tar species, devolatilization products, and small radical pool:
Comparison between the reduced model (symbols) and the
reference chemical model (lines) in a Partially Stirred Reactor
(PaSR) configuration for the temperature ranging from 1073
K to 1273 K. Expanded species names are provided in sec-
tion 2.5.1.
2.5.2 Pyrolysis in a tubular reactor
The reduced model is used to simulate the tubular reactor experiments of Shin
et al. [163] described in Section 2.3.2. Simulation results are compared with
the experimental measurements in Fig. 2.6, and show overall a good agree-
ment. When compared to the simulations performed with the detailed, refer-
ence mechanism (Fig. 2.1), we see that the prediction of hydroxymethyl furfural
decomposition is virtually unchanged by the reduction process, but more sig-
nificant changes are observed for levoglucosan and hydroxyacetaldehyde, for
which the decomposition rate has been reduced. While agreement with the ex-
perimental data is still satisfactory, those results indicate a larger sensitivity of
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those molecules to the underlying small radical chemistry.






























Figure 2.6: Pyrolytic decomposition of Levoglucosan (LVG), Hydroxy-
acetaldehyde (HAA), and Hydroxymethyl Furfural (HMFU):
Comparison between simulation results using the reduced ki-
netic model (lines) and experiments (symbols, Shin et al. [163]).
Different symbols indicate different temperatures (square: 898
K, circle: 923 K, triangle: 948 K, and diamond: 973 K).
2.5.3 Fast pyrolysis of biomass in a drop tube reactor
Numerical simulations of the one-dimensional DTR of Chen et al. [29] are con-
ducted and compared to the experimental results. A schematic of the experi-
mental DTR can be seen in Fig. 2.7. Chen et al. [29] studied gasification of mil-
limetric sized biomass particles (beech wood) in the DTR at 1073 K and 1223 K.
In the experiments, particles are flake-like and are characterized by their equiv-
alent spherical diameters. Biomass particles and nitrogen stream are contin-
uously injected from the top of the reactor, while the exhaust gas is sampled
at the bottom. A portion of this exhaust gas is then examined by several gas
analyzers. The distance between the locations of biomass injection and gas col-
lection is varied to get four residence lengths: 0.3 m, 0.5 m, 0.7 m, and 0.9 m.
The total amount of gas, tar, and char produced is measured at these residence
lengths. Moreover, yields of major gas phase components are also provided.
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The DTR presents a multiphase and multiphysics system, therefore, sim-
ulations of this reactor require a reactive multiphase flow solver. For this
purpose, the reduced model and the biomass devolatilization model are in-
tegrated with the reactive multiphase CFD solver NGA [46], with a Euler-
Lagrange strategy [25] to model gas-solid flows. NGA has been extensively
validated and used for various DNS and LES multiphase reactive flow sys-
tems [44, 180, 81, 43, 45, 82, 139, 177]. Simulations were conducted for biomass
particles with the equivalent spherical diameter (dp) of 520 µm and two gas tem-
peratures: T = 1073 K (simulation S1) and 1223 K (simulation S2). Parameters
used for S1 and S2 are provided in Table 2.4. In the DTR simulations, two mod-
eling issues are encountered related to: 1) the reference devolatilization kinetics
model and 2) the shape of the particles. These are discussed in the following
two subsections before the results of the DTR simulations are presented.
Biomass devolatilization model. In the DTR simulations, the biomass de-
volatilization chemistry is modeled by the reference devolatilization model dis-
cussed in Section 2.3.1. Preliminary DTR simulations could not accurately
predict the experimental yields of CH4, C2H4, and solid residue. This differ-
ence is attributed to the fact that a significant portion of these two gases re-
mains trapped in the solid matrix in the chemisorbed state. For simulation
S1, Fig. 2.8(a) shows the evolution of the trapped species (Tsp ≡ CO, CO2,
and CH3OH) that are completely released from the biomass particle during the
devolatilization, whereas Fig. 2.8(b) shows that a few trapped species (T ∗sp ≡
COH2, CH4, C2H4, and H2) remain inside the biomass particle even after the
complete devolatilization. Figure 2.8(c) shows that even long after the comple-
tion of biomass devolatilization, the amount of solid residue is much higher
than that of char; this difference is also attributed to the trapped species T ∗sp.
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Table 2.4: Parameters for the drop tube reactor simulation.
Parameter Value
Domain length (Lx × Ly × Lz) 0.9 m × 0.02 m × 0.02 m
Number of cells (nx × ny × nz) 900 × 1 × 1
Inlet nitrogen velocity 0.279 m/s
Temperature of inlet nitrogen stream 1073 K (S1) and 1223 K (S2)
Injection rate of biomass particles 7.545×10−7 Kg/s
Biomass density 710 Kg/m3









This is corroborated by the fact that the predicted value of char, Ychar=0.10 is
close to the solid residue measured in the experiments, SRexp=0.08 ± 20%.
Similar discrepancies have been very recently investigated by Anca-Couce
et al. [5], who performed biomass pyrolysis experiments and used the reference
devolatilization model to predict the experimental yields of various species.
They introduced several modifications in the devolatilization mechanism to sig-













Figure 2.7: Schematic of the experimental Drop Tube Reactor [29], the
computational domain considered in this study is indicated in
red
imental database, mainly for the yields of light hydrocarbons and the yield and
composition of char. The focus of the present paper being the secondary gas-
phase reactions, we introduce here a simple ad hoc modification of the Corbetta
et al. model [33] considering only the current experiment at hand, as described
below, and refer the reader to the study of Anca-Couce et al. [5] for a more com-
prehensive treatment of this issue. To improve the predictions of CH4, C2H4,
and solid residue, we adjust the parameters of the reactions, present in the ref-
erence devolatilization model, governing the release of T ∗sp. In the reference
devolatilization model, activation energies (Eact) for the release of T ∗sp are much
higher compared to Eact for the release of Tsp. To make the release of T ∗sp faster,
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we replace the Eact for the release of T ∗sp by the Eact for the release of trapped
CO. Simulation S1 is repeated with the modified values of the Eact; the resulting
evolution profiles of Tsp and T ∗sp are shown in Fig. 2.8(d) and Fig. 2.8(e), respec-
tively, and the evolution of char and solid residue is shown in Fig. 2.8(f). These
figures show that as the devolatilization proceeds all the trapped species get
released from the biomass particles and the amount of solid residue, SRsim=0.1
is close to the experimental value, SRexp=0.08 ± 20%. Therefore, the reference
devolatilization model with the modified value of Eact for T ∗sp is used in the DTR
simulations.
Shape of the particles Biomass particles used in the experiments have flake-
like shape. The shape of the particle affects the drag force from the surrounding
gas and the heat transfer rate experienced by the particle. In the simulations par-
ticles are treated as spheres, therefore, a correction must be made to include the
effect of the proper particle shape while calculating drag force and heat transfer
rate. Chen [28] experimentally measured the slip velocity of the biomass parti-
cles and estimates a correction factor of 1.5 that can be multiplied with the drag
correlation for a spherical particle to estimate the drag on a flake-like particle.
In the DTR simulations, this correction factor is used in the drag calculation for
the biomass particles. Although drag is corrected for the flake-shaped particles,
any correction for heat transfer rate is not provided in the experimental study.
Therefore, we calculate correction factors to estimate the convective and radia-
tive heat transfer rates of the flake-shaped particles based on the calculation for
spherical particles.
Convective heat transfer rate for a particle can be expressed as
qconv = hA∆T (2.5)
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Figure 2.8: Evolution of trapped species, char, and solid residue during
biomass devolatilization in DTR simulation S1 using the un-
modified reference devolatilization model described in sec-
tion 2.3.1 (first row) and the modified model described in sec-
tion 2.5.3 (second row). (a) and (d) show the evolution of
trapped species that are completely released from the biomass
using the unmodified and modified devolatilization model, re-
spectively. (b) and (c) show that for the original devolatiliza-
tion model some trapped species are not released from the
biomass, while those trapped species are released after the
modification as shown in (e) and (f). Yields are normalized
with the initial mass of biomass particle.
where A is the surface area of the particle, ∆T is the temperature difference be-
tween the particle surface and the surrounding gas, and h is the convective heat
transfer coefficient. h can be calculated from the Nusselt number, Nu, as h = Nuλ fl ,
where λ f is thermal conductivity of the gas surrounding the particle and l is the
characteristic length, which is equal to the diameter (dp) for a sphere and the
thickness (tp) for a flake-shaped particle. The Nusselt number is calculated us-
ing Gunn’s correlation [72]. Average area of the flake-shaped particles is calcu-
lated based on the experimental measurements [28] of particle dimensions. The
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ratio of the average area of the flake-shaped particles (A∗) to that of an equiva-
lent spherical particle (A) is calculated to be 1.33. Using the thickness, tp, as the
characteristic length in the expression for h, the convective heat transfer rate for












For a biomass particle of equivalent diameter dp = 520 µm, the experimentally
measured average particle thickness (tp) is 250 µm. Substituting these values in







(1.33A) ∆T ∼ 2.8hA∆T = 2.8qconv (2.7)
Equation 2.7 implies that the convective heat transfer rate for the flake-shaped
particles (corresponding to an equivalent spherical diameter of 520 µm) is about
2.8 times faster than that for the equivalent spherical particles.
The radiative heat transfer rate from the reactor walls to the biomass particle
is modeled by
qrad = Aωpσ(T 4wall − T 4p) (2.8)
where, ωp is the particles emissivity, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (=
5.6704×10−8 Wm2K−4), Twall is the reactor wall temperature, and Tp is the particle
surface temperature. ωp is calculated as a linear combination of wood (ωw=0.7)
and char emissivity (ωc=0.92) [133]. For a flake-shaped particle, A is replaced by






Aωpσ(T 4wall − T 4p) = 1.33qrad (2.9)
Equation 2.9 implies that the radiative heat transfer rate for the flake-shaped
particles (corresponding to an equivalent spherical diameter of 520 µm) will be
about 1.33 times faster than that of the equivalent spherical particles.
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To evaluate the effect of these corrections for convective and radiative heat
transfer rates on biomass devolatilization, S1 is performed with the corrected
rates (q∗conv and q∗rad) and the uncorrected rates (qconv and qrad). Fig. 2.9 shows that
using the corrected heat transfer rates significantly improves the prediction of
the shrinkage rate of the particles. Therefore, in the DTR simulations, convective
and radiative heat transfer rates for the spherical particles are multiplied with
2.8 and 1.33, respectively, to make correction for the shape of the particles.























Figure 2.9: Biomass diameter (for simulation S1) at various reactor
lengths: Comparison between experimental measurements
(symbols), and simulation predictions with corrected heat
transfer rate (solid line) and uncorrected heat transfer rate
(dashed line).
Comparison with experimental data. After incorporating the modifications
in the reference devolatilization model and the heat transfer rates, simulations
S1 and S2 are run until steady state is reached. Figure 2.10 compares the simu-
lation predictions of the mass fraction of major gas products and particle diam-
eters at various reactor lengths to the experimental values. Agreement between
the simulation predictions and experimental measurements is very good con-
sidering the possibility of the high degree of variability in various parameters
and physical properties. These simulations are performed on a single core of a
MacBook laptop and required O(1 hour) to reach steady state, which shows the
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affordability of the current reduced model to simulate laboratory-scale reactors.




















































































































Figure 2.10: Steady state mass fraction (dry basis) of various gas species
and particle diameter at different reactor lengths: Comparison
between simulation results (lines) and experimental measure-
ments (symbols) for particle diameter, dp=520 µm, and two
gas temperatures: 1073 K and 1223 K.
2.6 Application to a fluidized bed reactor
The reduced gas-phase chemistry model, coupled with the biomass de-
volatilization model of Corbetta et al. [33], is used to simulate a pseudo-2D con-
figuration (rectangular geometry) of an experimental FBR [80] using NGA [46].
Parameters used in this simulation are reported in Table 2.5. Initially, the sand
bed is fluidized without biomass particles by injecting the nitrogen gas from
the bottom of the reactor. Once a fluidized sand bed is achieved, biomass par-
ticles are injected into the reactor at a constant mass flow rate. Simulation is
run long enough to reach a statistically steady state. Figure 2.11 shows the in-
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stantaneous values of the mass fraction of various classes of tar normalized by
their maxima at statistically steady state. The location of the mass fraction max-
imum of oxygenated aromatics (AO) is very different from that of single-ring
(A1) and multiple-ring (PAH) aromatics. It indicates that different tar species
can have different length and time scales associated with their formation and
consumption. The mass fraction of the major gas and tar species at different
reactor lengths are shown in Fig. 2.12. As expected, CO is the major gas prod-
uct followed by CO2, CH4, C2, and H2. Among tars, single-ring aromatics are
the major species followed by oxygenated aromatics, and Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons (PAH). Another important observation made from Fig. 2.12 is
that the mass fraction of all the light gases, and A1 and PAH increase along the
reactor height, while it decreases for AO.
The simulation was performed on 96 cores on the cluster mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.5.1, and required 3000 CPU hours and 9000 CPU hours per flow-through
time (0.75 s) for pure sand fluidization case and the reacting case with biomass
injection, respectively. This simulation shows the ability of the reduced model
to be used with a CFD solver to simulate laboratory-scale FBR in an affordable
manner. The present reduced model combined with a CFD solver provides the
capability to track the evolution of major gas and tar species for different oper-
ating conditions.
2.7 Conclusion
An adequate description of the chemical kinetics in the CFD tools is impera-
tive for the detailed simulations of biomass gasification, however, the large size
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Table 2.5: Parameters for the FBR simulation.
Parameter Value
Domain length (Lx × Ly × Lz) 0.15 m × 0.02 m × 0.0015 m
Number of cells (nx × ny × nz) 300 × 40 × 3
Inlet nitrogen velocity 0.2 m/s (6umf )
Inlet nitrogen temperature 1073 K
Number of sand particles 105
Size of sand particles 200 µm
Density of sand particles 2650 Kg/m3
Injection rate of biomass particles 5×10−6 Kg/s
Size of biomass particles 200 µm









of detailed mechanisms make their use prohibitive in the CFD simulations. In
this work, we assemble a detailed chemical model (396 species, 3210 reactions)
for the secondary gas-phase reactions of biomass gasification and reduce it to
a compact model (39 species, 5 quasi-steady state species, and a total of 118
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A1 PAHAO
Figure 2.11: Instantaneous mass fraction of different classes of tar: A1
(single-ring aromatics), AO (Oxygenated aromatics), and
PAH (Poly Aromatic Hydrocarbons), scaled by their individ-
ual maxima in the pseudo two-dimensional FBR simulation.
reactions) using automated strategies. The reduced model shows very good re-
producibility of the statistical yields of various species of interest at a fraction
of computational cost compared to the detailed model. The savings in compu-
tational time are expected to be higher in CFD simulations where a set of extra
Partially Differential Equations (PDEs) need to be solved for the scalar transport
equations. The reduced model, integrated with the CFD solver NGA, is used to
simulate a laboratory-scale Drop Tube Reactor (DTR) experiment showing good
agreement with the experiments. By simulating a pseudo two-dimensional FBR
with the reduced model, it is shown that an adequate description of the gas
phase reactions can be used with CFD tools in a computationally affordable
manner. The reduced model developed here is small enough to be integrated
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Figure 2.12: Steady state mass fraction of major gas and tar species at
different reactor lengths in the pseudo two-dimensional FBR
simulation. Mass fractions of AO and PAH are multiplied by
10 to compare their behavior with A1.
with a CFD solver to study the secondary gas phase reactions of biomass gasifi-
cation in laboratory-scale reactors.
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CHAPTER 3
ON THE VALIDATION OF A ONE-DIMENSIONAL BIOMASS
PYROLYSIS MODEL USING UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION
Reproduced with permission from Goyal, H.; Pepiot, P. On the valida-
tion of a one-dimensional biomass pyrolysis model using uncertainty quan-
tification. ACS Sustainable Chemistry & Engineering 2018, DOI 10.1021/ac-
ssuschemeng.8b02493. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
3.1 Abstract
Predictive modeling tools have the potential to accelerate the development and
deployment of biomass thermochemical conversion. Considerable progress has
been made in the modeling of biomass pyrolysis at the particle level, where
chemical kinetics and transport processes are coupled. However, rigorous val-
idation of the corresponding models is challenging because of the considerable
uncertainty in the values of several biomass properties. Towards this end, we
use the principles of uncertainty quantification (UQ) for a rigorous analysis of
the validity of a commonly used one-dimensional wood pyrolysis model. Un-
certainty in the modeling parameters of the transport processes is propagated to
the simulation results of the pyrolysis model. The model predictions are com-
pared with several detailed experimental measurements for pyrolysis of wood
particles. The results show that the uncertainty in the model predictions account
for some of the discrepancies with the experimental measurements, especially
for the particle temperature profiles and the gas phase species production rates.
Experimental targets are identified whose predictions cannot be improved by
an accurate knowledge of the transport model parameters and require further
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improvements in the chemical kinetics model. The use of a systematic optimiza-
tion technique is also demonstrated to choose the optimal values of uncertain
model parameters.
3.2 Introduction
Modeling and simulation tools provide a flexible and affordable framework to
investigate the controlling chemical and physical processes of biomass pyroly-
sis, with the potential to play a determining role in the development and de-
ployment of this conversion technique. Although modeling of biomass pyroly-
sis has come a long way, starting from one-component kinetic models [161] to a
recently developed mechanistic model for cellulose pyrolysis [178, 197], a com-
prehensive understanding of biomass pyrolysis is far from reality, and a strong
need for modeling efforts has been recognized in the literature [67]. Several
challenges hinder the development of accurate models for biomass pyrolysis, a
major one being the poor knowledge of the complex microscale morphological
changes, such as shrinkage and changing internal particle structure, that take
place inside a biomass particle during the pyrolysis process [88]. These mor-
phological changes significantly affect biomass properties, such as thermal con-
ductivity and heat capacity, and thus the transport of heat and mass [31, 134].
Therefore, detailed particle level modeling of biomass pyrolysis requires mod-
els that can accurately capture the dependence of the biomass properties on the
internal morphological changes [109]. However, such models do not yet exist
because of the inherent complexity of the problem [189].
Particle-scale models of biomass pyrolysis mathematically represent the
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chemical kinetics of the conversion process coupled with several intra-particle
transport processes, such as the transport of mass and energy. The transport
sub-model requires biomass properties, such as thermal conductivity and spe-
cific heat capacity, as the input parameters. However, the variability in biomass
feedstock and the scarcity of detailed data for biomass properties has prompted
the usage of widely varying values for these properties in the literature [182].
Many times the biomass properties are tuned in an ad-hoc manner while vali-
dating the pyrolysis model [33]. A few studies, in the literature, have focused
on relating the macroscopic properties of biomass to its microscopic structure.
For instance, Eitelberger and Hofstetter [50] estimate the thermal conductivity
of biomass close to room temperature using the biomass morphology and the
thermal conductivities of its major constituents. However, the input parame-
ters in their study are uncertain parameters and the effect of any morphological
change is not included, which becomes important during biomass pyrolysis.
For these reasons, the validation of biomass pyrolysis models has been iden-
tified as one of the “top ten” fundamental challenges of biomass pyrolysis by
Mettler et al. [109]. Considering the large uncertainties in the values of several
biomass properties and their influence on biomass pyrolysis, uncertainty quan-
tification (UQ) becomes an integral part of the model validation process. When
the uncertainty in the model predictions is known, a meaningful comparison
can be made with the experimental measurements, revealing specific parts of
the model where further improvements should be sought.
Many sources of uncertainty can exist in a model, such as boundary condi-
tions, modeling assumptions, or model parameters [115]. The quantification of
every single source of uncertainty present in a model is impractical, and gener-
ally, uncertainty in a few model parameters only is quantified and propagated
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to the model predictions [114, 60, 156]. In the case of biomass pyrolysis, al-
though a detailed three-dimensional model has recently been developed [61], a
one-dimensional (1D) transport model coupled with a lumped chemical kinetic
scheme is most commonly used to simulate particle-scale biomass pyrolysis ex-
periments [133, 33, 3, 4], and different sources of uncertainty can be present in
these 1D particle-scale models. In this study, we focus only on the uncertainty in
the transport model parameters of woody biomass and neglect the other sources
of uncertainty. The goal of this work is to provide an in-depth analysis of the va-
lidity of a 1D pyrolysis model against experiments considering the uncertainty
in the transport model parameters and to find the optimal values of these un-
certain parameters using a systematic optimization technique. To achieve this
goal, we develop a 1D particle-scale pyrolysis model, quantify the uncertainty
in the transport model parameters and propagate it to the model predictions.
Several UQ studies exist in the literature for different types of problems,
such as combustion [114], fluidized bed [60], and coke gasifier [156], yet, in our
knowledge, no UQ study has been performed for biomass pyrolysis. For a de-
tailed overview of various UQ methods, readers are referred to the review arti-
cles by Najm [115] and Wang and Sheen [179]. In this work, a non-intrusive UQ
approach [114, 60, 156] is employed, where ensemble evaluations of the model
are performed to propagate the uncertainty through the model. This brute force
approach requires thousands of simulations to get the statistics of the output
and would become computationally intractable if the original model is used
for this purpose. To address this issue, the solution mapping (SM) method of
Frenklach [58] is used to construct a response surface to estimate the predic-
tions of the pyrolysis model in a computationally inexpensive manner. The SM
method [58] is also used in the systematic optimization of the uncertain model
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parameters. It is important to note that while we focus here on transport pa-
rameters only, the methodology employed in this work can be applied in the
same way to other modeling aspects related to industrially-relevant biomass
feedstock, such as shape and size of biomass particles.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The Particle Model
Description section describes the governing equations and boundary conditions
of the one-dimensional particle-scale model for biomass pyrolysis used in this
work. An overview of the methodology employed here to perform the UQ and
optimization studies is provided in the Methodology section. The Results and
Discussion section first presents two verification cases for the pyrolysis model,
and then describes the results of the UQ and optimization studies. A detailed
analysis of the results and their possible implications are also provided in this
section.
3.3 Particle model description
A spherically symmetric 1D intra-particle model, referred to as MP, is devel-
oped for the simulation of wood pyrolysis based on the work of Park et al. [133].
Here, both solid and gas phases are treated as a mixture of interpenetrating
continua within the particle. During pyrolysis, the particle is heated through
convection and/or radiation, releasing several gaseous species and gets con-
verted into residual char. MP describes the conservation of mass in the gas and
solid phases, the total energy of gas and solid phases, and individual gaseous
species accompanying the pyrolysis of the particle. The lumped chemical ki-
netic scheme of the CRECK modeling group [33] is used to model the pyroly-
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sis reactions. This kinetic scheme involves ns=12 solid species, 7 trapped gas
species slowly releasing from the solid matrix, and ng=20 gaseous products.
The initial composition of wood is represented by a combination of cellulose,
hemicellulose, and three types of lignin. A brief description of the governing
equations and the boundary conditions ofMP are provided below.
The rate of change of mass per unit volume of the ith solid component of the
particle is given by
dρs,i
dt
= ωs,i , (3.1)
where ρs,i is the apparent density (including pore volume) andωs,i is the reaction
source term for the ith solid component. Here, the particle shrinkage is assumed
to be negligible [132], making the particle radius constant and equal to the initial














ω j , (3.2)
where ρ is the gas density, U is the superficial gas velocity, and ω j is the source
term for the jth gas phase species. ε is the porosity, calculated by
ε = 1 − ρs
ρ0s
(1 − ε0) . (3.3)
In the equation above, ρs and ρ0s are the instantaneous and initial solid masses
per unit volume, respectively, and ε0 is the initial particle porosity. A low Mach
number assumption is made to remove the effect of pressure variations due to





Here, P is the thermodynamic pressure, M is the molar mass of the gas phase
mixture and R is the ideal gas constant. Mass conservation for the jth gas phase
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+ ω j , (3.5)
where y j is the mass fraction of the jth gas species, and D is the mass diffusivity,
assumed to be constant for all species. Assuming a local thermodynamic equi-





















where T is the particle temperature, Ci is the specific heat capacity of the ith
solid component, and Cp, j is the constant pressure specific heat capacity of the
jth gas phase species. Specific heat capacity of the gas phase Cp,g is calculated as∑ng
j=1 y jCp, j. The last term on the right hand side is the heat source term, where nr
is the total number of reactions, and Ωk and ∆hk are the reaction rate and heat of
reaction, respectively, of the kth reaction. C for char is Cc and C for the rest of the
solid components is assumed to be equal to the specific heat capacity of wood,
Cw. Thermal conductivity for char is λc, and for the rest of the solid components,
is assumed to be equal to the thermal conductivity of wood, λw. Both λw and λc
are taken as the average value of the three directions (radial, tangential, and
grain) of the particle. λ is the effective thermal conductivity, calculated as the
weighted sum of the thermal conductivities of wood λw, char λc, and gases λg,
and the radiative heat transfer through pores λrad [133, 47].
λ = (1 − γ)λw + γλc + ελg + λrad , (3.7)







X jλg, j +
1∑ng
j=1 X j/λg, j
 . (3.8)
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Here, λg, j and X j are the thermal conductivity and the mole fraction of the jth
gaseous species, respectively. λrad is the contribution to the particle thermal con-






where σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, e is the emissivity, and d is the effec-
tive pore size, calculated as:
d = (1 − γ)dw + γdc , (3.10)
with dw and dc being the pore sizes of wood and char, respectively. γ is the
degree of pyrolysis defined as:
γ = 1 −
∑ns
i=1 ρs,i − ρc
ρ0s
, (3.11)
where ρc is the density of char.
At the particle boundary surface (r = r0), species gradients are imposed by
the external convective mass transfer, and the temperature gradient is imposed












= h(T∞ − Tr=r0) + σes(T 4reac − T 4r=r0), (3.13)
where es is the surface emissivity, and κ and h are the convective mass and heat
transfer coefficients, respectively. y j,r=r0 is the mass fraction of the j
th gas phase
species at the particle surface, y j,∞ is the ambient mass fraction of the jth gas
species, Tr=r0 is the particle surface temperature, T∞ is the ambient gas tempera-
ture, and Treac is the wall temperature of the reactor where particle is heated. At











= 0 . (3.15)
The resulting set of coupled non-linear partial differential equations (PDEs)
is discretized using finite differences: a central difference scheme is used for the
diffusion terms, while an upwind scheme is used for the convective terms. A
backward Euler implicit scheme is employed to discretize the temporal terms.
At each time step, all the discretized equations are solved iteratively until a
converged solution is obtained. The verification ofMP is provided in the Results
and Discussion section.
3.4 Methodology
This section describes the methodology utilized to achieve our objectives of
propagating the uncertainty in the transport model parameters to the predic-
tions ofMP and finding the optimal values of the uncertain model parameters.
The first step is to select a set of model parameters that is going to be used in
the UQ study. To reduce the computational cost of performing the uncertainty
analysis, only the transport model parameters contributing most to the uncer-
tainty are included. To this end, a sensitivity analysis is performed to identify
the most sensitive parameters, and the uncertainty in those sensitive parame-
ters is quantified in the form of probability distribution functions (PDFs) using
their values employed in the literature.
Since evaluating MP for multiple combinations of the uncertain model pa-
rameters is computationally expensive, the solution mapping (SM) method [58]
is used to map the solution of MP to a multi-dimensional polynomial, known
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as response surface, allowing for a significant reduction in the cost of obtaining





where Pi is the ith uncertain model parameter and Pi,0, its nominal value. The
normalization bounds xi between −1 and 1 with its nominal value equal to 0. fi
is the uncertainty factor associated with Pi, such that
Pi,0/ fi ≤ Pi ≤ Pi,0 fi . (3.17)
For combustion problems, a 2nd order polynomial is usually adequate to be
a response surface [59]. Considering the similarity between combustion and
biomass pyrolysis in terms of the underlying physical and chemical processes,
a 2nd order polynomial is used here as well, and the response surface η(x) is
assumed to be of the form:








bi jxix j , (3.18)
where N is the number of uncertain model parameters, and η0 is the model pre-
diction at the nominal values of the uncertain model parameters. ai and bi j are
the constant polynomial coefficients, and are determined by conducting regres-
sion analysis of the output of several simulations of MP, in which the values
of uncertain model parameters are determined using a factorial design [14]. It
should be noted that a separate η(x) needs to be created for each quantity of
interest, such as particle temperature and species mass fraction, referred to as
targets in this study.
To propagate the uncertainty in the model parameters to the predictions of
MP, evaluations of the response surface η(x) are performed by sampling the
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PDFs of the normalized model parameters. Using the outputs of the response
surface, a PDF is constructed for the predictions of a target.
The optimal values of the uncertain model parameters, which will be de-
noted by x∗, are obtained by minimizing the least-squares difference between
the experimental measurements ηobsi and the model predictions ηi(x) of the n








subject to the constraint that −1 ≤ xi ≤ 1. In general, the standard deviation σobsi
in the experimental measurements is preferred to normalize the differences be-
tween the measurements and the predictions, as it includes the inherent uncer-
tainty in the experimental measurements and hence, can provide better weight-
ing factors for different targets. In this study, σobsi for all the experimental data
used is not available, therefore, in Eq. 3.19, the differences between the measure-
ments and the predictions are normalized by ηobsi .
3.5 Results and discussion
The methodology described in the previous section is now employed to quan-
tify the uncertainties in the prediction of model MP and provide a more com-
prehensive and insightful comparison of those predictions with experimental
data. As mentioned above, we focus here on the influence of the uncertainty in
the values of the transport model parameters only.
The results are presented in three subsections. The first subsection provides
two verification cases for MP by comparing its predictions with the analytical
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solution of the 1D transient heat conduction in a sphere and the results of a simi-
lar 1D model implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics [79] by Corbetta et al. [33].
In the second subsection, the results of the UQ study are provided and analyzed
in the context of a comparison with experimental data. In the third subsection,
optimal values for the uncertain model parameters are evaluated and the pre-
dictions of the resulting optimized model M∗P and unoptimized/base model
MP are compared.
In this work, two experimental studies are used for the UQ and optimization
studies : 1) the pyrolysis of maple wood spheres with diameter dp=2.54 cm by
Park et al. [133] at six reactor temperatures Treac: 638 K, 688 K, 736 K, 783 K, 831
K, and 879 K, which will be referred to as experimental set EI, and 2) the pyroly-
sis of poplar wood spheres with dp=2.54 cm by Bennadji et al. [10] at Treac=641 K,
700 K, and 743 K, referred to as experimental set EII. As both the experimental
studies were performed at low reactor temperatures, secondary gas phase reac-
tions are assumed to be negligible and not considered in the simulations. In EI,
measurements include the evolution of temperature at different locations inside
the particle and solid mass fraction, and the final lumped product yields. In
EII, the instantaneous production rates and the yields of CO, CO2, CH4, HCHO,
HCOOH, and CH3COOH are measured. Table 3.1 provides the targets selected
from EI and EII for both the UQ and the optimization studies. In this table, tdev is
defined as the time at which the rate of change of solid mass fraction becomes
very small (a cutoff value of 10−4 is used in the simulations). The lumped prod-
uct yield of gas, Y lumpgas , is defined as the sum of the yields of all the permanent
gaseous species, such as CO and CH4, included in MP, whereas the lumped
product yield of tar, Y lumptar , is taken as the sum of the yields of all the species that
are liquid at room temperature, such as levoglucosan.
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Table 3.1: Selected targets from EI and EII for the UQ and optimization studies.
Targets for EI Targets for EII
1) Peak temperature at the 1) Peak production rate
particle center, Tpeak of species,P
2) Time of peak temperature 2) Time of peak production
at the particle center, tTpeak rate of species, tP
3) Devolatilization time, tdev 3) Yield of species, Y
4) Lumped product yields, Ylump:
Y lumpgas , Y
lump
tar , and Solid residue (SR)
3.5.1 Verification of the particle model
For the first verification case, the predictions ofMP are compared with the ana-
lytical solution of the 1D transient heat conduction in a sphere with constant
properties. For the comparison, a spherical particle with r0=5 mm, density
ρp=630 kg/m3, specific heat capacity C=1800 J/kg·K, initial particle tempera-
ture T0=300 K, and ambient temperature T∞=773 K is considered. The analytical










sin(ζi) − ζi cos(ζi)]
2ζi − sin(2ζi) , 1 − ζi cot(ζi) = Bi . (3.20)
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Here, θ = T−T∞T0−T∞ is the non-dimensional temperature, and r
∗ is the radial location
normalized by r0: r∗ = r/r0. Bi is the Biot number, defined as Bi = hr0/λ, Fo
is the Fourier number, equivalent to a dimensionless time and defined as αt/l2,
where t is the time, α is the thermal diffusivity, and l is the characteristic length
defined as r0/2. For Fo¿0.2, the series solution in Eq. 3.20 can be approximated
by its first term: [11]




Using the values of ζ1 and C1 taken from Bergman et al. [11], the analytical so-
lution for the temperature evolution at the particle center is fully determined.
Figure 3.1 shows the comparison of the analytical solution with the predictions
ofMP for a wide range of Bi. As expected, the numerical solution ofMP is in
excellent agreement with the analytical solution.















Figure 3.1: Temperature evolution for 1D transient heat conduction in
a solid sphere. Comparison between the predictions of MP
(lines) and the analytical expression (symbols) for the cen-
ter temperature. Different symbols indicate different Bi (red
square: 10−1, green circle: 100, blue diamond: 101, orange trian-
gle: 102).
In the second verification case, we compare the predictions ofMP with those
of a similar 1D particle model implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics [79] by
Corbetta et al. [33] to simulate the pyrolysis of the maple wood spheres used in
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the EI experimental set. We useMP to simulate the same experiments with the
values of model parameters taken from Corbetta et al. [33]. Figure 3.2 shows the
comparison between the predictions ofMP and those of the COMSOL simula-
tion of Corbetta et al. [33], along with the measurements from EI. The excellent
agreement between the predictions of MP and the COMSOL simulations [33]
further verifies the numerical implementation ofMP.






























































Figure 3.2: Comparison between the predictions of MP (solid lines) and
COMSOL simulations results (Corbetta et al. [33], dashed
lines), along with the measurements from EI (symbols). (a), (b),
and (c) show the evolution as a function of time of the particle
surface temperature, the particle center temperature, and solid
mass fraction, respectively. Different symbols indicate differ-
ent reactor temperatures Treac (red square: 688K, green circle:
783K, and blue diamond: 879K). (d) shows the lumped prod-




Performing the uncertainty analysis for a large number of model parameters is
computationally intractable. For this reason, we only consider those transport
model parameters that 1) show large sensitivity to the model predictions, and
2) have large uncertainty in their values. To identify the most sensitive model
parameters, a sensitivity analysis ofMP is performed for the experimental con-
ditions of EI at the lowest (Treac=638 K) and the highest (Treac=831 K) reactor tem-
peratures. The sensitivity coefficient associated with the ith model parameter Pi,
Si, j, is defined as
Si, j = Pi,0Pi − Pi,0
G j − G j,0
G j,0 , (3.22)
where Pi,0 is the nominal value of the model parameter and Pi is obtained by
multiplying Pi,0 with a factor χ. G j and G j,0 are the model predictions of the jth
target corresponding to Pi and Pi,0, respectively. We choose χ=2 to calculate Si, j.
Figure 3.3 plots the coefficients Si, j for the targets: Tpeak, tdev, and Ylump. We ob-
serve that at Treac=879 K,MP is sensitive to a larger number of model parameters
and exhibits higher sensitivity compared to Treac=638 K. For the purpose of this
study, the model parameters with Si, j > 0.05 at both temperatures for at least
one target are selected. Six model parameters are found to satisfy this criterion:
λw, λc, Cw, Cc, λg, and Cp,g. Out of these six sensitive parameters, λg and Cp,g are
known with relatively low uncertainty as the properties of the gas species in-
volved in our case have typically been studied, extensively. The remaining four
sensitive model parameters correspond to the thermal properties of biomass.
Several sensitivity studies [49, 165] in the literature have also identified the ther-
mal properties to be the most sensitive parameters in a particle-level pyrolysis
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model, and these properties also show high variability in their reported values
in the literature [49, 165, 73, 74]. Therefore, we chooseH : {λw, λc, Cw, Cc} as the
set of uncertain model parameters for the UQ study.
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<latexit sha1_base64="OBZ7P+x IkmYqudmTnepFk7oZD9U=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5Z EFD0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRrN7thdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btIctPXBwOO9 GWbmBTFn2rjut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbS0TRWiLSC5VN8CaciZoyz DDaTdWFEcBp51gcpv5nSeqNJPiwUxj6kd4JFjICDZWap+7de+qMqjW3Lq bAy0TryA1KNAcVL/6Q0mSiApDONa657mx8VOsDCOczir9RNMYkwke0Z6lA kdU+2l+7QydWGWIQqlsCYNy9fdEiiOtp1FgOyNsxnrRy8T/vF5iwhs/ZS JODBVkvihMODISZa+jIVOUGD61BBPF7K2IjLHCxNiAshC8xZeXSfui7tnM 7i9rjbMijjIcwTGcggfX0IA7aEILCDzCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+w Pn8AWGPjZs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OBZ7P+x IkmYqudmTnepFk7oZD9U=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5Z EFD0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRrN7thdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btIctPXBwOO9 GWbmBTFn2rjut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbS0TRWiLSC5VN8CaciZoyz DDaTdWFEcBp51gcpv5nSeqNJPiwUxj6kd4JFjICDZWap+7de+qMqjW3Lq bAy0TryA1KNAcVL/6Q0mSiApDONa657mx8VOsDCOczir9RNMYkwke0Z6lA kdU+2l+7QydWGWIQqlsCYNy9fdEiiOtp1FgOyNsxnrRy8T/vF5iwhs/ZS JODBVkvihMODISZa+jIVOUGD61BBPF7K2IjLHCxNiAshC8xZeXSfui7tnM 7i9rjbMijjIcwTGcggfX0IA7aEILCDzCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+w Pn8AWGPjZs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OBZ7P+x IkmYqudmTnepFk7oZD9U=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5Z EFD0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRrN7thdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btIctPXBwOO9 GWbmBTFn2rjut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbS0TRWiLSC5VN8CaciZoyz DDaTdWFEcBp51gcpv5nSeqNJPiwUxj6kd4JFjICDZWap+7de+qMqjW3Lq bAy0TryA1KNAcVL/6Q0mSiApDONa657mx8VOsDCOczir9RNMYkwke0Z6lA kdU+2l+7QydWGWIQqlsCYNy9fdEiiOtp1FgOyNsxnrRy8T/vF5iwhs/ZS JODBVkvihMODISZa+jIVOUGD61BBPF7K2IjLHCxNiAshC8xZeXSfui7tnM 7i9rjbMijjIcwTGcggfX0IA7aEILCDzCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+w Pn8AWGPjZs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OBZ7P+x IkmYqudmTnepFk7oZD9U=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5Z EFD0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRrN7thdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btIctPXBwOO9 GWbmBTFn2rjut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbS0TRWiLSC5VN8CaciZoyz DDaTdWFEcBp51gcpv5nSeqNJPiwUxj6kd4JFjICDZWap+7de+qMqjW3Lq bAy0TryA1KNAcVL/6Q0mSiApDONa657mx8VOsDCOczir9RNMYkwke0Z6lA kdU+2l+7QydWGWIQqlsCYNy9fdEiiOtp1FgOyNsxnrRy8T/vF5iwhs/ZS JODBVkvihMODISZa+jIVOUGD61BBPF7K2IjLHCxNiAshC8xZeXSfui7tnM 7i9rjbMijjIcwTGcggfX0IA7aEILCDzCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+w Pn8AWGPjZs=</latexit>
0
<latexit sha1_base64="WvbwtcJ UmdfTA6XKPzGVmfrAadk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EBD0WvHisYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHe DDPzgkQKg6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFR28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFg qUvJtoTqNA8k4wuc39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHtzKoFpz6+4cZJV 4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs /mlM3JmlSEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm2UvF//zeimGN34mVJIiV2 yxKEwlwZjkb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsLGVFOGNpw8BG/55VXSvqx7bt27v6o1 Loo4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHp reMsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WvbwtcJ UmdfTA6XKPzGVmfrAadk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EBD0WvHisYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHe DDPzgkQKg6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFR28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFg qUvJtoTqNA8k4wuc39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHtzKoFpz6+4cZJV 4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs /mlM3JmlSEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm2UvF//zeimGN34mVJIiV2 yxKEwlwZjkb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsLGVFOGNpw8BG/55VXSvqx7bt27v6o1 Loo4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHp reMsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WvbwtcJ UmdfTA6XKPzGVmfrAadk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EBD0WvHisYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHe DDPzgkQKg6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFR28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFg qUvJtoTqNA8k4wuc39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHtzKoFpz6+4cZJV 4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs /mlM3JmlSEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm2UvF//zeimGN34mVJIiV2 yxKEwlwZjkb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsLGVFOGNpw8BG/55VXSvqx7bt27v6o1 Loo4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHp reMsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WvbwtcJ UmdfTA6XKPzGVmfrAadk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EBD0WvHisYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHe DDPzgkQKg6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFR28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFg qUvJtoTqNA8k4wuc39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHtzKoFpz6+4cZJV 4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs /mlM3JmlSEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm2UvF//zeimGN34mVJIiV2 yxKEwlwZjkb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsLGVFOGNpw8BG/55VXSvqx7bt27v6o1 Loo4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHp reMsg==</latexit>
0
<latexit sha1_base64="WvbwtcJUmdfTA6XKPzGVmfrAadk=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0WvHisYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dv f2D6uFR28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuc39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHtzKoFpz6+4cZJV4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Q z6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs/mlM3JmlSEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm2UvF//zeimGN34mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjkb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsL GVFOGNpw8BG/55VXSvqx7bt27v6o1Loo4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHpreMsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WvbwtcJUmdfTA6XKPzGVmfrAadk=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0WvHisYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dv f2D6uFR28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuc39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHtzKoFpz6+4cZJV4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Q z6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs/mlM3JmlSEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm2UvF//zeimGN34mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjkb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsL GVFOGNpw8BG/55VXSvqx7bt27v6o1Loo4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHpreMsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WvbwtcJUmdfTA6XKPzGVmfrAadk=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0WvHisYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dv f2D6uFR28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuc39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHtzKoFpz6+4cZJV4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Q z6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs/mlM3JmlSEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm2UvF//zeimGN34mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjkb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsL GVFOGNpw8BG/55VXSvqx7bt27v6o1Loo4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHpreMsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WvbwtcJUmdfTA6XKPzGVmfrAadk=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0WvHisYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dv f2D6uFR28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuc39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHtzKoFpz6+4cZJV4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Q z6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs/mlM3JmlSEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm2UvF//zeimGN34mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjkb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsL GVFOGNpw8BG/55VXSvqx7bt27v6o1Loo4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHpreMsg==</latexit>
0.02
<latexit sha1_base64="TMlrj3baEogRRZTFjzm1wYsXIhA=">AAAB63 icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQspMEXRZcOOygn1AO5RMmmlD8xiSjFCG/oIbF4q49Yfc+Tdm2llo64GQwzn3cu89UcKZsb7/7ZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g 8Oj6vFJx6hUE9omiivdi7ChnEnatsxy2ks0xSLitBtN73K/+0S1YUo+2llCQ4HHksWMYJtLft1vDKs19y2A1klQkBoUaA2rX4ORIqmg0hKOjekHfmLD DGvLCKfzyiA1NMFkise076jEgpowW+w6RxdOGaFYafekRQv1d0eGhTEzEblKge3ErHq5+J/XT218G2ZMJqmlkiwHxSlHVqH8cDRimhLLZ45gopnbFZE J1phYF0/FhRCsnrxOOo164NeDh+ta86qIowxncA6XEMANNOEeWtAGAhN4hld484T34r17H8vSklf0nMIfeJ8/vJiNTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TMlrj3baEogRRZTFjzm1wYsXIhA=">AAAB63 icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQspMEXRZcOOygn1AO5RMmmlD8xiSjFCG/oIbF4q49Yfc+Tdm2llo64GQwzn3cu89UcKZsb7/7ZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g 8Oj6vFJx6hUE9omiivdi7ChnEnatsxy2ks0xSLitBtN73K/+0S1YUo+2llCQ4HHksWMYJtLft1vDKs19y2A1klQkBoUaA2rX4ORIqmg0hKOjekHfmLD DGvLCKfzyiA1NMFkise076jEgpowW+w6RxdOGaFYafekRQv1d0eGhTEzEblKge3ErHq5+J/XT218G2ZMJqmlkiwHxSlHVqH8cDRimhLLZ45gopnbFZE J1phYF0/FhRCsnrxOOo164NeDh+ta86qIowxncA6XEMANNOEeWtAGAhN4hld484T34r17H8vSklf0nMIfeJ8/vJiNTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TMlrj3baEogRRZTFjzm1wYsXIhA=">AAAB63 icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQspMEXRZcOOygn1AO5RMmmlD8xiSjFCG/oIbF4q49Yfc+Tdm2llo64GQwzn3cu89UcKZsb7/7ZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g 8Oj6vFJx6hUE9omiivdi7ChnEnatsxy2ks0xSLitBtN73K/+0S1YUo+2llCQ4HHksWMYJtLft1vDKs19y2A1klQkBoUaA2rX4ORIqmg0hKOjekHfmLD DGvLCKfzyiA1NMFkise076jEgpowW+w6RxdOGaFYafekRQv1d0eGhTEzEblKge3ErHq5+J/XT218G2ZMJqmlkiwHxSlHVqH8cDRimhLLZ45gopnbFZE J1phYF0/FhRCsnrxOOo164NeDh+ta86qIowxncA6XEMANNOEeWtAGAhN4hld484T34r17H8vSklf0nMIfeJ8/vJiNTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TMlrj3baEogRRZTFjzm1wYsXIhA=">AAAB63 icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQspMEXRZcOOygn1AO5RMmmlD8xiSjFCG/oIbF4q49Yfc+Tdm2llo64GQwzn3cu89UcKZsb7/7ZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g 8Oj6vFJx6hUE9omiivdi7ChnEnatsxy2ks0xSLitBtN73K/+0S1YUo+2llCQ4HHksWMYJtLft1vDKs19y2A1klQkBoUaA2rX4ORIqmg0hKOjekHfmLD DGvLCKfzyiA1NMFkise076jEgpowW+w6RxdOGaFYafekRQv1d0eGhTEzEblKge3ErHq5+J/XT218G2ZMJqmlkiwHxSlHVqH8cDRimhLLZ45gopnbFZE J1phYF0/FhRCsnrxOOo164NeDh+ta86qIowxncA6XEMANNOEeWtAGAhN4hld484T34r17H8vSklf0nMIfeJ8/vJiNTA==</latexit>
0.01
<latexit sha1_base64="kDw9PRP5c814S4jup5QKO84nBGs=">AAAB63 icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdEfRY8OKxgq2FdinZdNqGJtklyQpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPVByOO9GWbmRYngxvr+t1daW9/Y3CpvV3Z29 /YPqodHbROnmmGLxSLWnYgaFFxhy3IrsJNopDIS+BhNbnP/8Qm14bF6sNMEQ0lHig85ozaX/Lof9Ks1981BVklQkBoUaParX71BzFKJyjJBjekGfmLD jGrLmcBZpZcaTCib0BF2HVVUogmz+a4zcuaUARnG2j1lyVz93ZFRacxURq5SUjs2y14u/ud1Uzu8CTOuktSiYotBw1QQG5P8cDLgGpkVU0co09ztSti Yasqsi6fiQgiWT14l7ct64NeD+6ta46KIowwncArnEMA1NOAOmtACBmN4hld486T34r17H4vSklf0HMMfeJ8/uxSNSw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kDw9PRP5c814S4jup5QKO84nBGs=">AAAB63 icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdEfRY8OKxgq2FdinZdNqGJtklyQpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPVByOO9GWbmRYngxvr+t1daW9/Y3CpvV3Z29 /YPqodHbROnmmGLxSLWnYgaFFxhy3IrsJNopDIS+BhNbnP/8Qm14bF6sNMEQ0lHig85ozaX/Lof9Ks1981BVklQkBoUaParX71BzFKJyjJBjekGfmLD jGrLmcBZpZcaTCib0BF2HVVUogmz+a4zcuaUARnG2j1lyVz93ZFRacxURq5SUjs2y14u/ud1Uzu8CTOuktSiYotBw1QQG5P8cDLgGpkVU0co09ztSti Yasqsi6fiQgiWT14l7ct64NeD+6ta46KIowwncArnEMA1NOAOmtACBmN4hld486T34r17H4vSklf0HMMfeJ8/uxSNSw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kDw9PRP5c814S4jup5QKO84nBGs=">AAAB63 icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdEfRY8OKxgq2FdinZdNqGJtklyQpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPVByOO9GWbmRYngxvr+t1daW9/Y3CpvV3Z29 /YPqodHbROnmmGLxSLWnYgaFFxhy3IrsJNopDIS+BhNbnP/8Qm14bF6sNMEQ0lHig85ozaX/Lof9Ks1981BVklQkBoUaParX71BzFKJyjJBjekGfmLD jGrLmcBZpZcaTCib0BF2HVVUogmz+a4zcuaUARnG2j1lyVz93ZFRacxURq5SUjs2y14u/ud1Uzu8CTOuktSiYotBw1QQG5P8cDLgGpkVU0co09ztSti Yasqsi6fiQgiWT14l7ct64NeD+6ta46KIowwncArnEMA1NOAOmtACBmN4hld486T34r17H4vSklf0HMMfeJ8/uxSNSw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kDw9PRP5c814S4jup5QKO84nBGs=">AAAB63 icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdEfRY8OKxgq2FdinZdNqGJtklyQpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPVByOO9GWbmRYngxvr+t1daW9/Y3CpvV3Z29 /YPqodHbROnmmGLxSLWnYgaFFxhy3IrsJNopDIS+BhNbnP/8Qm14bF6sNMEQ0lHig85ozaX/Lof9Ks1981BVklQkBoUaParX71BzFKJyjJBjekGfmLD jGrLmcBZpZcaTCib0BF2HVVUogmz+a4zcuaUARnG2j1lyVz93ZFRacxURq5SUjs2y14u/ud1Uzu8CTOuktSiYotBw1QQG5P8cDLgGpkVU0co09ztSti Yasqsi6fiQgiWT14l7ct64NeD+6ta46KIowwncArnEMA1NOAOmtACBmN4hld486T34r17H4vSklf0HMMfeJ8/uxSNSw==</latexit>
 0.01
<latexit sha1_base64="YNhKxmM3G62jrY815YAj56Bl7ss=">AAAB7H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5ZEBD0WvHisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBso/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3 ds/qB4etXSSKYY+S0SiOiHVKLhE33AjsJMqpHEosB2O72Z++wmV5ol8NJMUg5gOJY84o8ZK/qVbd71+tWa/Ocgq8QpSgwLNfvWrN0hYFqM0TFCtu56b miCnynAmcFrpZRpTysZ0iF1LJY1RB/l82Sk5s8qARImyTxoyV3935DTWehKHtjKmZqSXvZn4n9fNTHQb5FymmUHJFoOiTBCTkNnlZMAVMiMmllCmuN2 VsBFVlBmbT8WG4C2fvEpaV3XPrXsP17XGRRFHGU7gFM7BgxtowD00wQcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorTkFD3H8AfO5w8k9Y2C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNhKxmM3G62jrY815YAj56Bl7ss=">AAAB7H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5ZEBD0WvHisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBso/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3 ds/qB4etXSSKYY+S0SiOiHVKLhE33AjsJMqpHEosB2O72Z++wmV5ol8NJMUg5gOJY84o8ZK/qVbd71+tWa/Ocgq8QpSgwLNfvWrN0hYFqM0TFCtu56b miCnynAmcFrpZRpTysZ0iF1LJY1RB/l82Sk5s8qARImyTxoyV3935DTWehKHtjKmZqSXvZn4n9fNTHQb5FymmUHJFoOiTBCTkNnlZMAVMiMmllCmuN2 VsBFVlBmbT8WG4C2fvEpaV3XPrXsP17XGRRFHGU7gFM7BgxtowD00wQcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorTkFD3H8AfO5w8k9Y2C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNhKxmM3G62jrY815YAj56Bl7ss=">AAAB7H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5ZEBD0WvHisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBso/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3 ds/qB4etXSSKYY+S0SiOiHVKLhE33AjsJMqpHEosB2O72Z++wmV5ol8NJMUg5gOJY84o8ZK/qVbd71+tWa/Ocgq8QpSgwLNfvWrN0hYFqM0TFCtu56b miCnynAmcFrpZRpTysZ0iF1LJY1RB/l82Sk5s8qARImyTxoyV3935DTWehKHtjKmZqSXvZn4n9fNTHQb5FymmUHJFoOiTBCTkNnlZMAVMiMmllCmuN2 VsBFVlBmbT8WG4C2fvEpaV3XPrXsP17XGRRFHGU7gFM7BgxtowD00wQcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorTkFD3H8AfO5w8k9Y2C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNhKxmM3G62jrY815YAj56Bl7ss=">AAAB7H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5ZEBD0WvHisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBso/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3 ds/qB4etXSSKYY+S0SiOiHVKLhE33AjsJMqpHEosB2O72Z++wmV5ol8NJMUg5gOJY84o8ZK/qVbd71+tWa/Ocgq8QpSgwLNfvWrN0hYFqM0TFCtu56b miCnynAmcFrpZRpTysZ0iF1LJY1RB/l82Sk5s8qARImyTxoyV3935DTWehKHtjKmZqSXvZn4n9fNTHQb5FymmUHJFoOiTBCTkNnlZMAVMiMmllCmuN2 VsBFVlBmbT8WG4C2fvEpaV3XPrXsP17XGRRFHGU7gFM7BgxtowD00wQcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorTkFD3H8AfO5w8k9Y2C</latexit>
 0.02
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Dw<latexit sha1_base64="uxagJ3DxMKGMZ7QBesgrbu82W90=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0W9OCxgq2FNpTNdtIu3d2E3Y1SQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LBjXXdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7 +zuVfcP2iZKNMMWi0SkOwE1KLjCluVWYCfWSGUg8CEYX+f+wyNqwyN1bycx+pIOFQ85ozaXbvpPlX615tbdGcgy8QpSgwLNfvWrN4hYIlFZJqgxXc+N rZ9SbTkTOK30EoMxZWM6xG5GFZVo/HR265ScZMqAhJHOSlkyU39PpFQaM5FB1impHZlFLxf/87qJDa/8lKs4sajYfFGYCGIjkj9OBlwjs2KSEco0z24 lbEQ1ZTaLJw/BW3x5mbTP655b9+4uao2zIo4yHMExnIIHl9CAW2hCCxiM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gBVHI2w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uxagJ3DxMKGMZ7QBesgrbu82W90=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0W9OCxgq2FNpTNdtIu3d2E3Y1SQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LBjXXdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7 +zuVfcP2iZKNMMWi0SkOwE1KLjCluVWYCfWSGUg8CEYX+f+wyNqwyN1bycx+pIOFQ85ozaXbvpPlX615tbdGcgy8QpSgwLNfvWrN4hYIlFZJqgxXc+N rZ9SbTkTOK30EoMxZWM6xG5GFZVo/HR265ScZMqAhJHOSlkyU39PpFQaM5FB1impHZlFLxf/87qJDa/8lKs4sajYfFGYCGIjkj9OBlwjs2KSEco0z24 lbEQ1ZTaLJw/BW3x5mbTP655b9+4uao2zIo4yHMExnIIHl9CAW2hCCxiM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gBVHI2w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uxagJ3DxMKGMZ7QBesgrbu82W90=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0W9OCxgq2FNpTNdtIu3d2E3Y1SQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LBjXXdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7 +zuVfcP2iZKNMMWi0SkOwE1KLjCluVWYCfWSGUg8CEYX+f+wyNqwyN1bycx+pIOFQ85ozaXbvpPlX615tbdGcgy8QpSgwLNfvWrN4hYIlFZJqgxXc+N rZ9SbTkTOK30EoMxZWM6xG5GFZVo/HR265ScZMqAhJHOSlkyU39PpFQaM5FB1impHZlFLxf/87qJDa/8lKs4sajYfFGYCGIjkj9OBlwjs2KSEco0z24 lbEQ1ZTaLJw/BW3x5mbTP655b9+4uao2zIo4yHMExnIIHl9CAW2hCCxiM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gBVHI2w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uxagJ3DxMKGMZ7QBesgrbu82W90=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0W9OCxgq2FNpTNdtIu3d2E3Y1SQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LBjXXdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7 +zuVfcP2iZKNMMWi0SkOwE1KLjCluVWYCfWSGUg8CEYX+f+wyNqwyN1bycx+pIOFQ85ozaXbvpPlX615tbdGcgy8QpSgwLNfvWrN4hYIlFZJqgxXc+N rZ9SbTkTOK30EoMxZWM6xG5GFZVo/HR265ScZMqAhJHOSlkyU39PpFQaM5FB1impHZlFLxf/87qJDa/8lKs4sajYfFGYCGIjkj9OBlwjs2KSEco0z24 lbEQ1ZTaLJw/BW3x5mbTP655b9+4uao2zIo4yHMExnIIHl9CAW2hCCxiM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gBVHI2w</latexit>
tdev
<latexit sha1_base64="N1WX9r9BUQa1G/cpLDoZd2HioNU=">AAAB83 icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPBi8cK9gOaUDabTbt0dxN2J4US+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBXcgOt+O5WNza3tnepubW//4 PCofnzSNUmmKevQRCS6HxLDBFesAxwE66eaERkK1gsn94XfmzJteKKeYJayQJKR4jGnBKzkwzD3tcQRm85rw3rDbboL4HXilaSBSrSH9S8/SmgmmQIq iDEDz00hyIkGTgWb1/zMsJTQCRmxgaWKSGaCfHHzHF9YJcJxom0pwAv190ROpDEzGdpOSWBsVr1C/M8bZBDfBTlXaQZM0eWiOBMYElwEgCOuGQUxs4R Qze2tmI6JJhRsTEUI3urL66R71fTcpvd43WjdlHFU0Rk6R5fIQ7eohR5QG3UQRSl6Rq/ozcmcF+fd+Vi2Vpxy5hT9gfP5A5YEkVU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N1WX9r9BUQa1G/cpLDoZd2HioNU=">AAAB83 icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPBi8cK9gOaUDabTbt0dxN2J4US+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBXcgOt+O5WNza3tnepubW//4 PCofnzSNUmmKevQRCS6HxLDBFesAxwE66eaERkK1gsn94XfmzJteKKeYJayQJKR4jGnBKzkwzD3tcQRm85rw3rDbboL4HXilaSBSrSH9S8/SmgmmQIq iDEDz00hyIkGTgWb1/zMsJTQCRmxgaWKSGaCfHHzHF9YJcJxom0pwAv190ROpDEzGdpOSWBsVr1C/M8bZBDfBTlXaQZM0eWiOBMYElwEgCOuGQUxs4R Qze2tmI6JJhRsTEUI3urL66R71fTcpvd43WjdlHFU0Rk6R5fIQ7eohR5QG3UQRSl6Rq/ozcmcF+fd+Vi2Vpxy5hT9gfP5A5YEkVU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N1WX9r9BUQa1G/cpLDoZd2HioNU=">AAAB83 icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPBi8cK9gOaUDabTbt0dxN2J4US+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBXcgOt+O5WNza3tnepubW//4 PCofnzSNUmmKevQRCS6HxLDBFesAxwE66eaERkK1gsn94XfmzJteKKeYJayQJKR4jGnBKzkwzD3tcQRm85rw3rDbboL4HXilaSBSrSH9S8/SmgmmQIq iDEDz00hyIkGTgWb1/zMsJTQCRmxgaWKSGaCfHHzHF9YJcJxom0pwAv190ROpDEzGdpOSWBsVr1C/M8bZBDfBTlXaQZM0eWiOBMYElwEgCOuGQUxs4R Qze2tmI6JJhRsTEUI3urL66R71fTcpvd43WjdlHFU0Rk6R5fIQ7eohR5QG3UQRSl6Rq/ozcmcF+fd+Vi2Vpxy5hT9gfP5A5YEkVU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N1WX9r9BUQa1G/cpLDoZd2HioNU=">AAAB83 icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPBi8cK9gOaUDabTbt0dxN2J4US+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBXcgOt+O5WNza3tnepubW//4 PCofnzSNUmmKevQRCS6HxLDBFesAxwE66eaERkK1gsn94XfmzJteKKeYJayQJKR4jGnBKzkwzD3tcQRm85rw3rDbboL4HXilaSBSrSH9S8/SmgmmQIq iDEDz00hyIkGTgWb1/zMsJTQCRmxgaWKSGaCfHHzHF9YJcJxom0pwAv190ROpDEzGdpOSWBsVr1C/M8bZBDfBTlXaQZM0eWiOBMYElwEgCOuGQUxs4R Qze2tmI6JJhRsTEUI3urL66R71fTcpvd43WjdlHFU0Rk6R5fIQ7eohR5QG3UQRSl6Rq/ozcmcF+fd+Vi2Vpxy5hT9gfP5A5YEkVU=</latexit>
Tpeak
<latexit sha1_base64="csREjFWkTnHlGy133Ee/mNcShIU=">AAAB9H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPBi8cK/YI2lM122i7dTeLuplBCf4cXD4p49cd489+4aXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxIJr47rfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/O DwqH5+0dJQohk0WiUh1AqpR8BCbhhuBnVghlYHAdjC5z/z2FJXmUdgwsxh9SUchH3JGjZX8Rj/tKUlipJN5qV+uuFV3AbJOvJxUIEe9X/7qDSKWSAwN E1TrrufGxk+pMpwJnJd6icaYsgkdYdfSkErUfro4ek4urDIgw0jZCg1ZqL8nUiq1nsnAdkpqxnrVy8T/vG5ihnd+ysM4MRiy5aJhIoiJSJYAGXCFzIi ZJZQpbm8lbEwVZcbmlIXgrb68TlpXVc+teo/XldpNHkcRzuAcLsGDW6jBA9ShCQye4Ble4c2ZOi/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+QMiUJGh</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="csREjFWkTnHlGy133Ee/mNcShIU=">AAAB9H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPBi8cK/YI2lM122i7dTeLuplBCf4cXD4p49cd489+4aXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxIJr47rfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/O DwqH5+0dJQohk0WiUh1AqpR8BCbhhuBnVghlYHAdjC5z/z2FJXmUdgwsxh9SUchH3JGjZX8Rj/tKUlipJN5qV+uuFV3AbJOvJxUIEe9X/7qDSKWSAwN E1TrrufGxk+pMpwJnJd6icaYsgkdYdfSkErUfro4ek4urDIgw0jZCg1ZqL8nUiq1nsnAdkpqxnrVy8T/vG5ihnd+ysM4MRiy5aJhIoiJSJYAGXCFzIi ZJZQpbm8lbEwVZcbmlIXgrb68TlpXVc+teo/XldpNHkcRzuAcLsGDW6jBA9ShCQye4Ble4c2ZOi/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+QMiUJGh</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="csREjFWkTnHlGy133Ee/mNcShIU=">AAAB9H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPBi8cK/YI2lM122i7dTeLuplBCf4cXD4p49cd489+4aXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxIJr47rfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/O DwqH5+0dJQohk0WiUh1AqpR8BCbhhuBnVghlYHAdjC5z/z2FJXmUdgwsxh9SUchH3JGjZX8Rj/tKUlipJN5qV+uuFV3AbJOvJxUIEe9X/7qDSKWSAwN E1TrrufGxk+pMpwJnJd6icaYsgkdYdfSkErUfro4ek4urDIgw0jZCg1ZqL8nUiq1nsnAdkpqxnrVy8T/vG5ihnd+ysM4MRiy5aJhIoiJSJYAGXCFzIi ZJZQpbm8lbEwVZcbmlIXgrb68TlpXVc+teo/XldpNHkcRzuAcLsGDW6jBA9ShCQye4Ble4c2ZOi/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+QMiUJGh</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="csREjFWkTnHlGy133Ee/mNcShIU=">AAAB9H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPBi8cK/YI2lM122i7dTeLuplBCf4cXD4p49cd489+4aXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxIJr47rfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/O DwqH5+0dJQohk0WiUh1AqpR8BCbhhuBnVghlYHAdjC5z/z2FJXmUdgwsxh9SUchH3JGjZX8Rj/tKUlipJN5qV+uuFV3AbJOvJxUIEe9X/7qDSKWSAwN E1TrrufGxk+pMpwJnJd6icaYsgkdYdfSkErUfro4ek4urDIgw0jZCg1ZqL8nUiq1nsnAdkpqxnrVy8T/vG5ihnd+ysM4MRiy5aJhIoiJSJYAGXCFzIi ZJZQpbm8lbEwVZcbmlIXgrb68TlpXVc+teo/XldpNHkcRzuAcLsGDW6jBA9ShCQye4Ble4c2ZOi/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+QMiUJGh</latexit>
SR
<latexit sha1_base64="LiHyGCi+kQQy3CgkF1u1SkjRYAY=">AAAB7n icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMeAF4/xERNIljA7mSRDZmaXmV4hLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKJHCou9/e4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z 3evvH/waOPUMN5gsYxNK6KWS6F5AwVK3koMpyqSvBmNrqd+84kbK2L9gOOEh4oOtOgLRtFJzY5R2f3dpFuu+FV/BrJMgpxUIEe9W/7q9GKWKq6RSWpt O/ATDDNqUDDJJ6VOanlC2YgOeNtRTRW3YTY7d0JOnNIj/di40khm6u+JjCprxypynYri0C56U/E/r51i/yrMhE5S5JrNF/VTSTAm099JTxjOUI4docw IdythQ2ooQ5dQyYUQLL68TB7PqoFfDW7PK7WLPI4iHMExnEIAl1CDG6hDAxiM4Ble4c1LvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AFiXY+M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LiHyGCi+kQQy3CgkF1u1SkjRYAY=">AAAB7n icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMeAF4/xERNIljA7mSRDZmaXmV4hLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKJHCou9/e4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z 3evvH/waOPUMN5gsYxNK6KWS6F5AwVK3koMpyqSvBmNrqd+84kbK2L9gOOEh4oOtOgLRtFJzY5R2f3dpFuu+FV/BrJMgpxUIEe9W/7q9GKWKq6RSWpt O/ATDDNqUDDJJ6VOanlC2YgOeNtRTRW3YTY7d0JOnNIj/di40khm6u+JjCprxypynYri0C56U/E/r51i/yrMhE5S5JrNF/VTSTAm099JTxjOUI4docw IdythQ2ooQ5dQyYUQLL68TB7PqoFfDW7PK7WLPI4iHMExnEIAl1CDG6hDAxiM4Ble4c1LvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AFiXY+M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LiHyGCi+kQQy3CgkF1u1SkjRYAY=">AAAB7n icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMeAF4/xERNIljA7mSRDZmaXmV4hLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKJHCou9/e4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z 3evvH/waOPUMN5gsYxNK6KWS6F5AwVK3koMpyqSvBmNrqd+84kbK2L9gOOEh4oOtOgLRtFJzY5R2f3dpFuu+FV/BrJMgpxUIEe9W/7q9GKWKq6RSWpt O/ATDDNqUDDJJ6VOanlC2YgOeNtRTRW3YTY7d0JOnNIj/di40khm6u+JjCprxypynYri0C56U/E/r51i/yrMhE5S5JrNF/VTSTAm099JTxjOUI4docw IdythQ2ooQ5dQyYUQLL68TB7PqoFfDW7PK7WLPI4iHMExnEIAl1CDG6hDAxiM4Ble4c1LvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AFiXY+M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LiHyGCi+kQQy3CgkF1u1SkjRYAY=">AAAB7n icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMeAF4/xERNIljA7mSRDZmaXmV4hLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKJHCou9/e4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z 3evvH/waOPUMN5gsYxNK6KWS6F5AwVK3koMpyqSvBmNrqd+84kbK2L9gOOEh4oOtOgLRtFJzY5R2f3dpFuu+FV/BrJMgpxUIEe9W/7q9GKWKq6RSWpt O/ATDDNqUDDJJ6VOanlC2YgOeNtRTRW3YTY7d0JOnNIj/di40khm6u+JjCprxypynYri0C56U/E/r51i/yrMhE5S5JrNF/VTSTAm099JTxjOUI4docw IdythQ2ooQ5dQyYUQLL68TB7PqoFfDW7PK7WLPI4iHMExnEIAl1CDG6hDAxiM4Ble4c1LvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AFiXY+M</latexit>
Y lumpgas
<latexit sha1_base64="RvvSyQUFMVMawmdUT++kT1TYOf8=">AAAB/3 icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1Rw42awCK5KIqIuC25cVrAXaWOYTCft0JkkzEyEErPwVdy4UMStr+HOt3GadqGtPwx8/Occzpk/SDhT2nG+rdLS8srqWnm9s rG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRziLa1Exz2kkkxSLgtB2Mrib19gOVisXRrR4n1BN4ELGQEayN5dsHd37WkwINsMrvC+KpSHLfrjo1pxBaBHcGVZip 4dtfvX5MUkEjTThWqus6ifYyLDUjnOaVXqpogskID2jXYIQFVV5W3J+jY+P0URhL8yKNCvf3RIaFUmMRmE6B9VDN1ybmf7VuqsNLL2NRkmoakemiMOV Ix2gSBuozSYnmYwOYSGZuRWSIJSbaRFYxIbjzX16E1mnNdWruzVm1fj6LowyHcAQn4MIF1OEaGtAEAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFtLVmzmX34I+vzBzpglj A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RvvSyQUFMVMawmdUT++kT1TYOf8=">AAAB/3 icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1Rw42awCK5KIqIuC25cVrAXaWOYTCft0JkkzEyEErPwVdy4UMStr+HOt3GadqGtPwx8/Occzpk/SDhT2nG+rdLS8srqWnm9s rG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRziLa1Exz2kkkxSLgtB2Mrib19gOVisXRrR4n1BN4ELGQEayN5dsHd37WkwINsMrvC+KpSHLfrjo1pxBaBHcGVZip 4dtfvX5MUkEjTThWqus6ifYyLDUjnOaVXqpogskID2jXYIQFVV5W3J+jY+P0URhL8yKNCvf3RIaFUmMRmE6B9VDN1ybmf7VuqsNLL2NRkmoakemiMOV Ix2gSBuozSYnmYwOYSGZuRWSIJSbaRFYxIbjzX16E1mnNdWruzVm1fj6LowyHcAQn4MIF1OEaGtAEAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFtLVmzmX34I+vzBzpglj A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RvvSyQUFMVMawmdUT++kT1TYOf8=">AAAB/3 icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1Rw42awCK5KIqIuC25cVrAXaWOYTCft0JkkzEyEErPwVdy4UMStr+HOt3GadqGtPwx8/Occzpk/SDhT2nG+rdLS8srqWnm9s rG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRziLa1Exz2kkkxSLgtB2Mrib19gOVisXRrR4n1BN4ELGQEayN5dsHd37WkwINsMrvC+KpSHLfrjo1pxBaBHcGVZip 4dtfvX5MUkEjTThWqus6ifYyLDUjnOaVXqpogskID2jXYIQFVV5W3J+jY+P0URhL8yKNCvf3RIaFUmMRmE6B9VDN1ybmf7VuqsNLL2NRkmoakemiMOV Ix2gSBuozSYnmYwOYSGZuRWSIJSbaRFYxIbjzX16E1mnNdWruzVm1fj6LowyHcAQn4MIF1OEaGtAEAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFtLVmzmX34I+vzBzpglj A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RvvSyQUFMVMawmdUT++kT1TYOf8=">AAAB/3 icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1Rw42awCK5KIqIuC25cVrAXaWOYTCft0JkkzEyEErPwVdy4UMStr+HOt3GadqGtPwx8/Occzpk/SDhT2nG+rdLS8srqWnm9s rG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRziLa1Exz2kkkxSLgtB2Mrib19gOVisXRrR4n1BN4ELGQEayN5dsHd37WkwINsMrvC+KpSHLfrjo1pxBaBHcGVZip 4dtfvX5MUkEjTThWqus6ifYyLDUjnOaVXqpogskID2jXYIQFVV5W3J+jY+P0URhL8yKNCvf3RIaFUmMRmE6B9VDN1ybmf7VuqsNLL2NRkmoakemiMOV Ix2gSBuozSYnmYwOYSGZuRWSIJSbaRFYxIbjzX16E1mnNdWruzVm1fj6LowyHcAQn4MIF1OEaGtAEAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFtLVmzmX34I+vzBzpglj A=</latexit>
Y lumptar
<latexit sha1_base64="n9g74fH7RQoDFy2W5jxSd8T24mo=">AAAB/3 icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1Rw42awCK5KIqIuC25cVrAXaWOYTCft0JkkzEyEErPwVdy4UMStr+HOt3GadqGtPwx8/Occzpk/SDhT2nG+rdLS8srqWnm9s rG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRziLa1Exz2kkkxSLgtB2Mrib19gOVisXRrR4n1BN4ELGQEayN5dsHd37WkwJpLPP7gngqkty3q07NKYQWwZ1BFWZq +PZXrx+TVNBIE46V6rpOor0MS80Ip3mllyqaYDLCA9o1GGFBlZcV9+fo2Dh9FMbSvEijwv09kWGh1FgEplNgPVTztYn5X62b6vDSy1iUpJpGZLooTDn SMZqEgfpMUqL52AAmkplbERliiYk2kVVMCO78lxehdVpznZp7c1atn8/iKMMhHMEJuHABdbiGBjSBwCM8wyu8WU/Wi/VufUxbS9ZsZh/+yPr8AU06lj w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n9g74fH7RQoDFy2W5jxSd8T24mo=">AAAB/3 icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1Rw42awCK5KIqIuC25cVrAXaWOYTCft0JkkzEyEErPwVdy4UMStr+HOt3GadqGtPwx8/Occzpk/SDhT2nG+rdLS8srqWnm9s rG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRziLa1Exz2kkkxSLgtB2Mrib19gOVisXRrR4n1BN4ELGQEayN5dsHd37WkwJpLPP7gngqkty3q07NKYQWwZ1BFWZq +PZXrx+TVNBIE46V6rpOor0MS80Ip3mllyqaYDLCA9o1GGFBlZcV9+fo2Dh9FMbSvEijwv09kWGh1FgEplNgPVTztYn5X62b6vDSy1iUpJpGZLooTDn SMZqEgfpMUqL52AAmkplbERliiYk2kVVMCO78lxehdVpznZp7c1atn8/iKMMhHMEJuHABdbiGBjSBwCM8wyu8WU/Wi/VufUxbS9ZsZh/+yPr8AU06lj w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n9g74fH7RQoDFy2W5jxSd8T24mo=">AAAB/3 icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1Rw42awCK5KIqIuC25cVrAXaWOYTCft0JkkzEyEErPwVdy4UMStr+HOt3GadqGtPwx8/Occzpk/SDhT2nG+rdLS8srqWnm9s rG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRziLa1Exz2kkkxSLgtB2Mrib19gOVisXRrR4n1BN4ELGQEayN5dsHd37WkwJpLPP7gngqkty3q07NKYQWwZ1BFWZq +PZXrx+TVNBIE46V6rpOor0MS80Ip3mllyqaYDLCA9o1GGFBlZcV9+fo2Dh9FMbSvEijwv09kWGh1FgEplNgPVTztYn5X62b6vDSy1iUpJpGZLooTDn SMZqEgfpMUqL52AAmkplbERliiYk2kVVMCO78lxehdVpznZp7c1atn8/iKMMhHMEJuHABdbiGBjSBwCM8wyu8WU/Wi/VufUxbS9ZsZh/+yPr8AU06lj w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n9g74fH7RQoDFy2W5jxSd8T24mo=">AAAB/3 icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1Rw42awCK5KIqIuC25cVrAXaWOYTCft0JkkzEyEErPwVdy4UMStr+HOt3GadqGtPwx8/Occzpk/SDhT2nG+rdLS8srqWnm9s rG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRziLa1Exz2kkkxSLgtB2Mrib19gOVisXRrR4n1BN4ELGQEayN5dsHd37WkwJpLPP7gngqkty3q07NKYQWwZ1BFWZq +PZXrx+TVNBIE46V6rpOor0MS80Ip3mllyqaYDLCA9o1GGFBlZcV9+fo2Dh9FMbSvEijwv09kWGh1FgEplNgPVTztYn5X62b6vDSy1iUpJpGZLooTDn SMZqEgfpMUqL52AAmkplbERliiYk2kVVMCO78lxehdVpznZp7c1atn8/iKMMhHMEJuHABdbiGBjSBwCM8wyu8WU/Wi/VufUxbS9ZsZh/+yPr8AU06lj w=</latexit>
0.6
<latexit sha1_base64="ZkwOKKiqNTddN85TIGvS/xfDE14=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg4RERD0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhdyKU0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Jm0O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKi5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dv f2D6uFRy8apYbzJYhmbTkgtl0LzJgqUvJMYTlUoeTsc3+V++4kbK2L9iJOEB4oOtYgEo5hLnntd6VdrnuvNQVaJX5AaFGj0q1+9QcxSxTUySa3t+l6C wZQaFEzyWaWXWp5QNqZD3s2oporbYDq/dUbOMmVAothkpZHM1d8TU6qsnagw61QUR3bZy8X/vG6K0W0wFTpJkWu2WBSlkmBM8sfJQBjOUE4yQpkR2a2 EjaihDLN48hD85ZdXSevS9T3Xf7iq1S+KOMpwAqdwDj7cQB3uoQFNYDCCZ3iFN0c5L86787FoLTnFzDH8gfP5A4kWjSo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZkwOKKiqNTddN85TIGvS/xfDE14=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg4RERD0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhdyKU0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Jm0O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKi5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dv f2D6uFRy8apYbzJYhmbTkgtl0LzJgqUvJMYTlUoeTsc3+V++4kbK2L9iJOEB4oOtYgEo5hLnntd6VdrnuvNQVaJX5AaFGj0q1+9QcxSxTUySa3t+l6C wZQaFEzyWaWXWp5QNqZD3s2oporbYDq/dUbOMmVAothkpZHM1d8TU6qsnagw61QUR3bZy8X/vG6K0W0wFTpJkWu2WBSlkmBM8sfJQBjOUE4yQpkR2a2 EjaihDLN48hD85ZdXSevS9T3Xf7iq1S+KOMpwAqdwDj7cQB3uoQFNYDCCZ3iFN0c5L86787FoLTnFzDH8gfP5A4kWjSo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZkwOKKiqNTddN85TIGvS/xfDE14=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg4RERD0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhdyKU0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Jm0O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKi5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dv f2D6uFRy8apYbzJYhmbTkgtl0LzJgqUvJMYTlUoeTsc3+V++4kbK2L9iJOEB4oOtYgEo5hLnntd6VdrnuvNQVaJX5AaFGj0q1+9QcxSxTUySa3t+l6C wZQaFEzyWaWXWp5QNqZD3s2oporbYDq/dUbOMmVAothkpZHM1d8TU6qsnagw61QUR3bZy8X/vG6K0W0wFTpJkWu2WBSlkmBM8sfJQBjOUE4yQpkR2a2 EjaihDLN48hD85ZdXSevS9T3Xf7iq1S+KOMpwAqdwDj7cQB3uoQFNYDCCZ3iFN0c5L86787FoLTnFzDH8gfP5A4kWjSo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZkwOKKiqNTddN85TIGvS/xfDE14=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg4RERD0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhdyKU0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Jm0O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKi5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dv f2D6uFRy8apYbzJYhmbTkgtl0LzJgqUvJMYTlUoeTsc3+V++4kbK2L9iJOEB4oOtYgEo5hLnntd6VdrnuvNQVaJX5AaFGj0q1+9QcxSxTUySa3t+l6C wZQaFEzyWaWXWp5QNqZD3s2oporbYDq/dUbOMmVAothkpZHM1d8TU6qsnagw61QUR3bZy8X/vG6K0W0wFTpJkWu2WBSlkmBM8sfJQBjOUE4yQpkR2a2 EjaihDLN48hD85ZdXSevS9T3Xf7iq1S+KOMpwAqdwDj7cQB3uoQFNYDCCZ3iFN0c5L86787FoLTnFzDH8gfP5A4kWjSo=</latexit>
0.3
<latexit sha1_base64="5DyMbxS wyAL/+IGMwowvT9rQyjw=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg4R EBT0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhdyKU0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Jm0O2vpg4PHe DDPzwkQKi5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRy8apYbzJYhmbTkgtl0LzJg qUvJMYTlUoeTsc3+V++4kbK2L9iJOEB4oOtYgEo5hLnntV6VdrnuvNQVa JX5AaFGj0q1+9QcxSxTUySa3t+l6CwZQaFEzyWaWXWp5QNqZD3s2oporbY Dq/dUbOMmVAothkpZHM1d8TU6qsnagw61QUR3bZy8X/vG6K0W0wFTpJkW u2WBSlkmBM8sfJQBjOUE4yQpkR2a2EjaihDLN48hD85ZdXSevS9T3Xf7iu 1S+KOMpwAqdwDj7cQB3uoQFNYDCCZ3iFN0c5L86787FoLTnFzDH8gfP5A 4SHjSc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5DyMbxS wyAL/+IGMwowvT9rQyjw=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg4R EBT0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhdyKU0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Jm0O2vpg4PHe DDPzwkQKi5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRy8apYbzJYhmbTkgtl0LzJg qUvJMYTlUoeTsc3+V++4kbK2L9iJOEB4oOtYgEo5hLnntV6VdrnuvNQVa JX5AaFGj0q1+9QcxSxTUySa3t+l6CwZQaFEzyWaWXWp5QNqZD3s2oporbY Dq/dUbOMmVAothkpZHM1d8TU6qsnagw61QUR3bZy8X/vG6K0W0wFTpJkW u2WBSlkmBM8sfJQBjOUE4yQpkR2a2EjaihDLN48hD85ZdXSevS9T3Xf7iu 1S+KOMpwAqdwDj7cQB3uoQFNYDCCZ3iFN0c5L86787FoLTnFzDH8gfP5A 4SHjSc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5DyMbxS wyAL/+IGMwowvT9rQyjw=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg4R EBT0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhdyKU0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Jm0O2vpg4PHe DDPzwkQKi5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRy8apYbzJYhmbTkgtl0LzJg qUvJMYTlUoeTsc3+V++4kbK2L9iJOEB4oOtYgEo5hLnntV6VdrnuvNQVa JX5AaFGj0q1+9QcxSxTUySa3t+l6CwZQaFEzyWaWXWp5QNqZD3s2oporbY Dq/dUbOMmVAothkpZHM1d8TU6qsnagw61QUR3bZy8X/vG6K0W0wFTpJkW u2WBSlkmBM8sfJQBjOUE4yQpkR2a2EjaihDLN48hD85ZdXSevS9T3Xf7iu 1S+KOMpwAqdwDj7cQB3uoQFNYDCCZ3iFN0c5L86787FoLTnFzDH8gfP5A 4SHjSc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5DyMbxS wyAL/+IGMwowvT9rQyjw=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg4R EBT0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhdyKU0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Jm0O2vpg4PHe DDPzwkQKi5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRy8apYbzJYhmbTkgtl0LzJg qUvJMYTlUoeTsc3+V++4kbK2L9iJOEB4oOtYgEo5hLnntV6VdrnuvNQVa JX5AaFGj0q1+9QcxSxTUySa3t+l6CwZQaFEzyWaWXWp5QNqZD3s2oporbY Dq/dUbOMmVAothkpZHM1d8TU6qsnagw61QUR3bZy8X/vG6K0W0wFTpJkW u2WBSlkmBM8sfJQBjOUE4yQpkR2a2EjaihDLN48hD85ZdXSevS9T3Xf7iu 1S+KOMpwAqdwDj7cQB3uoQFNYDCCZ3iFN0c5L86787FoLTnFzDH8gfP5A 4SHjSc=</latexit>
 0.3
<latexit sha1_base64="e2zqIFE gu8H6m9LIRA5Q0mOMecM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg4Z EBT0WvHisYGyhDWWz3bRLdzdhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btoctPXBwOO9 GWbmRSln2njet1NZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b36vsHjzrJFKEBSXiiOhHWlDNJA8 MMp51UUSwiTtvR+Lbw209UaZbIBzNJaSjwULKYEWysFJx77mWtX294rjc DWiZ+SRpQotWvf/UGCckElYZwrHXX91IT5lgZRjid1nqZpikmYzykXUslF lSH+ezYKTqxygDFibIlDZqpvydyLLSeiMh2CmxGetErxP+8bmbimzBnMs 0MlWS+KM44MgkqPkcDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsfkUIfiLLy+TxwvX91z/ /qrRPCvjqMIRHMMp+HANTbiDFgRAgMEzvMKbI50X5935mLdWnHLmEP7A+ fwB7lmNXg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e2zqIFE gu8H6m9LIRA5Q0mOMecM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg4Z EBT0WvHisYGyhDWWz3bRLdzdhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btoctPXBwOO9 GWbmRSln2njet1NZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b36vsHjzrJFKEBSXiiOhHWlDNJA8 MMp51UUSwiTtvR+Lbw209UaZbIBzNJaSjwULKYEWysFJx77mWtX294rjc DWiZ+SRpQotWvf/UGCckElYZwrHXX91IT5lgZRjid1nqZpikmYzykXUslF lSH+ezYKTqxygDFibIlDZqpvydyLLSeiMh2CmxGetErxP+8bmbimzBnMs 0MlWS+KM44MgkqPkcDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsfkUIfiLLy+TxwvX91z/ /qrRPCvjqMIRHMMp+HANTbiDFgRAgMEzvMKbI50X5935mLdWnHLmEP7A+ fwB7lmNXg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e2zqIFE gu8H6m9LIRA5Q0mOMecM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg4Z EBT0WvHisYGyhDWWz3bRLdzdhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btoctPXBwOO9 GWbmRSln2njet1NZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b36vsHjzrJFKEBSXiiOhHWlDNJA8 MMp51UUSwiTtvR+Lbw209UaZbIBzNJaSjwULKYEWysFJx77mWtX294rjc DWiZ+SRpQotWvf/UGCckElYZwrHXX91IT5lgZRjid1nqZpikmYzykXUslF lSH+ezYKTqxygDFibIlDZqpvydyLLSeiMh2CmxGetErxP+8bmbimzBnMs 0MlWS+KM44MgkqPkcDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsfkUIfiLLy+TxwvX91z/ /qrRPCvjqMIRHMMp+HANTbiDFgRAgMEzvMKbI50X5935mLdWnHLmEP7A+ fwB7lmNXg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e2zqIFE gu8H6m9LIRA5Q0mOMecM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg4Z EBT0WvHisYGyhDWWz3bRLdzdhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btoctPXBwOO9 GWbmRSln2njet1NZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b36vsHjzrJFKEBSXiiOhHWlDNJA8 MMp51UUSwiTtvR+Lbw209UaZbIBzNJaSjwULKYEWysFJx77mWtX294rjc DWiZ+SRpQotWvf/UGCckElYZwrHXX91IT5lgZRjid1nqZpikmYzykXUslF lSH+ezYKTqxygDFibIlDZqpvydyLLSeiMh2CmxGetErxP+8bmbimzBnMs 0MlWS+KM44MgkqPkcDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsfkUIfiLLy+TxwvX91z/ /qrRPCvjqMIRHMMp+HANTbiDFgRAgMEzvMKbI50X5935mLdWnHLmEP7A+ fwB7lmNXg==</latexit>
0.45
<latexit sha1_base64="QK6kIBBS2AGehMbAIqWqquYQQe0=">AAAB7H icbVBNS8NAEJ31s9avqkcvi0XwICGRih4LXjxWMG2hDWWz3bRLN5uwuxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz3G62tb2xubVd2qrt7+ weHtaPjtk4yRZlPE5Gobkg0E1wy33AjWDdVjMShYJ1wclf4nSemNE/ko5mmLIjJSPKIU2Ks5LtO47o6qNVdx50DrxKvJHUo0RrUvvrDhGYxk4YKonXP c1MT5EQZTgWbVfuZZimhEzJiPUsliZkO8vmxM3xulSGOEmVLGjxXf0/kJNZ6Goe2MyZmrJe9QvzP62Umug1yLtPMMEkXi6JMYJPg4nM85IpRI6aWEKq 4vRXTMVGEGptPEYK3/PIqaV85nut4D41687KMowKncAYX4MENNOEeWuADBQ7P8ApvSKIX9I4+Fq1rqJw5gT9Anz/8EY1n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QK6kIBBS2AGehMbAIqWqquYQQe0=">AAAB7H icbVBNS8NAEJ31s9avqkcvi0XwICGRih4LXjxWMG2hDWWz3bRLN5uwuxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz3G62tb2xubVd2qrt7+ weHtaPjtk4yRZlPE5Gobkg0E1wy33AjWDdVjMShYJ1wclf4nSemNE/ko5mmLIjJSPKIU2Ks5LtO47o6qNVdx50DrxKvJHUo0RrUvvrDhGYxk4YKonXP c1MT5EQZTgWbVfuZZimhEzJiPUsliZkO8vmxM3xulSGOEmVLGjxXf0/kJNZ6Goe2MyZmrJe9QvzP62Umug1yLtPMMEkXi6JMYJPg4nM85IpRI6aWEKq 4vRXTMVGEGptPEYK3/PIqaV85nut4D41687KMowKncAYX4MENNOEeWuADBQ7P8ApvSKIX9I4+Fq1rqJw5gT9Anz/8EY1n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QK6kIBBS2AGehMbAIqWqquYQQe0=">AAAB7H icbVBNS8NAEJ31s9avqkcvi0XwICGRih4LXjxWMG2hDWWz3bRLN5uwuxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz3G62tb2xubVd2qrt7+ weHtaPjtk4yRZlPE5Gobkg0E1wy33AjWDdVjMShYJ1wclf4nSemNE/ko5mmLIjJSPKIU2Ks5LtO47o6qNVdx50DrxKvJHUo0RrUvvrDhGYxk4YKonXP c1MT5EQZTgWbVfuZZimhEzJiPUsliZkO8vmxM3xulSGOEmVLGjxXf0/kJNZ6Goe2MyZmrJe9QvzP62Umug1yLtPMMEkXi6JMYJPg4nM85IpRI6aWEKq 4vRXTMVGEGptPEYK3/PIqaV85nut4D41687KMowKncAYX4MENNOEeWuADBQ7P8ApvSKIX9I4+Fq1rqJw5gT9Anz/8EY1n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QK6kIBBS2AGehMbAIqWqquYQQe0=">AAAB7H icbVBNS8NAEJ31s9avqkcvi0XwICGRih4LXjxWMG2hDWWz3bRLN5uwuxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz3G62tb2xubVd2qrt7+ weHtaPjtk4yRZlPE5Gobkg0E1wy33AjWDdVjMShYJ1wclf4nSemNE/ko5mmLIjJSPKIU2Ks5LtO47o6qNVdx50DrxKvJHUo0RrUvvrDhGYxk4YKonXP c1MT5EQZTgWbVfuZZimhEzJiPUsliZkO8vmxM3xulSGOEmVLGjxXf0/kJNZ6Goe2MyZmrJe9QvzP62Umug1yLtPMMEkXi6JMYJPg4nM85IpRI6aWEKq 4vRXTMVGEGptPEYK3/PIqaV85nut4D41687KMowKncAYX4MENNOEeWuADBQ7P8ApvSKIX9I4+Fq1rqJw5gT9Anz/8EY1n</latexit>
0.15
<latexit sha1_base64="+XOTc1R yybV8614bi6G1t7I9N3Q=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EFD0WvHisYNpCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btoctPXBwOO9 GWbmhakUBl332ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjlkkyzbjPEpnoTkgNl0JxHw VK3kk1p3EoeTsc3+V++4lrIxL1iJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKvlv3riv9as2tu3O QVeIVpAYFmv3qV2+QsCzmCpmkxnQ9N8VgSjUKJvms0ssMTykb0yHvWqpoz E0wnR87I2dWGZAo0bYUkrn6e2JKY2MmcWg7Y4ojs+zl4n9eN8PoNpgKlW bIFVssijJJMCH552QgNGcoJ5ZQpoW9lbAR1ZShzScPwVt+eZW0Luuezezh qta4KOIowwmcwjl4cAMNuIcm+MBAwDO8wpujnBfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5/ AH3f41k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+XOTc1R yybV8614bi6G1t7I9N3Q=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EFD0WvHisYNpCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btoctPXBwOO9 GWbmhakUBl332ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjlkkyzbjPEpnoTkgNl0JxHw VK3kk1p3EoeTsc3+V++4lrIxL1iJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKvlv3riv9as2tu3O QVeIVpAYFmv3qV2+QsCzmCpmkxnQ9N8VgSjUKJvms0ssMTykb0yHvWqpoz E0wnR87I2dWGZAo0bYUkrn6e2JKY2MmcWg7Y4ojs+zl4n9eN8PoNpgKlW bIFVssijJJMCH552QgNGcoJ5ZQpoW9lbAR1ZShzScPwVt+eZW0Luuezezh qta4KOIowwmcwjl4cAMNuIcm+MBAwDO8wpujnBfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5/ AH3f41k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+XOTc1R yybV8614bi6G1t7I9N3Q=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EFD0WvHisYNpCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btoctPXBwOO9 GWbmhakUBl332ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjlkkyzbjPEpnoTkgNl0JxHw VK3kk1p3EoeTsc3+V++4lrIxL1iJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKvlv3riv9as2tu3O QVeIVpAYFmv3qV2+QsCzmCpmkxnQ9N8VgSjUKJvms0ssMTykb0yHvWqpoz E0wnR87I2dWGZAo0bYUkrn6e2JKY2MmcWg7Y4ojs+zl4n9eN8PoNpgKlW bIFVssijJJMCH552QgNGcoJ5ZQpoW9lbAR1ZShzScPwVt+eZW0Luuezezh qta4KOIowwmcwjl4cAMNuIcm+MBAwDO8wpujnBfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5/ AH3f41k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+XOTc1R yybV8614bi6G1t7I9N3Q=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EFD0WvHisYNpCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btoctPXBwOO9 GWbmhakUBl332ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjlkkyzbjPEpnoTkgNl0JxHw VK3kk1p3EoeTsc3+V++4lrIxL1iJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKvlv3riv9as2tu3O QVeIVpAYFmv3qV2+QsCzmCpmkxnQ9N8VgSjUKJvms0ssMTykb0yHvWqpoz E0wnR87I2dWGZAo0bYUkrn6e2JKY2MmcWg7Y4ojs+zl4n9eN8PoNpgKlW bIFVssijJJMCH552QgNGcoJ5ZQpoW9lbAR1ZShzScPwVt+eZW0Luuezezh qta4KOIowwmcwjl4cAMNuIcm+MBAwDO8wpujnBfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5/ AH3f41k</latexit>
 0.15
<latexit sha1_base64="OBZ7P+x IkmYqudmTnepFk7oZD9U=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5Z EFD0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRrN7thdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btIctPXBwOO9 GWbmBTFn2rjut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbS0TRWiLSC5VN8CaciZoyz DDaTdWFEcBp51gcpv5nSeqNJPiwUxj6kd4JFjICDZWap+7de+qMqjW3Lq bAy0TryA1KNAcVL/6Q0mSiApDONa657mx8VOsDCOczir9RNMYkwke0Z6lA kdU+2l+7QydWGWIQqlsCYNy9fdEiiOtp1FgOyNsxnrRy8T/vF5iwhs/ZS JODBVkvihMODISZa+jIVOUGD61BBPF7K2IjLHCxNiAshC8xZeXSfui7tnM 7i9rjbMijjIcwTGcggfX0IA7aEILCDzCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+w Pn8AWGPjZs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OBZ7P+x IkmYqudmTnepFk7oZD9U=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5Z EFD0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRrN7thdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btIctPXBwOO9 GWbmBTFn2rjut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbS0TRWiLSC5VN8CaciZoyz DDaTdWFEcBp51gcpv5nSeqNJPiwUxj6kd4JFjICDZWap+7de+qMqjW3Lq bAy0TryA1KNAcVL/6Q0mSiApDONa657mx8VOsDCOczir9RNMYkwke0Z6lA kdU+2l+7QydWGWIQqlsCYNy9fdEiiOtp1FgOyNsxnrRy8T/vF5iwhs/ZS JODBVkvihMODISZa+jIVOUGD61BBPF7K2IjLHCxNiAshC8xZeXSfui7tnM 7i9rjbMijjIcwTGcggfX0IA7aEILCDzCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+w Pn8AWGPjZs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OBZ7P+x IkmYqudmTnepFk7oZD9U=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5Z EFD0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRrN7thdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btIctPXBwOO9 GWbmBTFn2rjut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbS0TRWiLSC5VN8CaciZoyz DDaTdWFEcBp51gcpv5nSeqNJPiwUxj6kd4JFjICDZWap+7de+qMqjW3Lq bAy0TryA1KNAcVL/6Q0mSiApDONa657mx8VOsDCOczir9RNMYkwke0Z6lA kdU+2l+7QydWGWIQqlsCYNy9fdEiiOtp1FgOyNsxnrRy8T/vF5iwhs/ZS JODBVkvihMODISZa+jIVOUGD61BBPF7K2IjLHCxNiAshC8xZeXSfui7tnM 7i9rjbMijjIcwTGcggfX0IA7aEILCDzCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+w Pn8AWGPjZs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OBZ7P+x IkmYqudmTnepFk7oZD9U=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5Z EFD0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRrN7thdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btIctPXBwOO9 GWbmBTFn2rjut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbS0TRWiLSC5VN8CaciZoyz DDaTdWFEcBp51gcpv5nSeqNJPiwUxj6kd4JFjICDZWap+7de+qMqjW3Lq bAy0TryA1KNAcVL/6Q0mSiApDONa657mx8VOsDCOczir9RNMYkwke0Z6lA kdU+2l+7QydWGWIQqlsCYNy9fdEiiOtp1FgOyNsxnrRy8T/vF5iwhs/ZS JODBVkvihMODISZa+jIVOUGD61BBPF7K2IjLHCxNiAshC8xZeXSfui7tnM 7i9rjbMijjIcwTGcggfX0IA7aEILCDzCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+w Pn8AWGPjZs=</latexit>
0
<latexit sha1_base64="WvbwtcJ UmdfTA6XKPzGVmfrAadk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EBD0WvHisYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHe DDPzgkQKg6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFR28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFg qUvJtoTqNA8k4wuc39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHtzKoFpz6+4cZJV 4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs /mlM3JmlSEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm2UvF//zeimGN34mVJIiV2 yxKEwlwZjkb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsLGVFOGNpw8BG/55VXSvqx7bt27v6o1 Loo4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHp reMsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WvbwtcJ UmdfTA6XKPzGVmfrAadk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EBD0WvHisYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHe DDPzgkQKg6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFR28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFg qUvJtoTqNA8k4wuc39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHtzKoFpz6+4cZJV 4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs /mlM3JmlSEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm2UvF//zeimGN34mVJIiV2 yxKEwlwZjkb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsLGVFOGNpw8BG/55VXSvqx7bt27v6o1 Loo4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHp reMsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WvbwtcJ UmdfTA6XKPzGVmfrAadk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EBD0WvHisYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHe DDPzgkQKg6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFR28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFg qUvJtoTqNA8k4wuc39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHtzKoFpz6+4cZJV 4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs /mlM3JmlSEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm2UvF//zeimGN34mVJIiV2 yxKEwlwZjkb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsLGVFOGNpw8BG/55VXSvqx7bt27v6o1 Loo4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHp reMsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WvbwtcJ UmdfTA6XKPzGVmfrAadk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EBD0WvHisYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHe DDPzgkQKg6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFR28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFg qUvJtoTqNA8k4wuc39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHtzKoFpz6+4cZJV 4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs /mlM3JmlSEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm2UvF//zeimGN34mVJIiV2 yxKEwlwZjkb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsLGVFOGNpw8BG/55VXSvqx7bt27v6o1 Loo4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHp reMsg==</latexit>
0
<latexit sha1_base64="WvbwtcJUmdfTA6XKPzGVmfrAadk=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0WvHisYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dv f2D6uFR28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuc39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHtzKoFpz6+4cZJV4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Q z6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs/mlM3JmlSEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm2UvF//zeimGN34mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjkb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsL GVFOGNpw8BG/55VXSvqx7bt27v6o1Loo4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHpreMsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WvbwtcJUmdfTA6XKPzGVmfrAadk=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0WvHisYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dv f2D6uFR28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuc39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHtzKoFpz6+4cZJV4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Q z6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs/mlM3JmlSEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm2UvF//zeimGN34mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjkb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsL GVFOGNpw8BG/55VXSvqx7bt27v6o1Loo4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHpreMsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WvbwtcJUmdfTA6XKPzGVmfrAadk=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0WvHisYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dv f2D6uFR28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuc39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHtzKoFpz6+4cZJV4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Q z6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs/mlM3JmlSEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm2UvF//zeimGN34mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjkb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsL GVFOGNpw8BG/55VXSvqx7bt27v6o1Loo4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHpreMsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WvbwtcJUmdfTA6XKPzGVmfrAadk=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0WvHisYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dv f2D6uFR28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuc39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHtzKoFpz6+4cZJV4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Q z6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs/mlM3JmlSEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm2UvF//zeimGN34mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjkb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsL GVFOGNpw8BG/55VXSvqx7bt27v6o1Loo4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHpreMsg==</latexit>
0.02
<latexit sha1_base64="TMlrj3baEogRRZTFjzm1wYsXIhA=">AAAB63 icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQspMEXRZcOOygn1AO5RMmmlD8xiSjFCG/oIbF4q49Yfc+Tdm2llo64GQwzn3cu89UcKZsb7/7ZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g 8Oj6vFJx6hUE9omiivdi7ChnEnatsxy2ks0xSLitBtN73K/+0S1YUo+2llCQ4HHksWMYJtLft1vDKs19y2A1klQkBoUaA2rX4ORIqmg0hKOjekHfmLD DGvLCKfzyiA1NMFkise076jEgpowW+w6RxdOGaFYafekRQv1d0eGhTEzEblKge3ErHq5+J/XT218G2ZMJqmlkiwHxSlHVqH8cDRimhLLZ45gopnbFZE J1phYF0/FhRCsnrxOOo164NeDh+ta86qIowxncA6XEMANNOEeWtAGAhN4hld484T34r17H8vSklf0nMIfeJ8/vJiNTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TMlrj3baEogRRZTFjzm1wYsXIhA=">AAAB63 icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQspMEXRZcOOygn1AO5RMmmlD8xiSjFCG/oIbF4q49Yfc+Tdm2llo64GQwzn3cu89UcKZsb7/7ZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g 8Oj6vFJx6hUE9omiivdi7ChnEnatsxy2ks0xSLitBtN73K/+0S1YUo+2llCQ4HHksWMYJtLft1vDKs19y2A1klQkBoUaA2rX4ORIqmg0hKOjekHfmLD DGvLCKfzyiA1NMFkise076jEgpowW+w6RxdOGaFYafekRQv1d0eGhTEzEblKge3ErHq5+J/XT218G2ZMJqmlkiwHxSlHVqH8cDRimhLLZ45gopnbFZE J1phYF0/FhRCsnrxOOo164NeDh+ta86qIowxncA6XEMANNOEeWtAGAhN4hld484T34r17H8vSklf0nMIfeJ8/vJiNTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TMlrj3baEogRRZTFjzm1wYsXIhA=">AAAB63 icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQspMEXRZcOOygn1AO5RMmmlD8xiSjFCG/oIbF4q49Yfc+Tdm2llo64GQwzn3cu89UcKZsb7/7ZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g 8Oj6vFJx6hUE9omiivdi7ChnEnatsxy2ks0xSLitBtN73K/+0S1YUo+2llCQ4HHksWMYJtLft1vDKs19y2A1klQkBoUaA2rX4ORIqmg0hKOjekHfmLD DGvLCKfzyiA1NMFkise076jEgpowW+w6RxdOGaFYafekRQv1d0eGhTEzEblKge3ErHq5+J/XT218G2ZMJqmlkiwHxSlHVqH8cDRimhLLZ45gopnbFZE J1phYF0/FhRCsnrxOOo164NeDh+ta86qIowxncA6XEMANNOEeWtAGAhN4hld484T34r17H8vSklf0nMIfeJ8/vJiNTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TMlrj3baEogRRZTFjzm1wYsXIhA=">AAAB63 icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQspMEXRZcOOygn1AO5RMmmlD8xiSjFCG/oIbF4q49Yfc+Tdm2llo64GQwzn3cu89UcKZsb7/7ZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g 8Oj6vFJx6hUE9omiivdi7ChnEnatsxy2ks0xSLitBtN73K/+0S1YUo+2llCQ4HHksWMYJtLft1vDKs19y2A1klQkBoUaA2rX4ORIqmg0hKOjekHfmLD DGvLCKfzyiA1NMFkise076jEgpowW+w6RxdOGaFYafekRQv1d0eGhTEzEblKge3ErHq5+J/XT218G2ZMJqmlkiwHxSlHVqH8cDRimhLLZ45gopnbFZE J1phYF0/FhRCsnrxOOo164NeDh+ta86qIowxncA6XEMANNOEeWtAGAhN4hld484T34r17H8vSklf0nMIfeJ8/vJiNTA==</latexit>
0.01
<latexit sha1_base64="kDw9PRP5c814S4jup5QKO84nBGs=">AAAB63 icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdEfRY8OKxgq2FdinZdNqGJtklyQpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPVByOO9GWbmRYngxvr+t1daW9/Y3CpvV3Z29 /YPqodHbROnmmGLxSLWnYgaFFxhy3IrsJNopDIS+BhNbnP/8Qm14bF6sNMEQ0lHig85ozaX/Lof9Ks1981BVklQkBoUaParX71BzFKJyjJBjekGfmLD jGrLmcBZpZcaTCib0BF2HVVUogmz+a4zcuaUARnG2j1lyVz93ZFRacxURq5SUjs2y14u/ud1Uzu8CTOuktSiYotBw1QQG5P8cDLgGpkVU0co09ztSti Yasqsi6fiQgiWT14l7ct64NeD+6ta46KIowwncArnEMA1NOAOmtACBmN4hld486T34r17H4vSklf0HMMfeJ8/uxSNSw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kDw9PRP5c814S4jup5QKO84nBGs=">AAAB63 icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdEfRY8OKxgq2FdinZdNqGJtklyQpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPVByOO9GWbmRYngxvr+t1daW9/Y3CpvV3Z29 /YPqodHbROnmmGLxSLWnYgaFFxhy3IrsJNopDIS+BhNbnP/8Qm14bF6sNMEQ0lHig85ozaX/Lof9Ks1981BVklQkBoUaParX71BzFKJyjJBjekGfmLD jGrLmcBZpZcaTCib0BF2HVVUogmz+a4zcuaUARnG2j1lyVz93ZFRacxURq5SUjs2y14u/ud1Uzu8CTOuktSiYotBw1QQG5P8cDLgGpkVU0co09ztSti Yasqsi6fiQgiWT14l7ct64NeD+6ta46KIowwncArnEMA1NOAOmtACBmN4hld486T34r17H4vSklf0HMMfeJ8/uxSNSw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kDw9PRP5c814S4jup5QKO84nBGs=">AAAB63 icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdEfRY8OKxgq2FdinZdNqGJtklyQpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPVByOO9GWbmRYngxvr+t1daW9/Y3CpvV3Z29 /YPqodHbROnmmGLxSLWnYgaFFxhy3IrsJNopDIS+BhNbnP/8Qm14bF6sNMEQ0lHig85ozaX/Lof9Ks1981BVklQkBoUaParX71BzFKJyjJBjekGfmLD jGrLmcBZpZcaTCib0BF2HVVUogmz+a4zcuaUARnG2j1lyVz93ZFRacxURq5SUjs2y14u/ud1Uzu8CTOuktSiYotBw1QQG5P8cDLgGpkVU0co09ztSti Yasqsi6fiQgiWT14l7ct64NeD+6ta46KIowwncArnEMA1NOAOmtACBmN4hld486T34r17H4vSklf0HMMfeJ8/uxSNSw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kDw9PRP5c814S4jup5QKO84nBGs=">AAAB63 icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdEfRY8OKxgq2FdinZdNqGJtklyQpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPVByOO9GWbmRYngxvr+t1daW9/Y3CpvV3Z29 /YPqodHbROnmmGLxSLWnYgaFFxhy3IrsJNopDIS+BhNbnP/8Qm14bF6sNMEQ0lHig85ozaX/Lof9Ks1981BVklQkBoUaParX71BzFKJyjJBjekGfmLD jGrLmcBZpZcaTCib0BF2HVVUogmz+a4zcuaUARnG2j1lyVz93ZFRacxURq5SUjs2y14u/ud1Uzu8CTOuktSiYotBw1QQG5P8cDLgGpkVU0co09ztSti Yasqsi6fiQgiWT14l7ct64NeD+6ta46KIowwncArnEMA1NOAOmtACBmN4hld486T34r17H4vSklf0HMMfeJ8/uxSNSw==</latexit>
 0.01
<latexit sha1_base64="YNhKxmM3G62jrY815YAj56Bl7ss=">AAAB7H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5ZEBD0WvHisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBso/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3 ds/qB4etXSSKYY+S0SiOiHVKLhE33AjsJMqpHEosB2O72Z++wmV5ol8NJMUg5gOJY84o8ZK/qVbd71+tWa/Ocgq8QpSgwLNfvWrN0hYFqM0TFCtu56b miCnynAmcFrpZRpTysZ0iF1LJY1RB/l82Sk5s8qARImyTxoyV3935DTWehKHtjKmZqSXvZn4n9fNTHQb5FymmUHJFoOiTBCTkNnlZMAVMiMmllCmuN2 VsBFVlBmbT8WG4C2fvEpaV3XPrXsP17XGRRFHGU7gFM7BgxtowD00wQcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorTkFD3H8AfO5w8k9Y2C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNhKxmM3G62jrY815YAj56Bl7ss=">AAAB7H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5ZEBD0WvHisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBso/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3 ds/qB4etXSSKYY+S0SiOiHVKLhE33AjsJMqpHEosB2O72Z++wmV5ol8NJMUg5gOJY84o8ZK/qVbd71+tWa/Ocgq8QpSgwLNfvWrN0hYFqM0TFCtu56b miCnynAmcFrpZRpTysZ0iF1LJY1RB/l82Sk5s8qARImyTxoyV3935DTWehKHtjKmZqSXvZn4n9fNTHQb5FymmUHJFoOiTBCTkNnlZMAVMiMmllCmuN2 VsBFVlBmbT8WG4C2fvEpaV3XPrXsP17XGRRFHGU7gFM7BgxtowD00wQcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorTkFD3H8AfO5w8k9Y2C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNhKxmM3G62jrY815YAj56Bl7ss=">AAAB7H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5ZEBD0WvHisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBso/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3 ds/qB4etXSSKYY+S0SiOiHVKLhE33AjsJMqpHEosB2O72Z++wmV5ol8NJMUg5gOJY84o8ZK/qVbd71+tWa/Ocgq8QpSgwLNfvWrN0hYFqM0TFCtu56b miCnynAmcFrpZRpTysZ0iF1LJY1RB/l82Sk5s8qARImyTxoyV3935DTWehKHtjKmZqSXvZn4n9fNTHQb5FymmUHJFoOiTBCTkNnlZMAVMiMmllCmuN2 VsBFVlBmbT8WG4C2fvEpaV3XPrXsP17XGRRFHGU7gFM7BgxtowD00wQcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorTkFD3H8AfO5w8k9Y2C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNhKxmM3G62jrY815YAj56Bl7ss=">AAAB7H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5ZEBD0WvHisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBso/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3 ds/qB4etXSSKYY+S0SiOiHVKLhE33AjsJMqpHEosB2O72Z++wmV5ol8NJMUg5gOJY84o8ZK/qVbd71+tWa/Ocgq8QpSgwLNfvWrN0hYFqM0TFCtu56b miCnynAmcFrpZRpTysZ0iF1LJY1RB/l82Sk5s8qARImyTxoyV3935DTWehKHtjKmZqSXvZn4n9fNTHQb5FymmUHJFoOiTBCTkNnlZMAVMiMmllCmuN2 VsBFVlBmbT8WG4C2fvEpaV3XPrXsP17XGRRFHGU7gFM7BgxtowD00wQcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorTkFD3H8AfO5w8k9Y2C</latexit>
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Cp,g
<latexit sha1_base64="lMfqaIT sZZy9RpDNLtJFiuk3mm8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBQym JCHos9OKxgv2ANpTNdtsu3Wzi7kQooX/CiwdFvPp3vPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7 M8zMC2IpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbRMlmvEWi2SkuwE1XArFWy hQ8m6sOQ0DyTvBtJH5nSeujYjUA85i7od0rMRIMIpW6jYGaVwdz0uDcsW tuQuQdeLlpAI5moPyV38YsSTkCpmkxvQ8N0Y/pRoFk3xe6ieGx5RN6Zj3L FU05MZPF/fOyYVVhmQUaVsKyUL9PZHS0JhZGNjOkOLErHqZ+J/XS3B066 dCxQlyxZaLRokkGJHseTIUmjOUM0so08LeStiEasrQRpSF4K2+vE7aVzXP rXn315V6NY+jCGdwDpfgwQ3U4Q6a0AIGEp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585h T9wPn8AO42PWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lMfqaIT sZZy9RpDNLtJFiuk3mm8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBQym JCHos9OKxgv2ANpTNdtsu3Wzi7kQooX/CiwdFvPp3vPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7 M8zMC2IpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbRMlmvEWi2SkuwE1XArFWy hQ8m6sOQ0DyTvBtJH5nSeujYjUA85i7od0rMRIMIpW6jYGaVwdz0uDcsW tuQuQdeLlpAI5moPyV38YsSTkCpmkxvQ8N0Y/pRoFk3xe6ieGx5RN6Zj3L FU05MZPF/fOyYVVhmQUaVsKyUL9PZHS0JhZGNjOkOLErHqZ+J/XS3B066 dCxQlyxZaLRokkGJHseTIUmjOUM0so08LeStiEasrQRpSF4K2+vE7aVzXP rXn315V6NY+jCGdwDpfgwQ3U4Q6a0AIGEp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585h T9wPn8AO42PWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lMfqaIT sZZy9RpDNLtJFiuk3mm8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBQym JCHos9OKxgv2ANpTNdtsu3Wzi7kQooX/CiwdFvPp3vPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7 M8zMC2IpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbRMlmvEWi2SkuwE1XArFWy hQ8m6sOQ0DyTvBtJH5nSeujYjUA85i7od0rMRIMIpW6jYGaVwdz0uDcsW tuQuQdeLlpAI5moPyV38YsSTkCpmkxvQ8N0Y/pRoFk3xe6ieGx5RN6Zj3L FU05MZPF/fOyYVVhmQUaVsKyUL9PZHS0JhZGNjOkOLErHqZ+J/XS3B066 dCxQlyxZaLRokkGJHseTIUmjOUM0so08LeStiEasrQRpSF4K2+vE7aVzXP rXn315V6NY+jCGdwDpfgwQ3U4Q6a0AIGEp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585h T9wPn8AO42PWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lMfqaIT sZZy9RpDNLtJFiuk3mm8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBQym JCHos9OKxgv2ANpTNdtsu3Wzi7kQooX/CiwdFvPp3vPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7 M8zMC2IpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbRMlmvEWi2SkuwE1XArFWy hQ8m6sOQ0DyTvBtJH5nSeujYjUA85i7od0rMRIMIpW6jYGaVwdz0uDcsW tuQuQdeLlpAI5moPyV38YsSTkCpmkxvQ8N0Y/pRoFk3xe6ieGx5RN6Zj3L FU05MZPF/fOyYVVhmQUaVsKyUL9PZHS0JhZGNjOkOLErHqZ+J/XS3B066 dCxQlyxZaLRokkGJHseTIUmjOUM0so08LeStiEasrQRpSF4K2+vE7aVzXP rXn315V6NY+jCGdwDpfgwQ3U4Q6a0AIGEp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585h T9wPn8AO42PWw==</latexit>
 g
<latexit sha1_base64="IS2s56U dA4DNicMrN81Zs8z33IY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgQko igi4LblxWsA9sQ5lMbtqhk0mYmQil9C/cuFDErX/jzr9x0mahrQcGDuec y9x7glRwbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjtk4yxbDFEpGobkA1Ci6xZb gR2E0V0jgQ2AnGt7nfeUKleSIfzCRFP6ZDySPOqLHSY1/YaEgHw8qgWnP r7hxklXgFqUGB5qD61Q8TlsUoDRNU657npsafUmU4Ezir9DONKWVjOsSep ZLGqP3pfOMZObNKSKJE2ScNmau/J6Y01noSBzYZUzPSy14u/uf1MhPd+F Mu08ygZIuPokwQk5D8fBJyhcyIiSWUKW53JWxEFWXGlpSX4C2fvEral3XP rXv3V7XGRVFHGU7gFM7Bg2towB00oQUMJDzDK7w52nlx3p2PRbTkFDPH8 AfO5w/pqJBV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IS2s56U dA4DNicMrN81Zs8z33IY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgQko igi4LblxWsA9sQ5lMbtqhk0mYmQil9C/cuFDErX/jzr9x0mahrQcGDuec y9x7glRwbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjtk4yxbDFEpGobkA1Ci6xZb gR2E0V0jgQ2AnGt7nfeUKleSIfzCRFP6ZDySPOqLHSY1/YaEgHw8qgWnP r7hxklXgFqUGB5qD61Q8TlsUoDRNU657npsafUmU4Ezir9DONKWVjOsSep ZLGqP3pfOMZObNKSKJE2ScNmau/J6Y01noSBzYZUzPSy14u/uf1MhPd+F Mu08ygZIuPokwQk5D8fBJyhcyIiSWUKW53JWxEFWXGlpSX4C2fvEral3XP rXv3V7XGRVFHGU7gFM7Bg2towB00oQUMJDzDK7w52nlx3p2PRbTkFDPH8 AfO5w/pqJBV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IS2s56U dA4DNicMrN81Zs8z33IY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgQko igi4LblxWsA9sQ5lMbtqhk0mYmQil9C/cuFDErX/jzr9x0mahrQcGDuec y9x7glRwbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjtk4yxbDFEpGobkA1Ci6xZb gR2E0V0jgQ2AnGt7nfeUKleSIfzCRFP6ZDySPOqLHSY1/YaEgHw8qgWnP r7hxklXgFqUGB5qD61Q8TlsUoDRNU657npsafUmU4Ezir9DONKWVjOsSep ZLGqP3pfOMZObNKSKJE2ScNmau/J6Y01noSBzYZUzPSy14u/uf1MhPd+F Mu08ygZIuPokwQk5D8fBJyhcyIiSWUKW53JWxEFWXGlpSX4C2fvEral3XP rXv3V7XGRVFHGU7gFM7Bg2towB00oQUMJDzDK7w52nlx3p2PRbTkFDPH8 AfO5w/pqJBV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IS2s56U dA4DNicMrN81Zs8z33IY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgQko igi4LblxWsA9sQ5lMbtqhk0mYmQil9C/cuFDErX/jzr9x0mahrQcGDuec y9x7glRwbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjtk4yxbDFEpGobkA1Ci6xZb gR2E0V0jgQ2AnGt7nfeUKleSIfzCRFP6ZDySPOqLHSY1/YaEgHw8qgWnP r7hxklXgFqUGB5qD61Q8TlsUoDRNU657npsafUmU4Ezir9DONKWVjOsSep ZLGqP3pfOMZObNKSKJE2ScNmau/J6Y01noSBzYZUzPSy14u/uf1MhPd+F Mu08ygZIuPokwQk5D8fBJyhcyIiSWUKW53JWxEFWXGlpSX4C2fvEral3XP rXv3V7XGRVFHGU7gFM7Bg2towB00oQUMJDzDK7w52nlx3p2PRbTkFDPH8 AfO5w/pqJBV</latexit>
Dc<latexit sha1_base64="kZaDUiI JM6EwTUG5PwTsTqSIXy4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EBD0W9OCxgv2ANpTNdtMu3d2E3YlQQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7 M8zMC2IpLLrut1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHbRslhvEWi2RkugG1XArNWy hQ8m5sOFWB5J1gcpv7nSdurIj0I05j7is60iIUjGIu3Q1YZVCtuXV3DrJ KvILUoEBzUP3qDyOWKK6RSWptz3Nj9FNqUDDJZ5V+YnlM2YSOeC+jmipu/ XR+64ycZcqQhJHJSiOZq78nUqqsnaog61QUx3bZy8X/vF6C4Y2fCh0nyD VbLAoTSTAi+eNkKAxnKKcZocyI7FbCxtRQhlk8eQje8surpH1Z99y693BV a1wUcZThBE7hHDy4hgbcQxNawGAMz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB za4jZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kZaDUiI JM6EwTUG5PwTsTqSIXy4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EBD0W9OCxgv2ANpTNdtMu3d2E3YlQQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7 M8zMC2IpLLrut1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHbRslhvEWi2RkugG1XArNWy hQ8m5sOFWB5J1gcpv7nSdurIj0I05j7is60iIUjGIu3Q1YZVCtuXV3DrJ KvILUoEBzUP3qDyOWKK6RSWptz3Nj9FNqUDDJZ5V+YnlM2YSOeC+jmipu/ XR+64ycZcqQhJHJSiOZq78nUqqsnaog61QUx3bZy8X/vF6C4Y2fCh0nyD VbLAoTSTAi+eNkKAxnKKcZocyI7FbCxtRQhlk8eQje8surpH1Z99y693BV a1wUcZThBE7hHDy4hgbcQxNawGAMz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB za4jZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kZaDUiI JM6EwTUG5PwTsTqSIXy4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EBD0W9OCxgv2ANpTNdtMu3d2E3YlQQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7 M8zMC2IpLLrut1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHbRslhvEWi2RkugG1XArNWy hQ8m5sOFWB5J1gcpv7nSdurIj0I05j7is60iIUjGIu3Q1YZVCtuXV3DrJ KvILUoEBzUP3qDyOWKK6RSWptz3Nj9FNqUDDJZ5V+YnlM2YSOeC+jmipu/ XR+64ycZcqQhJHJSiOZq78nUqqsnaog61QUx3bZy8X/vF6C4Y2fCh0nyD VbLAoTSTAi+eNkKAxnKKcZocyI7FbCxtRQhlk8eQje8surpH1Z99y693BV a1wUcZThBE7hHDy4hgbcQxNawGAMz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB za4jZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kZaDUiI JM6EwTUG5PwTsTqSIXy4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EBD0W9OCxgv2ANpTNdtMu3d2E3YlQQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7 M8zMC2IpLLrut1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHbRslhvEWi2RkugG1XArNWy hQ8m5sOFWB5J1gcpv7nSdurIj0I05j7is60iIUjGIu3Q1YZVCtuXV3DrJ KvILUoEBzUP3qDyOWKK6RSWptz3Nj9FNqUDDJZ5V+YnlM2YSOeC+jmipu/ XR+64ycZcqQhJHJSiOZq78nUqqsnaog61QUx3bZy8X/vF6C4Y2fCh0nyD VbLAoTSTAi+eNkKAxnKKcZocyI7FbCxtRQhlk8eQje8surpH1Z99y693BV a1wUcZThBE7hHDy4hgbcQxNawGAMz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB za4jZw=</latexit>
Dw<latexit sha1_base64="uxagJ3D xMKGMZ7QBesgrbu82W90=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EBD0W9OCxgq2FNpTNdtIu3d2E3Y1SQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7 M8zMC2LBjXXdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP2iZKNMMWi0SkOwE1KLjClu VWYCfWSGUg8CEYX+f+wyNqwyN1bycx+pIOFQ85ozaXbvpPlX615tbdGcg y8QpSgwLNfvWrN4hYIlFZJqgxXc+NrZ9SbTkTOK30EoMxZWM6xG5GFZVo/ HR265ScZMqAhJHOSlkyU39PpFQaM5FB1impHZlFLxf/87qJDa/8lKs4sa jYfFGYCGIjkj9OBlwjs2KSEco0z24lbEQ1ZTaLJw/BW3x5mbTP655b9+4u ao2zIo4yHMExnIIHl9CAW2hCCxiM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/ gBVHI2w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uxagJ3D xMKGMZ7QBesgrbu82W90=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EBD0W9OCxgq2FNpTNdtIu3d2E3Y1SQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7 M8zMC2LBjXXdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP2iZKNMMWi0SkOwE1KLjClu VWYCfWSGUg8CEYX+f+wyNqwyN1bycx+pIOFQ85ozaXbvpPlX615tbdGcg y8QpSgwLNfvWrN4hYIlFZJqgxXc+NrZ9SbTkTOK30EoMxZWM6xG5GFZVo/ HR265ScZMqAhJHOSlkyU39PpFQaM5FB1impHZlFLxf/87qJDa/8lKs4sa jYfFGYCGIjkj9OBlwjs2KSEco0z24lbEQ1ZTaLJw/BW3x5mbTP655b9+4u ao2zIo4yHMExnIIHl9CAW2hCCxiM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/ gBVHI2w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uxagJ3D xMKGMZ7QBesgrbu82W90=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EBD0W9OCxgq2FNpTNdtIu3d2E3Y1SQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7 M8zMC2LBjXXdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP2iZKNMMWi0SkOwE1KLjClu VWYCfWSGUg8CEYX+f+wyNqwyN1bycx+pIOFQ85ozaXbvpPlX615tbdGcg y8QpSgwLNfvWrN4hYIlFZJqgxXc+NrZ9SbTkTOK30EoMxZWM6xG5GFZVo/ HR265ScZMqAhJHOSlkyU39PpFQaM5FB1impHZlFLxf/87qJDa/8lKs4sa jYfFGYCGIjkj9OBlwjs2KSEco0z24lbEQ1ZTaLJw/BW3x5mbTP655b9+4u ao2zIo4yHMExnIIHl9CAW2hCCxiM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/ gBVHI2w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uxagJ3D xMKGMZ7QBesgrbu82W90=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5R EBD0W9OCxgq2FNpTNdtIu3d2E3Y1SQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7 M8zMC2LBjXXdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP2iZKNMMWi0SkOwE1KLjClu VWYCfWSGUg8CEYX+f+wyNqwyN1bycx+pIOFQ85ozaXbvpPlX615tbdGcg y8QpSgwLNfvWrN4hYIlFZJqgxXc+NrZ9SbTkTOK30EoMxZWM6xG5GFZVo/ HR265ScZMqAhJHOSlkyU39PpFQaM5FB1impHZlFLxf/87qJDa/8lKs4sa jYfFGYCGIjkj9OBlwjs2KSEco0z24lbEQ1ZTaLJw/BW3x5mbTP655b9+4u ao2zIo4yHMExnIIHl9CAW2hCCxiM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/ gBVHI2w</latexit>
tdev
<latexit sha1_base64="N1WX9r9BUQa1G/cpLDoZd2HioNU=">AAAB83 icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPBi8cK9gOaUDabTbt0dxN2J4US+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBXcgOt+O5WNza3tnepubW//4 PCofnzSNUmmKevQRCS6HxLDBFesAxwE66eaERkK1gsn94XfmzJteKKeYJayQJKR4jGnBKzkwzD3tcQRm85rw3rDbboL4HXilaSBSrSH9S8/SmgmmQIq iDEDz00hyIkGTgWb1/zMsJTQCRmxgaWKSGaCfHHzHF9YJcJxom0pwAv190ROpDEzGdpOSWBsVr1C/M8bZBDfBTlXaQZM0eWiOBMYElwEgCOuGQUxs4R Qze2tmI6JJhRsTEUI3urL66R71fTcpvd43WjdlHFU0Rk6R5fIQ7eohR5QG3UQRSl6Rq/ozcmcF+fd+Vi2Vpxy5hT9gfP5A5YEkVU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N1WX9r9BUQa1G/cpLDoZd2HioNU=">AAAB83 icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPBi8cK9gOaUDabTbt0dxN2J4US+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBXcgOt+O5WNza3tnepubW//4 PCofnzSNUmmKevQRCS6HxLDBFesAxwE66eaERkK1gsn94XfmzJteKKeYJayQJKR4jGnBKzkwzD3tcQRm85rw3rDbboL4HXilaSBSrSH9S8/SmgmmQIq iDEDz00hyIkGTgWb1/zMsJTQCRmxgaWKSGaCfHHzHF9YJcJxom0pwAv190ROpDEzGdpOSWBsVr1C/M8bZBDfBTlXaQZM0eWiOBMYElwEgCOuGQUxs4R Qze2tmI6JJhRsTEUI3urL66R71fTcpvd43WjdlHFU0Rk6R5fIQ7eohR5QG3UQRSl6Rq/ozcmcF+fd+Vi2Vpxy5hT9gfP5A5YEkVU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N1WX9r9BUQa1G/cpLDoZd2HioNU=">AAAB83 icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPBi8cK9gOaUDabTbt0dxN2J4US+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBXcgOt+O5WNza3tnepubW//4 PCofnzSNUmmKevQRCS6HxLDBFesAxwE66eaERkK1gsn94XfmzJteKKeYJayQJKR4jGnBKzkwzD3tcQRm85rw3rDbboL4HXilaSBSrSH9S8/SmgmmQIq iDEDz00hyIkGTgWb1/zMsJTQCRmxgaWKSGaCfHHzHF9YJcJxom0pwAv190ROpDEzGdpOSWBsVr1C/M8bZBDfBTlXaQZM0eWiOBMYElwEgCOuGQUxs4R Qze2tmI6JJhRsTEUI3urL66R71fTcpvd43WjdlHFU0Rk6R5fIQ7eohR5QG3UQRSl6Rq/ozcmcF+fd+Vi2Vpxy5hT9gfP5A5YEkVU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N1WX9r9BUQa1G/cpLDoZd2HioNU=">AAAB83 icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPBi8cK9gOaUDabTbt0dxN2J4US+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBXcgOt+O5WNza3tnepubW//4 PCofnzSNUmmKevQRCS6HxLDBFesAxwE66eaERkK1gsn94XfmzJteKKeYJayQJKR4jGnBKzkwzD3tcQRm85rw3rDbboL4HXilaSBSrSH9S8/SmgmmQIq iDEDz00hyIkGTgWb1/zMsJTQCRmxgaWKSGaCfHHzHF9YJcJxom0pwAv190ROpDEzGdpOSWBsVr1C/M8bZBDfBTlXaQZM0eWiOBMYElwEgCOuGQUxs4R Qze2tmI6JJhRsTEUI3urL66R71fTcpvd43WjdlHFU0Rk6R5fIQ7eohR5QG3UQRSl6Rq/ozcmcF+fd+Vi2Vpxy5hT9gfP5A5YEkVU=</latexit>
Tpeak
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 g
<latexit sha1_base64="IS2s56UdA4DNicMrN81Zs8z33IY=">AAAB8X icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgQkoigi4LblxWsA9sQ5lMbtqhk0mYmQil9C/cuFDErX/jzr9x0mahrQcGDuecy9x7glRwbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e /sH1cOjtk4yxbDFEpGobkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0V0jgQ2AnGt7nfeUKleSIfzCRFP6ZDySPOqLHSY1/YaEgHw8qgWnPr7hxklXgFqUGB5qD61Q8TlsUoDRNU 657npsafUmU4Ezir9DONKWVjOsSepZLGqP3pfOMZObNKSKJE2ScNmau/J6Y01noSBzYZUzPSy14u/uf1MhPd+FMu08ygZIuPokwQk5D8fBJyhcyIiSW UKW53JWxEFWXGlpSX4C2fvEral3XPrXv3V7XGRVFHGU7gFM7Bg2towB00oQUMJDzDK7w52nlx3p2PRbTkFDPH8AfO5w/pqJBV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IS2s56UdA4DNicMrN81Zs8z33IY=">AAAB8X icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgQkoigi4LblxWsA9sQ5lMbtqhk0mYmQil9C/cuFDErX/jzr9x0mahrQcGDuecy9x7glRwbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e /sH1cOjtk4yxbDFEpGobkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0V0jgQ2AnGt7nfeUKleSIfzCRFP6ZDySPOqLHSY1/YaEgHw8qgWnPr7hxklXgFqUGB5qD61Q8TlsUoDRNU 657npsafUmU4Ezir9DONKWVjOsSepZLGqP3pfOMZObNKSKJE2ScNmau/J6Y01noSBzYZUzPSy14u/uf1MhPd+FMu08ygZIuPokwQk5D8fBJyhcyIiSW UKW53JWxEFWXGlpSX4C2fvEral3XPrXv3V7XGRVFHGU7gFM7Bg2towB00oQUMJDzDK7w52nlx3p2PRbTkFDPH8AfO5w/pqJBV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IS2s56UdA4DNicMrN81Zs8z33IY=">AAAB8X icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgQkoigi4LblxWsA9sQ5lMbtqhk0mYmQil9C/cuFDErX/jzr9x0mahrQcGDuecy9x7glRwbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e /sH1cOjtk4yxbDFEpGobkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0V0jgQ2AnGt7nfeUKleSIfzCRFP6ZDySPOqLHSY1/YaEgHw8qgWnPr7hxklXgFqUGB5qD61Q8TlsUoDRNU 657npsafUmU4Ezir9DONKWVjOsSepZLGqP3pfOMZObNKSKJE2ScNmau/J6Y01noSBzYZUzPSy14u/uf1MhPd+FMu08ygZIuPokwQk5D8fBJyhcyIiSW UKW53JWxEFWXGlpSX4C2fvEral3XPrXv3V7XGRVFHGU7gFM7Bg2towB00oQUMJDzDK7w52nlx3p2PRbTkFDPH8AfO5w/pqJBV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IS2s56UdA4DNicMrN81Zs8z33IY=">AAAB8X icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgQkoigi4LblxWsA9sQ5lMbtqhk0mYmQil9C/cuFDErX/jzr9x0mahrQcGDuecy9x7glRwbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e /sH1cOjtk4yxbDFEpGobkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0V0jgQ2AnGt7nfeUKleSIfzCRFP6ZDySPOqLHSY1/YaEgHw8qgWnPr7hxklXgFqUGB5qD61Q8TlsUoDRNU 657npsafUmU4Ezir9DONKWVjOsSepZLGqP3pfOMZObNKSKJE2ScNmau/J6Y01noSBzYZUzPSy14u/uf1MhPd+FMu08ygZIuPokwQk5D8fBJyhcyIiSW UKW53JWxEFWXGlpSX4C2fvEral3XPrXv3V7XGRVFHGU7gFM7Bg2towB00oQUMJDzDK7w52nlx3p2PRbTkFDPH8AfO5w/pqJBV</latexit>
Dc<latexit sha1_base64="kZaDUiIJM6EwTUG5PwTsTqSIXy4=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0W9OCxgv2ANpTNdtMu3d2E3YlQQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2IpLLrut1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29 /YPqodHbRslhvEWi2RkugG1XArNWyhQ8m5sOFWB5J1gcpv7nSdurIj0I05j7is60iIUjGIu3Q1YZVCtuXV3DrJKvILUoEBzUP3qDyOWKK6RSWptz3Nj 9FNqUDDJZ5V+YnlM2YSOeC+jmipu/XR+64ycZcqQhJHJSiOZq78nUqqsnaog61QUx3bZy8X/vF6C4Y2fCh0nyDVbLAoTSTAi+eNkKAxnKKcZocyI7Fb CxtRQhlk8eQje8surpH1Z99y693BVa1wUcZThBE7hHDy4hgbcQxNawGAMz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzBza4jZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kZaDUiIJM6EwTUG5PwTsTqSIXy4=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0W9OCxgv2ANpTNdtMu3d2E3YlQQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2IpLLrut1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29 /YPqodHbRslhvEWi2RkugG1XArNWyhQ8m5sOFWB5J1gcpv7nSdurIj0I05j7is60iIUjGIu3Q1YZVCtuXV3DrJKvILUoEBzUP3qDyOWKK6RSWptz3Nj 9FNqUDDJZ5V+YnlM2YSOeC+jmipu/XR+64ycZcqQhJHJSiOZq78nUqqsnaog61QUx3bZy8X/vF6C4Y2fCh0nyDVbLAoTSTAi+eNkKAxnKKcZocyI7Fb CxtRQhlk8eQje8surpH1Z99y693BVa1wUcZThBE7hHDy4hgbcQxNawGAMz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzBza4jZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kZaDUiIJM6EwTUG5PwTsTqSIXy4=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0W9OCxgv2ANpTNdtMu3d2E3YlQQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2IpLLrut1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29 /YPqodHbRslhvEWi2RkugG1XArNWyhQ8m5sOFWB5J1gcpv7nSdurIj0I05j7is60iIUjGIu3Q1YZVCtuXV3DrJKvILUoEBzUP3qDyOWKK6RSWptz3Nj 9FNqUDDJZ5V+YnlM2YSOeC+jmipu/XR+64ycZcqQhJHJSiOZq78nUqqsnaog61QUx3bZy8X/vF6C4Y2fCh0nyDVbLAoTSTAi+eNkKAxnKKcZocyI7Fb CxtRQhlk8eQje8surpH1Z99y693BVa1wUcZThBE7hHDy4hgbcQxNawGAMz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzBza4jZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kZaDUiIJM6EwTUG5PwTsTqSIXy4=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0W9OCxgv2ANpTNdtMu3d2E3YlQQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2IpLLrut1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29 /YPqodHbRslhvEWi2RkugG1XArNWyhQ8m5sOFWB5J1gcpv7nSdurIj0I05j7is60iIUjGIu3Q1YZVCtuXV3DrJKvILUoEBzUP3qDyOWKK6RSWptz3Nj 9FNqUDDJZ5V+YnlM2YSOeC+jmipu/XR+64ycZcqQhJHJSiOZq78nUqqsnaog61QUx3bZy8X/vF6C4Y2fCh0nyDVbLAoTSTAi+eNkKAxnKKcZocyI7Fb CxtRQhlk8eQje8surpH1Z99y693BVa1wUcZThBE7hHDy4hgbcQxNawGAMz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzBza4jZw=</latexit>
Dw<latexit sha1_base64="uxagJ3DxMKGMZ7QBesgrbu82W90=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0W9OCxgq2FNpTNdtIu3d2E3Y1SQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LBjXXdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7 +zuVfcP2iZKNMMWi0SkOwE1KLjCluVWYCfWSGUg8CEYX+f+wyNqwyN1bycx+pIOFQ85ozaXbvpPlX615tbdGcgy8QpSgwLNfvWrN4hYIlFZJqgxXc+N rZ9SbTkTOK30EoMxZWM6xG5GFZVo/HR265ScZMqAhJHOSlkyU39PpFQaM5FB1impHZlFLxf/87qJDa/8lKs4sajYfFGYCGIjkj9OBlwjs2KSEco0z24 lbEQ1ZTaLJw/BW3x5mbTP655b9+4uao2zIo4yHMExnIIHl9CAW2hCCxiM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gBVHI2w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uxagJ3DxMKGMZ7QBesgrbu82W90=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0W9OCxgq2FNpTNdtIu3d2E3Y1SQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LBjXXdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7 +zuVfcP2iZKNMMWi0SkOwE1KLjCluVWYCfWSGUg8CEYX+f+wyNqwyN1bycx+pIOFQ85ozaXbvpPlX615tbdGcgy8QpSgwLNfvWrN4hYIlFZJqgxXc+N rZ9SbTkTOK30EoMxZWM6xG5GFZVo/HR265ScZMqAhJHOSlkyU39PpFQaM5FB1impHZlFLxf/87qJDa/8lKs4sajYfFGYCGIjkj9OBlwjs2KSEco0z24 lbEQ1ZTaLJw/BW3x5mbTP655b9+4uao2zIo4yHMExnIIHl9CAW2hCCxiM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gBVHI2w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uxagJ3DxMKGMZ7QBesgrbu82W90=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0W9OCxgq2FNpTNdtIu3d2E3Y1SQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LBjXXdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7 +zuVfcP2iZKNMMWi0SkOwE1KLjCluVWYCfWSGUg8CEYX+f+wyNqwyN1bycx+pIOFQ85ozaXbvpPlX615tbdGcgy8QpSgwLNfvWrN4hYIlFZJqgxXc+N rZ9SbTkTOK30EoMxZWM6xG5GFZVo/HR265ScZMqAhJHOSlkyU39PpFQaM5FB1impHZlFLxf/87qJDa/8lKs4sajYfFGYCGIjkj9OBlwjs2KSEco0z24 lbEQ1ZTaLJw/BW3x5mbTP655b9+4uao2zIo4yHMExnIIHl9CAW2hCCxiM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gBVHI2w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uxagJ3DxMKGMZ7QBesgrbu82W90=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBD0W9OCxgq2FNpTNdtIu3d2E3Y1SQv+CFw+KePUPefPfmLQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LBjXXdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7 +zuVfcP2iZKNMMWi0SkOwE1KLjCluVWYCfWSGUg8CEYX+f+wyNqwyN1bycx+pIOFQ85ozaXbvpPlX615tbdGcgy8QpSgwLNfvWrN4hYIlFZJqgxXc+N rZ9SbTkTOK30EoMxZWM6xG5GFZVo/HR265ScZMqAhJHOSlkyU39PpFQaM5FB1impHZlFLxf/87qJDa/8lKs4sajYfFGYCGIjkj9OBlwjs2KSEco0z24 lbEQ1ZTaLJw/BW3x5mbTP655b9+4uao2zIo4yHMExnIIHl9CAW2hCCxiM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gBVHI2w</latexit>
SR
<latexit sha1_base64="LiHyGCi+kQQy3CgkF1u1SkjRYAY=">AAAB7n icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMeAF4/xERNIljA7mSRDZmaXmV4hLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKJHCou9/e4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z 3evvH/waOPUMN5gsYxNK6KWS6F5AwVK3koMpyqSvBmNrqd+84kbK2L9gOOEh4oOtOgLRtFJzY5R2f3dpFuu+FV/BrJMgpxUIEe9W/7q9GKWKq6RSWpt O/ATDDNqUDDJJ6VOanlC2YgOeNtRTRW3YTY7d0JOnNIj/di40khm6u+JjCprxypynYri0C56U/E/r51i/yrMhE5S5JrNF/VTSTAm099JTxjOUI4docw IdythQ2ooQ5dQyYUQLL68TB7PqoFfDW7PK7WLPI4iHMExnEIAl1CDG6hDAxiM4Ble4c1LvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AFiXY+M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LiHyGCi+kQQy3CgkF1u1SkjRYAY=">AAAB7n icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMeAF4/xERNIljA7mSRDZmaXmV4hLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKJHCou9/e4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z 3evvH/waOPUMN5gsYxNK6KWS6F5AwVK3koMpyqSvBmNrqd+84kbK2L9gOOEh4oOtOgLRtFJzY5R2f3dpFuu+FV/BrJMgpxUIEe9W/7q9GKWKq6RSWpt O/ATDDNqUDDJJ6VOanlC2YgOeNtRTRW3YTY7d0JOnNIj/di40khm6u+JjCprxypynYri0C56U/E/r51i/yrMhE5S5JrNF/VTSTAm099JTxjOUI4docw IdythQ2ooQ5dQyYUQLL68TB7PqoFfDW7PK7WLPI4iHMExnEIAl1CDG6hDAxiM4Ble4c1LvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AFiXY+M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LiHyGCi+kQQy3CgkF1u1SkjRYAY=">AAAB7n icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMeAF4/xERNIljA7mSRDZmaXmV4hLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKJHCou9/e4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z 3evvH/waOPUMN5gsYxNK6KWS6F5AwVK3koMpyqSvBmNrqd+84kbK2L9gOOEh4oOtOgLRtFJzY5R2f3dpFuu+FV/BrJMgpxUIEe9W/7q9GKWKq6RSWpt O/ATDDNqUDDJJ6VOanlC2YgOeNtRTRW3YTY7d0JOnNIj/di40khm6u+JjCprxypynYri0C56U/E/r51i/yrMhE5S5JrNF/VTSTAm099JTxjOUI4docw IdythQ2ooQ5dQyYUQLL68TB7PqoFfDW7PK7WLPI4iHMExnEIAl1CDG6hDAxiM4Ble4c1LvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AFiXY+M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LiHyGCi+kQQy3CgkF1u1SkjRYAY=">AAAB7n icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMeAF4/xERNIljA7mSRDZmaXmV4hLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKJHCou9/e4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z 3evvH/waOPUMN5gsYxNK6KWS6F5AwVK3koMpyqSvBmNrqd+84kbK2L9gOOEh4oOtOgLRtFJzY5R2f3dpFuu+FV/BrJMgpxUIEe9W/7q9GKWKq6RSWpt O/ATDDNqUDDJJ6VOanlC2YgOeNtRTRW3YTY7d0JOnNIj/di40khm6u+JjCprxypynYri0C56U/E/r51i/yrMhE5S5JrNF/VTSTAm099JTxjOUI4docw IdythQ2ooQ5dQyYUQLL68TB7PqoFfDW7PK7WLPI4iHMExnEIAl1CDG6hDAxiM4Ble4c1LvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AFiXY+M</latexit>
Y lumpgas
<latexit sha1_base64="RvvSyQUFMVMawmdUT++kT1TYOf8=">AAAB/3 icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1Rw42awCK5KIqIuC25cVrAXaWOYTCft0JkkzEyEErPwVdy4UMStr+HOt3GadqGtPwx8/Occzpk/SDhT2nG+rdLS8srqWnm9s rG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRziLa1Exz2kkkxSLgtB2Mrib19gOVisXRrR4n1BN4ELGQEayN5dsHd37WkwINsMrvC+KpSHLfrjo1pxBaBHcGVZip 4dtfvX5MUkEjTThWqus6ifYyLDUjnOaVXqpogskID2jXYIQFVV5W3J+jY+P0URhL8yKNCvf3RIaFUmMRmE6B9VDN1ybmf7VuqsNLL2NRkmoakemiMOV Ix2gSBuozSYnmYwOYSGZuRWSIJSbaRFYxIbjzX16E1mnNdWruzVm1fj6LowyHcAQn4MIF1OEaGtAEAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFtLVmzmX34I+vzBzpglj A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RvvSyQUFMVMawmdUT++kT1TYOf8=">AAAB/3 icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1Rw42awCK5KIqIuC25cVrAXaWOYTCft0JkkzEyEErPwVdy4UMStr+HOt3GadqGtPwx8/Occzpk/SDhT2nG+rdLS8srqWnm9s rG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRziLa1Exz2kkkxSLgtB2Mrib19gOVisXRrR4n1BN4ELGQEayN5dsHd37WkwINsMrvC+KpSHLfrjo1pxBaBHcGVZip 4dtfvX5MUkEjTThWqus6ifYyLDUjnOaVXqpogskID2jXYIQFVV5W3J+jY+P0URhL8yKNCvf3RIaFUmMRmE6B9VDN1ybmf7VuqsNLL2NRkmoakemiMOV Ix2gSBuozSYnmYwOYSGZuRWSIJSbaRFYxIbjzX16E1mnNdWruzVm1fj6LowyHcAQn4MIF1OEaGtAEAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFtLVmzmX34I+vzBzpglj A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RvvSyQUFMVMawmdUT++kT1TYOf8=">AAAB/3 icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1Rw42awCK5KIqIuC25cVrAXaWOYTCft0JkkzEyEErPwVdy4UMStr+HOt3GadqGtPwx8/Occzpk/SDhT2nG+rdLS8srqWnm9s rG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRziLa1Exz2kkkxSLgtB2Mrib19gOVisXRrR4n1BN4ELGQEayN5dsHd37WkwINsMrvC+KpSHLfrjo1pxBaBHcGVZip 4dtfvX5MUkEjTThWqus6ifYyLDUjnOaVXqpogskID2jXYIQFVV5W3J+jY+P0URhL8yKNCvf3RIaFUmMRmE6B9VDN1ybmf7VuqsNLL2NRkmoakemiMOV Ix2gSBuozSYnmYwOYSGZuRWSIJSbaRFYxIbjzX16E1mnNdWruzVm1fj6LowyHcAQn4MIF1OEaGtAEAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFtLVmzmX34I+vzBzpglj A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RvvSyQUFMVMawmdUT++kT1TYOf8=">AAAB/3 icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1Rw42awCK5KIqIuC25cVrAXaWOYTCft0JkkzEyEErPwVdy4UMStr+HOt3GadqGtPwx8/Occzpk/SDhT2nG+rdLS8srqWnm9s rG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRziLa1Exz2kkkxSLgtB2Mrib19gOVisXRrR4n1BN4ELGQEayN5dsHd37WkwINsMrvC+KpSHLfrjo1pxBaBHcGVZip 4dtfvX5MUkEjTThWqus6ifYyLDUjnOaVXqpogskID2jXYIQFVV5W3J+jY+P0URhL8yKNCvf3RIaFUmMRmE6B9VDN1ybmf7VuqsNLL2NRkmoakemiMOV Ix2gSBuozSYnmYwOYSGZuRWSIJSbaRFYxIbjzX16E1mnNdWruzVm1fj6LowyHcAQn4MIF1OEaGtAEAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFtLVmzmX34I+vzBzpglj A=</latexit>
Y lumptar
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Figure 3.3: Sensitivity analysis of MP for EI. Top row: Treac=638 K and
Bottom row: Treac=879 K.
Uncertainty characterization in selected model parameters
In the literature, due to the lack of the detailed measurements of thermal con-
ductivities and heat capacities for various biomass samples, modelers com-
monly use the values of these properties measured at low temperatures avail-
able for other biomass samples [102] or tune these properties to obtain a better
match with the experiments [33]. Therefore, we used various expressions and
values of λw, λc, Cw, andCc reported in the literature (listed in Table 3.2) as a way
to estimate the uncertainty in these properties. In Table 3.2, λw,‖ and λw,⊥ are the
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wood thermal conductivity parallel and perpendicular to the grain direction,
respectively. In the literature, an average value of wood thermal conductivity
λw is obtained by a linear combination of λw,‖ and λw,⊥ using some empirical
weighting coefficients [61]. Since we want to estimate a broad range of values
of λw used in the literature, λw,‖ and λw,⊥ are simply considered to be the possible
values of λw. In general, Cw and Cc are expressed as functions of temperature,
whereas constant values are used for λw and λc, even though both λw and λc are
known to increase with temperature [73, 66].
The uncertainty in the value of a model parameter is represented by a prob-
ability density function (PDF), with normal and uniform distributions being the
two limiting cases [162]. If the values of a parameter are measured a statis-
tically significant number of times such that a meaningful standard deviation
can be defined, then the parameter values should be assumed to have a normal
distribution. On the other hand, if only a few measurements are available to
provide an estimate of lower and upper bounds, then the parameter should be
assumed to have a uniform distribution [162]. In this work, the latter is true for
the parameters in H , and their values are therefore assumed to be uniformly
distributed.
For uniformly distributed model parameter values, Pi,0 and fi can be esti-




Pi,min and Pi,0 =
√Pi,maxPi,min . (3.23)
Equation 3.23 provides single values of fi and Pi,0 for λw and λc, whereas for Cw
and Cc, fi and Pi,0 vary with temperature. We found that the nominal values
of Cw and Cc can be closely predicted by the expressions of Gupta et al. [73]
and Fredlund et al. [57], respectively. We use the maxima of fi for both Cw and
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Table 3.2: Values and expressions used in the literature for Cw, Cc, λw, and λc.
Specific heat capacity of wood Cw (kJ/kg·K)
2.3 Ref. [36, 111, 91, 187]
2.3 − 1.15 exp(−0.0055T ) Ref. [13]
−0.0912 + 0.0044T Ref. [83]
1.2 + 2.45 × 10−3(T − 273) Ref. [75]
0.2316 + 3.69 × 10−3T Ref. [73]
1.5 + 10−3T Ref. [71, 133, 33, 61]
0.1031 + 3.867 × 10−3T Ref. [150, 164]
0.112 + 4.85 × 10−3T Ref. [84, 8]
Specific heat capacity of char Cc (kJ/kg·K)
1.1 Ref. [36, 111, 91, 187]
1.39 + 3.6 × 10−4T Ref. [167, 150]
1.430 + 3.55 × 10−4T − 7.32 × 104T−2 Ref. [57, 89, 13]
1.0032 + 2.09 × 10−3(T − 273) Ref. [84, 8]
0.42 + 2.09 × 10−3T + 6.85 × 10−3T 2 Ref. [71]
−0.79528 + 5.98 × 10−3T − 3.8 × 10−6T 2 Ref. [73]
Thermal conductivity of wood λw (W/m·K)
0.1256 Ref. [148, 111]
0.11 Ref. [92, 102]
λw,‖ = 0.73,λw,⊥ = 0.52 Ref. [172, 13]
0.13 + 3 × 10−4(T − 273) Ref. [84, 8]
λw,⊥ = 0.0986 Ref. [73]
λw,‖ = 0.156 − 0.278,λw,rad = 0.112 − 0.176,λw,tan = 0.074 − 0.133 Ref. [94]
λw,‖ = 0.158 − 0.419,λw,⊥ = 0.081 − 0.209 Ref. [71]
λw,‖ = 0.291 − 0.323,λw,⊥ = 0.177 − 0.214 Ref. [168]
λw,‖ = 0.2 − 0.4,λw,⊥ = 0.1 − 0.25 Ref. [172]
Thermal conductivity of char λc (W/m·K)
0.052 Ref. [150]
0.0837 Ref. [148, 111]
0.071 Ref. [92, 102]
0.1405 Ref. [33]
0.08 − 10−4(T − 273) Ref. [84, 8]
Cc as their respective uncertainty factors. Figure 3.4 shows the values of Cw
and Cc obtained from the various expressions provided in Table 3.2 along with
the nominal values, Pi,0, and the lower (Pi,0/ fi) and upper (Pi,0 fi) limits of their
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distributions. Table 3.3 provides Pi,0 and fi estimated for all the parameters in
H .
Figure 3.4: Cw and Cc from various sources. Different symbols correspond
to expressions forCw andCc provided in Table 3.2. The nominal
values Pi,0 are shown by solid lines, while the minimum Pi,min
and maximum Pi,max values are shown by dashed lines.
Table 3.3: Uncertain model parameters with their nominal values and uncer-
tainty factors.
Parameter inH Units Nominal value, Pi,0 Uncertainty factor, fi
λw W/m·K 0.232 3.1
λc W/m·K 0.085 1.6
Cw J/kg·K 231.6 + 3.69T 1.8
Cc J/kg·K 1430 + 0.355T - 7.32×107T−2 1.4
Response surface
A response surface η(x) is created for each experimental target of EI and EII us-
ing the full 2N factorial design, requiring 2N + 2N + 1 simulations of MP [14].
In this work, N=4 (Cw, Cc, λw, and λc) and thus 25 computational runs of MP
are required to create the response surfaces for all the targets of an experiment
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at a single reactor temperature. To check the adequacy of the created response
surfaces, their predictions for each target are compared with those of MP by
sampling from the PDFs of the parameters in H . Correlation coefficients are
calculated between the predictions of η(x) andMP, and are found to be greater
than 0.99 for every target, confirming that the response surfaces provide ade-
quate estimates for the predictions of MP. Figure 3.5 shows the comparison
between the predictions of η(x) andMP for tdev, Tpeak, tPCO , andPCO.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of response surface η(x) predictions vs direct cal-
culations usingMP.
Uncertainty in the model predictions
Response surfaces η(x) developed in the previous subsection are evaluated for
x sampled from the PDFs of the parameters in H to propagate the input uncer-
75
tainty throughMP. For this purpose, 100,000 samples are used for each target,
and are found to be sufficient to get converged statistics. The resulting model
outputs are used to construct the PDF and cumulative density function (CDF) of
each target’s predictions. To quantify the uncertainty in the model predictions,
we calculate the mean, and the lower lb and upper ub bounds of the model pre-
dictions of a target containing 95% area of the PDF. Consequently, F(lb) = 0.025
and F(ub) = 0.975, where F is the CDF of the target’s predictions. The pre-
dictions of MP including the uncertainty are compared with the experimental
measurements for the targets of EI and EII as shown in Figs. 3.6–3.9. Figure 3.6
shows the comparison for the targets of EI: tTpeak , Tpeak, tdev, and Ylump, whereas
Figs. 3.8, 3.7, and 3.9 show the comparison for the targets of EII: P , tP , and Y,
respectively. The error bars for the experimental measurements are added to the
figures whenever available.
Figures 3.6–3.9 show that significant uncertainty exists in the model predic-
tions of all the targets except for Ylump and Y. This is expected, since the sen-
sitivity analysis predicted small sensitivity of the product yields toward the
transport model parameters (Fig. 3.3). We also observe that the uncertainty
bounds are proportional to the mean values for most of the targets, however,
a non-linear dependence is observed for Tpeak and tP as shown in Fig. 3.6(b) and
Fig. 3.8, respectively. This observation emphasizes the fact that the model out-
put can have a non-linear dependence on the model parameters, which may not
be captured by a simple sensitivity analysis.
Figure 3.6 shows that most of the discrepancy between the experimental
measurements and the model predictions of tTpeak and tdev can be attributed to
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between the predictions ofMP (solid lines: mean;
dashed lines: 95% coverage of uncertainty) and the experimen-
tal measurements (symbols, EI).
when Treac < 783 K. In the experiments EI, a steep temperature rise is observed
at the particle center exceeding the surface temperature (Fig. 3.2(b)), which has
been linked to the exothermic decomposition of the intermediate solids formed
during the pyrolysis process [133]. In EI, this overshoot of the center tempera-
ture above the surface temperature is found to first increase and then decrease
with Treac, becoming maximum at Treac=736 K, whereas MP predicts the tem-
perature overshoot to continuously increase with Treac. This observation may
explain whyMP fails to predict Tpeak when Treac ≥ 783 K. Improvements in the
predictions of Tpeak for Treac ≥783 K can be a focus area for further developments
in the chemical kinetic model, as the uncertainty in the transport model param-
eters can not explain the discrepancy for it. Figure 6(d) shows that the negligible
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the experimental measurements (symbols, EII)
and the predictions ofMP (solid lines: mean; dashed lines: 95%
coverage of uncertainty) for peak production rates of different
species,P .
uncertainty in the predictions of Ylump cannot explain the observation that MP
overpredicts the yield of SR, yet underpredicts Y lumpgas . The discrepancy in the
product yields has been observed in the literature and to some extent, has been
linked to an inadequate representation of the chemisorbed species [5, 70].
Figure 3.7 shows that MP can accurately predict P within the uncertainty
bounds for all species except CH4. However, significant discrepancy exists
between the experiments and the model predictions of tP for CO2, CH4, and
HCOOH at Treac ≥700 K as shown in Fig. 3.8. Also, the mean values of the
predictions of tP are found to be smaller than most of the experimental mea-
surements. The results forP and tP imply that even thoughMP is able to pre-
dict the peak production rates of most species within the uncertainty bounds,
it tends to underpredict the timings of species production, especially for CO2,
CH4, and HCOOH. Similar to the case of Ylump, the uncertainty in the predic-
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the experimental measurements (symbols, EII)
and the predictions ofMP (solid lines: mean; dashed lines: 95%
coverage of uncertainty) for time of peak production rate of
different species, tP .
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of the experimental measurements (symbols, EII)
and the predictions ofMP (solid lines: mean; dashed lines: 95%
coverage of uncertainty) for yields of different species, Y.
tions of Y is negligible as shown in Fig. 3.9. MP underpredicts the yields of all
the gas species, and the deviations with the experimental measurements are up
to a factor of four for CH4, and within a factor of two for other species. The
results presented in Figs 3.7–3.9 show thatMP performs poorly for the predic-
tions of all the targets related to CH4. In the literature, other studies have also
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reported the inability of the chemical kinetic model used in this work to accu-
rately predict the evolution of CH4 and light hydrocarbons [33, 5, 70]. In the
kinetic model, CH4, as well as other light hydrocarbons, are mainly produced
in the form of chemisorbed species releasing slowly from the solid matrix. The
main reason for adding these chemisorbed species in the kinetic model was to
match the mass loss data observed experimentally, and their kinetic parameters
remain partially adaptive [33]. The uncertainty analysis shows that the kinetics
of the chemisorbed species require further development to improve the predic-
tions of CH4 and probably other light hydrocarbons.
The uncertainty analysis for EI shows that the model predictions related to
the particle temperature profiles are, in general, in good agreement with the ex-
periments if the uncertainty in the model predictions is included. However, a
few targets such as Tpeak for Treac¿783 K and the yields of Gas and SR require fur-
ther improvements in the pyrolysis model. The UQ results for EII show thatMP
performs poorly for all the targets related to CH4. Also, the predictions of the
species yields and tP for CO2, CH4, and HCOOH need to be improved. More-
over, for both EI and EII, the predictive ability ofMP is observed to decrease at
higher temperatures. Further improvements in the chemical kinetic model fo-
cusing on the targets described here are likely needed to improve the predictive
ability of the 1D pyrolysis model.
Optimization of the uncertain model parameters
Uncertainty in the model parameters provides some flexibility in tuning them
to improve the model predictions. In the biomass literature, the tuning of the
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model parameters is usually done in an ad-hoc manner. In this work, the op-
timal values of the parameters included in set H are estimated by minimizing
the objective function Φ(x) defined in Eq. 3.19 using the default nonlinear op-
timization solver in GAMS [18], a commercial software to solve optimization
problems. The obtained optimal values of the parameters in H are provided in
Table 3.4. Comparisons of the predictions of the targets obtained fromM∗P and
Table 3.4: Optimal values of the uncertain model parameters.
Model parameters inH Units Optimal values of the parameters inH
λw W/m·K 0.471
λc W/m·K 0.136
Cw J/kg·K 412.5 + 6.57T
Cc J/kg·K 1218 + 0.301T - 6.20×107T−2
MP are shown in Fig. 3.10 for EI, and Figs. 3.11 and 3.12 for EII. Figures 3.10–3.12
show that the optimization of the uncertain model parameters has improved
the model predictions for most of the targets. Yields are not included in the
comparisons as negligible uncertainty is observed in their values and thus, the
optimization of the parameters inH does not affect their predictions.
To evaluate the improvement in the model predictions after the optimiza-











In Eq. 3.24, E forM∗P andMP is obtained by substituting x by x∗ and 0, respec-
tively. The values of E for M∗P and MP are found to be 0.29 and 0.34, respec-
tively, showing that the optimization of the parameters in H does not provide
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between the predictions of the optimized model
(solid lines), the base model (dashed lines), and the experi-
mental measurements (symbols) for the targets of EI.
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Figure 3.11: Maximum production rates of speciesP for EII. Comparison
between the predictions of the optimized model (solid lines),
the base model (dashed lines), and the experimental measure-
ments (symbols).
a significant improvement (15% reduction in E) in the model predictions even
though the experimental measurements of several targets fall within the uncer-
tainty bounds of the model predictions. This can be explained by realizing that
each target can have a unique set of model parameters that minimizes the dif-
ferences between the experimental measurements and the model predictions.
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Figure 3.12: Time for maximum production rates of species tP for EII.
Comparison between the predictions of the optimized model
(solid lines), the base model (dashed lines), and the experi-
mental measurements (symbols).
For biomass pyrolysis, no single target can accurately characterize the overall
pyrolysis process, and therefore biomass pyrolysis model must be able to pre-
dict multiple targets that are governed by different physical and chemical pro-
cesses. To check how much the optimized model can be improved when only
a single target is considered, we optimize the parameters inH for Tpeak. We ob-
serve that the resulting optimized model provides a significant improvement in
the predictions of Tpeak as shown in Fig. 3.13. For this case, 75% reduction in E
is achieved by the optimized model (E=0.03) in comparison to the base model
(E=0.12).
The results of the optimization study have an important implication that
an excellent agreement can be obtained between the model predictions and the
experiments by tuning the uncertain model parameters if only a few targets are
considered in the validation process. Therefore, in the presence of uncertainty in
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the model parameters, consideration of a wide variety of detailed experimental
measurements becomes vital for a rigorous model validation.














Figure 3.13: Comparison between the predictions of the optimized model
(solid lines), the base model (dashed lines), and the experi-
mental measurements (symbols) for the predictions of Tpeak for
EI.
3.6 Conclusions
In this work, a rigorous analysis of the validity of a commonly used one-
dimensional particle-scale biomass pyrolysis model was performed using un-
certainty quantification and the optimal values of the uncertain model param-
eters were evaluated. For this purpose, two detailed experimental studies of
the pyrolysis of spherical wood spheres were considered from the literature. By
combining sensitivity analysis and literature search, a set of sensitive transport
model parameters was identified and the uncertainty in their values was char-
acterized using uniform distribution. To perform the uncertainty propagation
and the optimization of the uncertain model parameters, response surfaces were
created to allow for a fast evaluation of the model predictions. The response
surfaces were evaluated by sampling the PDFs of the uncertain model param-
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eters to propagate the uncertainty through the pyrolysis model. The resulting
model predictions containing the uncertainty were compared to the experimen-
tal measurements of several targets. We found that the uncertainty in the model
predictions can account for most of the discrepancies related to the particle tem-
perature profiles and the species production rates. However, the discrepancies
related to the product yields and the timings of the peak production rates of a
few species cannot be explained by the uncertainty. The results also showed
that the pyrolysis model performs poorly in predicting all the targets related to
CH4. The experimental targets identified in this work, whose predictions can-
not be improved by an accurate knowledge of the transport model parameters,
can be a focus area for further developments in the chemical kinetic model.
The optimization study showed that the optimal values of the uncertain
model parameters could achieve a minor improvement (15% reduction in the
L2 error norm) in the model predictions when all the targets were considered,
whereas a significant improvement (75% reduction in the L2 error norm) was
obtained when only a single target (Tpeak) was considered. This observation em-
phasizes the importance of considering a wide variety of experimental targets
during the model validation process, as good agreement can be obtained be-
tween the model predictions and the experiments by tuning the model parame-
ters if only a few targets are considered.
The present work is a first step towards developing the UQ methodology
in the context of biomass pyrolysis, and we have made several simplifying as-
sumptions, including the 1D spherically symmetric and isotropic representation
of the biomass particle. The methodology used in this work is systematic and
general, and provided that adequate computational resources are available, can
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A COMPUTATIONAL STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF MULTIPHASE
DYNAMICS IN CATALYTIC UPGRADING OF BIOMASS PYROLYSIS
VAPOR
Reproduced with permission from Goyal, H.; Desjardins, O.; Pepiot, P.;
Capecelatro J. A computational study of the effects of multiphase dynamics
in catalytic upgrading of biomass pyrolysis vapor. AIChE Journal 2018, DOI
10.1002/aic.16184. Copyright 2018, American Institute of Chemical Engineers.
4.1 Abstract
A recurring challenge among the variety of existing biomass-to-biofuel conver-
sion technologies is the need to ensure optimal and homogeneous contact be-
tween the various phases involved. The formulation of robust design rules
from an empirical standpoint alone remains difficult due to the wide range
of granular flow regimes coexisting within a given reactor. In this work, a
volume-filtered Eulerian-Lagrangian framework is employed that solves chem-
ically reacting flows in the presence of catalytic particles. The simulation strat-
egy is used to quantify the role of the particle clustering on catalytic upgrad-
ing of biomass pyrolysis vapor in risers. It is shown that particle clustering
can reduce the catalytic conversion rate of biomass pyrolysis vapors by up
to about 50%. The simulation results are also compared with an engineering
model based on continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR). A one-dimensional
Reynolds-averaged transport equation is derived, and the unclosed terms that
account for the heterogeneity caused by clusters are evaluated.
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4.2 Introduction
In response to global climate change and society’s continuously growing en-
ergy demand, there have been substantial efforts in recent years to reduce our
dependence on fossil fuels and limit their associated environmental impacts.
Many countries and regions have set aggressive goals for near-term deploy-
ment of second-generation biofuels derived from lignocellulosic biomass. By
2013, biofuel blend mandates were identified at the national level in 27 coun-
tries, and regulatory policies promoting the use of biofuels existed in more
than 49 countries [154]. However, the high cost associated with efficient con-
version of biomass to biofuel and the difficulties in developing new conversion
processes make the large-scale commercialization of biofuels a significant chal-
lenge [30, 52].
Among technologies for developing liquid biofuels derived from lignocel-
lulosic biomass, thermochemical conversion techniques (e.g., gasification and
pyrolysis) show great promise for being economically competitive with conven-
tional petroleum derived gasoline and diesel [40, 183, 55]. In particular, the fast
pyrolysis process in fluidized bed reactors is an emerging technology that can
potentially yield liquids of up to 75% weight on a dry-feed basis [17, 16]. The
biomass volatile obtained from fast pyrolysis can be upgraded over a catalyst
(e.g., zeolites or silica-alumina) prior to condensation for improving the compat-
ibility of bio-oil with conventional processing infrastructure, yet this technology
is still far from industrial application [113].
Catalytic upgrading of biomass is typically done in the riser of a circulating
fluidized bed reactor (CFB), characterized by gas velocities greatly exceeding
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minimum fluidization. The high flow rates encountered in CFB risers cause the
flow to become unsteady with large fluctuations in catalyst concentration. Local
regions of densely packed catalytic particles, referred to as clusters, develop in
the flow and fall at the walls of the reactor, while dilute suspensions of particles
rise in the central region [124]. Clusters have been observed to reduce mixing
and interaction of particles with the transport gas [160, 27], potentially lowering
operating efficiencies significantly. Meanwhile, detailed studies demonstrating
the quantitative impact of particle clustering on chemical processes occurring in
such flows remain elusive.
Because the solid phase is opaque and highly unsteady, experimental stud-
ies on the fluidization of biomass have proven to be an arduous task [34]. In
addition, the wide range of length and time scales associated with chemically
reacting multiphase turbulence poses severe challenges in developing predic-
tive models [138]. In recent years, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has
emerged as a promising tool to study the multiphase dynamic effects in practi-
cal pyrolysis reactors. Simulating catalytic conversion in fluidized bed reactors
requires a kinetic model to describe the complex chemistry and a framework
for solving gas-solid flows. The gas-solid description is typically computed
using Eulerian-Eulerian (EE) or Eulerian-Lagrangian (EL) methods. EE repre-
sentations solve the gas phase and solid particles on a common Eulerian grid,
greatly reducing the computational cost as individual particles do not need to
be tracked. In the limit where the flow is highly collisional and assumed to be
nearly at equilibrium, the particle density function is close to Maxwellian and
a Chapman-Enskog expansion can be used to derive a two-fluid model (TFM)
using ensemble or volume averaging [65, 195, 135].
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Lathouwers and Bellan [90] provided a comprehensive model for describing
the thermofluid dynamics of dense, reactive, gas-solid mixtures to study the
influence of operating parameters on tar yields during biomass pyrolysis. The
equations were derived from the kinetic theory of granular flow and take into
account multiple chemical reactions in both phases. In a more recent study,
Xue et al. [193] combined TFM with a lumped, multi-component, multi-stage
kinetic model. The model was used to simulate for the first time steady-state
conditions of fast pyrolysis in a lab-scale fluidized-bed reactor. Within the last
15 years, the application of TFM to biomass pyrolysis has primarily focused on
modeling dense two-dimensional bubbling fluidized bed reactors [90, 62, 193,
191, 192, 186, 196, 136, 15]. Lee et al. [93] recently performed several Euler-Euler
simulations of biomass pyrolysis in three-dimensional bubbling fluidized beds
to investigate the effect of bed geometry on biomass pyrolysis.
Due to the increased flow rates in CFB risers, the particle concentration be-
comes highly non-uniform and the velocity distribution deviates far from equi-
librium. In this regime, particle trajectory crossings play an important role and
higher moments of the particle number density must be considered to yield ac-
curate results [42]. EL strategies provide an alternative framework that typically
rely on simpler closures compared to EE. With EL, individual particle trajecto-
ries are solved using Newton’s laws of motion, and models are required for
interphase exchange and particle collisions. Due to the added computational
expense of tracking individual particles, EL methods coupled with a kinetic
model have only recently been applied in three dimensions [20, 100, 27], and
are generally limited to the dense granular flow regime near the inlet of the re-
actor. Most EL studies to date consider two-dimensional flows with a relatively
small number of particles (e.g., [54, 129, 125, 149, 69, 70]). Recent work [26, 96]
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has demonstrated that two-dimensional simulations are only capable of cap-
turing qualitative features of particle clustering, and a fully three-dimensional
description is required to accurately capture the quantitative flow behavior in
CFB risers. Capecelatro et al. [27] performed three-dimensional EL simulations
of catalytic particles in a periodic pipe flow. Those simulations showed that the
presence of clusters delayed the conversion process by up to 85% compared to
a corresponding homogeneous flow. However, the simulations did not account
for spatial variations in the vertical direction that are known to have a large
effect on biomass fast pyrolysis [173]. More details about CFD simulations of
biomass pyrolysis can be found in a recent review by Xiong et al. [190].
In this study, we focus on characterizing and quantifying the effect of cluster
formation on catalytic conversion in a three-dimensional CFB riser. The cata-
lysts are representative of zeolites (e.g., HZSM-5), as they have been found to
promote high yields of liquid products [16]. The EL approach is coupled with
a simple kinetic model such that biomass vapors react with the catalytic parti-
cles to form light gases and cracked hydrocarbons. In section “Volume-filtered
Euler-Lagrange approach”, we present a volume-filtered EL approach for solv-
ing chemically reacting flows in the presence of solid particles, and provide a
description of the corresponding numerical implementation. Simulation results
are analyzed in section “Catalytic upgrading of volatile in a CFB riser”. A com-
parison of simulation results with a representative engineering model is made
in section “Reduced-order modeling”. Finally, a reduced-order model based on
Reynolds-averaging is proposed to account for the heterogeneity introduced by
the multiphase dynamics in section “Reduced-order modeling”. We are using
SI units throughout the paper.
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4.3 Volume-filtered Euler-Lagrange approach
The unsteady and multiscale nature of chemically reacting multiphase turbu-
lence poses significant modeling challenges. In typical fluidized bed configu-
rations for example, surface reactions and fluid instabilities taking place at the
particle scale will ultimately influence the overall macroscopic behavior. Fur-
thermore, the time scales associated with the reaction rates are often orders of
magnitude smaller than the typical residence time of the gas phase. In order to
formulate a system of equations that remain computationally tractable, a sepa-
ration of length scales is established by introducing a local volume filter to the
microscale (i.e., sub-particle scale) equations of motion [6, 25]. To capture a sig-
nificant portion of the small-scale features of the flow while enabling the use
of classical models for microscale processes such as particle drag and mixture
viscosity, the filter length scale δ f should satisfy dp  δ f  L, where dp is the
particle diameter and L is a characteristic size of the mesoscale flow features
(e.g., clusters). The corresponding volume-filtered EL equations are presented
below. The reader is referred to Capecelatro et al. [25] for a more detailed de-
scription and complete derivation of those equations.
4.3.1 Gas-phase description






+ ∇ · (ε fρ fu f ) = 0. (4.1)
where ε f , ρ f , and u f are the volume-filtered fluid-phase volume fraction, den-
sity, and velocity, respectively. Here, we assume that catalytic coking does not
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become significant: therefore, the particle size remains constant. A comparison
of the timescales for mass transfer between a particle and the surrounding gas
and the gas-particle reaction shows that the mass transfer process is significantly
faster than the catalytic reaction. Also, from the literature [95], for gas-porous
catalyst system the mass transfer between the particle and the surrounding gas
has negligible effect on the catalytic reaction. Hence, mass transfer resistance
between the particle and the surrounding gas is neglected. The volume-filtered








ε fρ fu f ⊗ u f
)
= ∇ · (τ −Ru) + ε fρ f g − Finter, (4.2)
where τ is the volume-filtered stress tensor, Ru is akin to a Reynolds stress and
requires closure, g is the gravity vector, and Finter represents the interphase ex-
change between particles and the fluid, which will be made explicit in subsec-
tion “Interphase exchange”. The isotropic part of sub-filter Reynolds stress term
is absorbed in the fluid pressure p, whereas the anisotropic part is closed via a
turbulent viscosity model, given by
Ru ≈ µt
[
∇u f + ∇uTf
]
, (4.3)
where µt, analogous to a turbulent viscosity, is computed via a dynamic
Smagorinsky model [63, 99] based on Lagrangian averaging [108]. The volume-
filtered fluid-phase stress tensor is expressed as
τ = −pI + (µ + µ∗)
[









where I is the identity matrix, µ is the dynamic viscosity. The effective viscosity,
µ∗, arises from filtering the velocity gradients in the microscale viscous stress
tensor and accounts for enhanced dissipation by the particles. In this work, an




















ε fρ fDi∇Yi −RYi
)
+ ω˙i, (4.6)
where Yi is its mass fraction, Di is its mass diffusivity, ω˙i is its filtered chemical
source term, described in detail in the following section, andRYi is a sub-filtered
scalar flux. In turbulent combustion, closure for the sub-filter scalar flux is gen-
erally obtained by employing a gradient transport assumption and introducing
a turbulent-like diffusivity Dt. Following Moin et al. [112], we introduce a dy-
namic formulation for Dt similar to the dynamic Smagorinsky model used in
computing µt in Eq. 4.3.
The riser reactor is modeled as a vertical pipe with inlet and outlet bound-
ary conditions. To account for the cylindrical geometry on a Cartesian mesh, a
conservative immersed boundary (IB) method is employed. The IB method is
based on a cut-cell formulation that requires rescaling of the convective and vis-
cous fluxes in these cells [110]. At the reactor walls, no-slip and no penetration
boundary conditions are used for the fluid and zero-gradient is enforced for the
scalars.
4.3.2 Chemical kinetics for catalytic conversion
The kinetics of the catalytic conversion process are expected to have a significant
impact on the quality and accuracy of the unsteady multiphase simulations, and
therefore need to be modeled appropriately. However, the typical size of the
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Table 4.1: Chemical compounds and their representative species. Elemen-
tal composition and molar mass chosen to match average con-
version product distribution as listed in [1, 2].
Compound class Name W [g/mol] ν [-] Representative species
Bio-oil volatile fraction VOL 150 -1 ad-hoc 1
Light gases GAS 28 0.175 CO
Hydrocarbons HC 92 1.575 Toluene
Inert medium N2 28 0 Nitrogen
reactor, even at laboratory scale, combined with the complexity of the associated
multiphase flows, warrants the use of a highly lumped kinetic scheme. In this
study, we assume that biomass vapors react with catalysts to form light gases
and cracked hydrocarbons, according to a simple one-step reaction
VOL + CAT −→ νGASGAS + νHCHC + CAT, (4.7)
where νi is the stoichiometric coefficient of species i, and the gas phase repre-
sentative species, used to evaluate the gas mixture properties, are defined in
Table 1. The reaction assumes that the catalytic conversion process is isother-
mal and catalyst particles do not deactivate. 1 The reaction coefficient for the





where εp,0 = 0.634 is the random close-packing limit for monodisperse spherical
particles [158], and k0 is chosen to obtain a specified conversion rate at the reac-
tor exit. The consumption of biomass volatile is then obtained from the chemical
1Elemental composition and molar mass chosen to match average conversion product distri-
bution as listed in [1, 2]
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source term
ω˙i = νiWik[VOL], (4.9)
where Wi is the molecular weight of species i, and the concentration of volatile
is given by [VOL] = ε fρ fYVOL/WVOL.
4.3.3 Particle-phase description
As described in the previous section, solid particles aid in the decomposition
rate of biomass pyrolysis vapors to produce light gases (represented by CO)
and cracked hydrocarbons (represented by toluene). In this work, the solid
phase is treated in a Lagrangian framework, where individual particle trajec-
tories are solved using Newton’s second law of motion. Particles are repre-
sented as spheres of diameter dp that are much denser than the surrounding
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n× f colt, j→p, (4.12)
where xp is the position of particle p, up is the particle velocity, ωp, its angular






In Eq. 4.11, f interp is the force particle p experiences from the carrier fluid, as
described in the following sub-section, and Fcolp is the collisional force that par-
ticle p experiences with adjacent particles and the walls. Particles rebound at
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the walls with a coefficient of restitution of 0.8. Collisions are handled via a
soft-sphere approach originally proposed by Cundall and Strack [35]. Particle
rotation is assumed to be only a function of the tangential component of the
collision force, f colt , that is solved based on the Coulomb friction law. Further
details can be found in ref. [25].
4.3.4 Interphase exchange
Coupling between the gas phase and solid particles arise in the form of gas
volume fraction ε f and interphase exchange term Finter, expressed as










(∣∣∣x − xp∣∣∣) f interp . (4.15)
In the equations above, G is the filtering kernel taken to be Gaussian with a
characteristic size δ f = 8dp, and f interp is given by
f interp ≈ Vp∇ · τ + f dragp , (4.16)
with f dragp the drag force acting on the particle. The first term on the right-hand
side of Eq. 4.16 represents contributions from the resolved fluid stresses that
each particle experiences, and the last term accounts for the sub-filtered stresses
in the form of drag that depends on the gas-phase velocity and volume frac-
tion. The gas-phase variables are interpolated to the location of the particle via







(u f − up)F(ε f ,Rep), (4.17)
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where τp = ρpd2p/(18µ) is the particle response time derived from a Stokes flow
assumption, and the particle Reynolds number is given by
Rep =
ε fρ f
∣∣∣u f − up∣∣∣ dp
µ
. (4.18)
F is the dimensionless drag force coefficient of Tenneti et al. [171], which de-
pends on the particle Reynolds number and fluid volume fraction experienced
by the particle. An exhaustive description of the formulation can be found in
ref. [25].
4.3.5 Numerical Implementation
The volume-filtered variable density equations are implemented in the frame-
work of NGA [41], a fully conservative CFD code tailored for turbulent flow
computations. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved on a staggered grid with
second-order spatial accuracy for both the convective and viscous terms, and
the second-order accurate semi-implicit Crank-Nicolson scheme of ref [144] is
implemented for time advancement. The details on the mass, momentum, and
energy conserving finite difference scheme are available in ref. [41].
The particles are distributed among the processors based on the underlying
domain decomposition of the gas phase. For each particle, its position, velocity,
and angular velocity are solved using a second-order Runge-Kutta scheme. To
properly resolve the collisions without requiring an excessively small timestep,
particles are restricted to move no more than one tenth of their diameter per
timestep.
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4.4 Catalytic upgrading of volatile in a CFB riser
4.4.1 Simulation configuration
Three-dimensional simulations are conducted to study catalytic upgrading of
biomass in the CFB riser shown in Fig. 4.1. The catalysts are assumed to be
spherical, with diameter dp = 100µm, density ρp = 875 kg/m3, both coefficient of
restitution e = 0.8, and coefficient of friction µ f = 0.1 for particles and walls. The
particles are initially uniformly distributed on a Cartesian lattice with a mean
concentration εp = 0.05, where ¯(·) denotes an average in space and time. The
three-dimensional domain consists of 1024 × 72 × 72 grid points and 1.16 × 106
particles. As catalytic particles leave the riser at the top, new particles are in-
jected at the bottom cells such that the mean particle volume fraction in the
reactor remains constant. We vary the reaction rate constant and the inlet gas-
phase velocity, and consider three simulation cases, S1, S2, and S3, with dif-
ferent combinations of reaction rate constant and inlet gas-phase velocity. The
parameters are listed in Table 2. Simulations were carried out on 288 cores of
the SDSC supercomputer Comet with Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 2.5 GHz cores. It
required 55,000, 76,000, and 100,000 CPU hours for simulation cases S1, S2, and
S3, respectively to obtain converged statistics.
4.4.2 A note on dimensional analysis
We anticipate reduced mixing between the volatile and catalyst particles due
to clustering, and the impact of this reduced mixing on the volatile conversion
is linked to the Damko¨hler number, Da, defined as the ratio of reaction rate to
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Figure 4.1: Three-dimensional riser configuration.
mass transport rate occurring in the system. The base case reactor configura-
tion, S1, is calibrated such that a 90% conversion is achieved at the exit of the
riser by fixing the reaction rate coefficient, k, under the assumption of flow ho-
mogeneity. Therefore, for a convection-dominated riser with an homogeneous





where H is the reactor height and U is the inflow velocity at the bottom of the
riser. However, inhomogeneities are expected to develop within the reactor in
the form of clusters. These clusters hinder mixing between the volatile and the
particles. As we only consider the catalytic reaction between volatile and par-
ticles, the time scale associated with the transport of volatile into the clusters
is expected to increase. Therefore, mesoscale processes in the reactor are char-
acterized by a larger Damko¨hler number. As a result, the chemical kinetics are
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Table 4.2: Parameters for three-dimensional riser simulations.
Name Units Value
Mesh nx × ny × nz - 1024 × 72 × 72
Number of catalysts Np - 1.16 × 106
Reactor diameter D m 0.0102
Height of the reactor Lx m 0.1536
Mean catalyst volume fraction - 0.05
Pressure bar 21.7
Temperature ◦C 480
Catalyst diameter dp µm 100
Catalyst density ρp kg/m3 875
Inflow composition Yi - 0.5N2 0.5VOL
Simulation cases: S1(Base case) S2 S3
Inlet velocity U m/s 0.2 0.2 0.4
Rate constant k0 s−1 40 80 40
expected to be fast in comparison to the species transport within the reactor,
suggesting that clusters will play an important role in the conversion process.
Another important dimensionless number is the axial Pe´clet number, Pe, that
quantifies the extent of backmixing of the gas caused by the clusters falling near
the riser walls. Pe is defined as the ratio of the advective flow to dispersive flow




where D is the axial-dispersion coefficient. A large value of D corresponds to
large backmixing of the gas, which is expected to negatively impact the volatile
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conversion. For the riser simulations considered in this work, we approxi-
mateD/H as the downward moving gas velocity averaged over the entire riser,
Udownward.
4.4.3 Results and discussion
Simulation results are gathered after the initial transient is complete and the
flow reaches a statistically stationary state. From Fig. 4.2, the instantaneous flow
is observed to be highly unsteady with large spatial inhomogeneity in particle
concentration. A snapshot of particle position colored by the vertical compo-
nent of particle velocity is given in Fig. 4.2(a). Particles tend to fall at the reactor
wall and rise in the center, and the lateral distribution of volatile and hydrocar-
bons is observed to be strongly correlated with particle concentration. As seen
in Figs. 4.2(c) and 4.2(d), the volatile is almost entirely depleted at the reactor
wall resulting in a high concentration of hydrocarbons. Away from the wall,
reduced contact of the volatile with catalytic particles results in a low yield of
hydrocarbons.
Figure 4.3 shows the mean particle concentration and mean species mass
fractions along the reactor height for simulation cases S1, S2, and S3. We can
make the following comments:
• For S1 and S2, the particle concentration is maximum near the inlet, and
reduces by more than an order of magnitude at the outlet. In S3, however,
the increased inflow velocity leads to significantly different bed hydrody-
namics, with a more uniform axial distribution of particle concentration.
• Within five diameters of the inlet, most of the biomass volatile is converted
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(a) up (m/s) (b) εp (-) (c) YVOL (-) (d) YHC (-)
Figure 4.2: Instantaneous snapshot showing centerline planes of the three-
dimensional reactor for S1.
into products for S1 and S2. Above this height, the conversion rate de-
creases and the species mass fractions remain approximately constant. In
contrast, S3 shows a continuous decrease in the biomass volatile up to the
reactor outlet. Each riser is also modeled as an homogeneous reactor with
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reaction rate constant, k0 and gas residence time, based on the riser height
and the inlet gas velocity, same as that of the riser. In all cases, the volatile
mass fractions at the outlet of the riser (Y∗out = 0.131 for S1, 0.054 for S2,
and 0.185 for S3) are observed to be higher than in the corresponding ho-
mogenous cases (Yout = 0.05 for S1, 0.005 for S2, and 0.158 for S3). This
discrepancy is attributed to the heterogeneity in the particle phase caused
by the two-phase flow dynamics.
A more detailed picture of the riser dynamics can be obtained from the radial
profiles at various locations of the riser. Figure 4.4 shows the radial profiles
of the particle concentration normalized by its average over the cross-sectional
area, and the volatile mass fraction at various reactor heights. Following obser-
vations can be made:
• A similar level of particle concentration inhomogeneity in the radial di-
rection is observed for all simulation cases, with the particle concentration
near the wall approximately twice the particle concentration at the center
of the riser.
• For S1 and S2, the volatile is quickly depleted and reaches constant value
near the riser wall. However, in the S3 case, a continuous depletion of the
volatile is observed near the riser wall along the reactor height despite the
radial distribution of the particle concentration being similar to S1 and
S2. This suggests an enhanced mixing of the volatile between the riser
core and the particle clusters due to higher inlet velocity in S3.
In summary, a higher inlet velocity (in case S3) significantly modifies the axial
distribution of the particle phase, yet does not significantly impact its radial
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Figure 4.3: Top row: Particle concentration profiles along the reactor
height. Bottom row: Species mass fraction profiles along the
reactor height: VOL (solid line) HC (dashed line) GAS (dotted
line).


































































Figure 4.4: Top row: Radial profiles of the particle volume fraction normal-
ized by the cross-sectional average at various reactor heights.
Bottom row: Radial profiles of the volatile mass fractions at
various reactor heights. x/D = 1 (thick line), 4 (thick dashed
line), 7 (thick dotted line), and 12 (thin line).
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distribution. However, both the axial and radial profiles of the volatile mass
fraction are significantly different for S3 in comparison to S1 and S2. Another
important effect of inlet velocity is observed on the backmixing of the gas. To
quantify the backmixing, we calculate the average velocity of the downward
moving gas, Udownward, which is found to be 0.12 m/s, 0.11 m/s, and 0.04 m/s
for S1, S2, and S3, respectively. It shows that higher inlet velocity significantly
reduces the backmixing of the gas.
To further explore the role of the riser hydrodynamics on the catalytic con-
version of the volatile, we introduce an effective reaction rate constant, k∗0, cor-
responding to an homogeneous distribution of the particles with the same inlet
and outlet volatile mass fractions as the risers simulated in cases S1 to S3.By in-
tegrating the rate equations for first order chemical kinetics in an homogeneous




ln (Yout/Yin) . (4.21)
where Yin=0.5 is the inlet volatile mass fraction, Yout is the outlet volatile mass
fractions obtained from an homogeneous reactor using a reaction rate constant
of k0 as described above, and Y∗out is the outlet volatile mass fraction of the riser
observed in the simulation. The relevant parameters for calculating k∗0 are pro-
vided in Table 4.3. In each case, we find that k∗0 < k0, demonstrating that the re-
duced mixing between the volatile and catalyst particles and backmixing of the
gas due to clustering negatively impacts the catalytic conversion. This impact is
quantified by a percentage reduction in reaction rate constant, Rk0 = (k0 − k∗0)/k∗0
shown in Table 4.3. For different simulation cases, the magnitude of Rk0 follows:
Rk0,S2 > Rk0,S1 > Rk0,S3. (4.22)
As shown in Table 4.3, Rk0 for S1 and S2 are close and much higher than Rk0 for
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S3. The trend of Rk0 can be explained by the following observations:
• The calculated values of bulk Da are provided in Table 4.4 and follow
DaS2 > DaS1 > DaS3. (4.23)
We expect the negative impact of clustering through the reduction of mix-
ing between volatiles and particles to follow the same trend as Da.
• The calculated values of Pe are provided in Table 4.4 and follow
PeS3  PeS1 ∼ PeS2. (4.24)
This trend of Pe shows that backmixing of gas is much more prominent in
S1 and S2 compared to S3. Therefore, reduction in the volatile conversion
should be much higher in S1 and S2 compared to S3.
• As pointed out earlier, the axial distribution of particles is much more uni-
form in S3 compared to S1 and S2, providing a better contact efficiency
between the volatile and particles and higher volatile conversion in S3.
These observations imply that an increase in velocity leads to a more homoge-
neous distribution of particles along the riser height and reduces the backmixing
of the gas, leading to an improved volatile conversion.
4.5 Reduced-order modeling
Due to the excessive computational expense and time associated with simu-
lating three-dimensional fluidized bed reactors, reduced-order models, often
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Table 4.3: Parameter to calculate the effective reaction rate constant.
Units S1 S2 S3
Yout - 0.050 0.005 0.158
Y∗out - 0.131 0.054 0.185
k0 s−1 40 80 40
k∗0 s
−1 23 39 35
Rk0 % -43 -51 -13
Table 4.4: Da and Pe for different simulation cases.
S1 S2 S3
Da 2.4 4.8 1.2
Pe 1.7 1.8 9.2
called engineering models, remain a key design tool for predicting the perfor-
mance of multiphase reactors in a computationally affordable manner. These
models represent a simplified picture of the complex processes that happen in
a multiphase reactor to reduce the computational expense. In literature, several
papers [155, 122, 173, 194] employ various engineering models to study biomass
thermochemical conversion in fluidized bed reactors. In general, these models
divide the fluidized bed reactor into several parts, such as bubble or emulsion
phases, and use empirical models to represent each part. Another commonly
employed strategy is to use one-dimensional conservation equations neglecting
the unclosed terms. It remains a challenge to rigorously derive reduced-order
models based on first principles. In the following subsections, we first com-
pare the results of the three-dimensional riser simulations with a representative
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engineering model and show that the commonly used engineering models do
not provide an adequate prediction of the three-dimensional simulation results.
To remedy this, we rigorously derive a one-dimensional model by Reynolds-
averaging the volume-filtered species conservation equation and validate it by
comparing it with the predictions of our three-dimensional simulations.
4.5.1 Comparison with a representative engineering model
Engineering models typically employ a combination of plug flow reactors
(PRFs) and/or continuously stirred reactors (CSTRs) to represent large-scale re-
actors at minimal cost. For example, Yan et al. [194] recently developed a one-
dimensional model for biomass steam gasification in dual fluidized bed gasi-
fiers using the commercial Aspen Plus software [146], where the riser was mod-
eled as a series of CSTRs and the bubbling fluidized bed was modeled using a
series of interacting PFRs and CSTRs. We want to assess the performance and
predictive capabilities of such an engineering model for the riser considered in
this work. We, therefore, model the riser as a series of n CSTRs, with n large
enough to ensure smooth volatile mass fraction profiles. In the model, each
CSTR is referred to as a stage in the riser. Following Yan et al. [194], neglecting
axial and radial dispersion, the integral form of the molar balance equation for
the riser model can be written as





(i)dZ − M(i) = 0, (4.25)
where the subscripts i and i − 1 denote the outlet and inlet of stage i. M(i), A(i),
and ε f ,(i) denote the molar flow rate, the cross-sectional area, and the volume
fraction of the gas phase in stage i, respectively. Z is the vertical coordinate and
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n is set to 20 in this case. Ω j(i) represents the consumption rate of species j in
stage i. In this work, we take advantage of the detailed simulations performed
in the previous section and use the ε f ,(i) obtained from the detailed simulations
directly. ε f ,(i) being fully specified, Eq. 4.25 can be readily solved. The resulting
volatile mass fraction profiles are compared with the three-dimensional simula-
tions in Fig. 4.5. The percentage error in the prediction of the three-dimensional
riser outlet volatile mass fraction using the engineering model is EVOL = 53% for
S1, 83% for S2, and 12% for S3, even though the gas volume fraction is set to the
correct value. In practice, however, this information is not available, and vari-
ous empirical relations are typically used to evaluate ε f ,(i) instead, whose lack of
accuracy can further increase the deviation between the predictions of the riser
simulations and the engineering model. The engineering model, therefore, ap-
pears not capable of satisfactorily predicting the three-dimensional simulation
results, highlighting a need for more predictive, yet still computationally cheap
models.







































Figure 4.5: Comparison of axial volatile mass fraction profiles obtained
from the three-dimensional simulations (solid line) and the
CSTR-based engineering model (dashed line) with ε f ,(i) ob-
tained from the three-dimensional simulations for the config-
urations in Table 2.
To move forward to improving on the CSTR-based engineering model, a
one-dimensional model rigorously based on Reynolds-averaging the volume-
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filtered species conservation equations is presented in the following sub-section
along with the closures for the resulting unclosed terms.
4.5.2 Reduced-order model development
Reynolds-averaged scalar transport equation
In order to develop a computationally inexpensive model for the catalytic con-
version process in a riser, we Reynolds-average Eq. 4.6 in the angular direction
and take cross-sectional average in the radial direction, which leads to a one-





















〈ε fρ f 〉D˜i∂Yi∂x
 + 〈ω˙i〉, (4.26)
with the chemical source term given by
〈ω˙i〉 = νiWik0
εp,maxWVOL
〈ε fρ f 〉
(˜
εpY˜VOL + ˜ε′pY ′VOL) . (4.27)
In those equations, 〈·〉 denotes a quantity averaged over the cross-sectional area
and (˜·) represents the density-weighted cross-sectional average known as Favre-
average, i.e., (˜·) = 〈(·)ε fρ f 〉/〈ε fρ f 〉. (·)′ denotes a fluctuation about a Favre-
average quantity such that any variable can be decomposed into its density-
weighted mean and fluctuation components, i.e., (·) = (˜·) + (·)′.
In Eq. 4.26, solving for Y˜i requires closures for the unclosed terms, u˜′fY
′
i and˜ε′pY ′VOL, on the right-hand side. The scalar flux term u˜′fY ′i arises from averaging
the non-linear convective term in Eq. 4.6, and is expected to have a significant
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contribution due to strong lateral agitation created by the multiphase dynam-
ics. Because the flow is convectively dominated, fluctuations about the Favre-
average diffusion term D˜i ∂Yi∂x are expected to be small, and are therefore dropped
from Eq. 4.26. The catalyst-volatile covariance term ˜ε′pY ′VOL in Eq. 4.27 accounts
for lateral segregation in particle concentration as a result of clustering. A dis-
cussion of both the unclosed terms is provided in the next sub-section.
Analysis of the unclosed terms
Profiles of the unclosed terms appearing in Eqs. 4.26 and 4.27, u˜′fY
′
i and ˜ε′pY ′VOL,
are shown in Fig. 4.6. Top row of Fig. 4.6 shows that ˜u′fY ′VOL is positive for all
simulation cases, implying that the vertical component of the fluid velocity is
positively correlated to volatile mass fraction. This can be explained by the fact
that near the reactor inlet, the flow resembles that of a bubbling fluidized bed
reactor, with strong recirculation and high level of mixing. A downward flow
in this region is indicative of increased interphase mixing and thus depletion of
biomass volatile. Above the fluidized bed region, clusters fall at the walls and
entrain the gas downward. Sustained contact between the phases within the
clusters results in a low volatile mass fraction. The inverse is true for the prod-
ucts: gas and hydrocarbon. The covariances between the fluctuations of catalyst
volume fraction and volatile mass fraction, ˜ε′pY ′VOL, are found to be negative as
shown in the bottom row of Fig. 4.6. It implies that an increase in local particle
concentration corresponds to a depletion in the volatile mass fraction, with the
greatest effect found near the reactor inlet. Near the exit, the volatile mass frac-
tion and particle volume fraction are significantly lower, with their fluctuations
nearly uncorrelated.
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Figure 4.6: Unclosed terms appearing in Eq. 4.26. Top row: ˜u′fY ′VOL (solid
line), ˜u′fY ′HC (dashed line), and ˜u′fY ′GAS (thin solid line). Bottom
row: ˜ε′pY ′VOL.
To correctly capture the two-phase dynamic effects on the conversion rate,
the unclosed flux terms in Eqs. 4.26 and 4.27 need to be closed, that is, we need
to develop models for them. Classical gradient diffusion models can be em-
ployed to model the scalar flux term ( ˜u′fY ′VOL). However, these models were
designed for single-phase turbulence and are known to provide poor predic-
tions in highly anisotropic flows [32]. We found that the mean scalar gradient is
unable to reproduce the unclosed scalar flux profiles shown in Fig. 4.6, and thus
more sophisticated models are needed. In Capecelatro et al. [27], an equation
for ˜ε′pY ′VOL was derived for a zero-dimensional system. However, it was ulti-
mately found that obtaining closures for the unclosed terms that appear in this
equation for ˜ε′pY ′VOL is challenging.
The first step in deriving appropriate closures for u˜′fY
′
i and ˜ε′pY ′VOL, is to quan-
tify their role in the dynamics of the system. For this purpose, the volatile mass
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fraction profiles obtained from the three-dimensional simulations S1, S2, and
S3, are compared with the profiles computed by solving Eq. 4.26 with
1. both unclosed terms neglected and ε˜p taken to be constant (equal to εp),
and
2. both unclosed terms neglected and ε˜p taken directly from the three-
dimensional simulation.
The resulting volatile mass fraction profiles, displayed in Fig. 4.7, show that ne-
glecting the unclosed terms (u˜′fY
′
i and ˜ε′pY ′VOL) results in an over-prediction of the
conversion efficiency. The resulting errors in the prediction of the outlet volatile
mass fractions for S1, S2, and S3 are EVOL = 62%, 91%, and 15% for the constant
ε˜p case, and EVOL = 56%, 88%, and 9% for the case where ε˜p is obtained from
the three-dimensional simulations. This demonstrates that Eq. 4.26 without the
unclosed terms can not accurately predict the three-dimensional simulation re-
sults, even with the knowledge of particle concentration profile. This observa-
tion implies that those engineering models that do not accurately include the
impact of heterogeneities in the riser will perform poorly even with an accurate
knowledge of axial profiles of particle concentration and fluid velocity.
Next step in analyzing the role of the unclosed terms in the riser dynamics is
to compare the impact of the individual unclosed terms on the one-dimensional
model. For that, we compute the volatile mass fraction profiles by solving
Eq. 4.26 with:
1. ˜u′fY ′VOL obtained from the three-dimensional simulations while neglecting˜ε′pY ′VOL, and
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2. ˜ε′pY ′VOL obtained from the three-dimensional simulations while neglecting˜u′fY ′VOL
and compare them with the profiles obtained from the three-dimensional sim-
ulations in Fig. 4.8. Incorporating the scalar flux u˜′fY
′
i obtained from the
three-dimensional simulation significantly improves the prediction of the one-
dimensional equation, whereas including ˜ε′pY ′VOL has a negligible effect on the
prediction of the volatile mass fraction. This implies that lateral inhomo-
geneities due to clustering are impacting the catalytic conversion of volatile pri-
marily through u˜′fY
′




i is sufficient to
correctly capture the catalytic conversion process. This is done in the following
sub-section.




































Figure 4.7: Volatile mass fraction profiles computed from the one-
dimensional transport equations using the unclosed terms and
volume fraction profile obtained from the three-dimensional
simulation (solid line), neglecting the residual fluxes with ε˜p =
εp (dashed line), and neglecting the residual fluxes with ε˜p
taken from the three-dimensional simulation (dotted line).
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Figure 4.8: Volatile mass fraction profiles obtained from the three-
dimensional simulations (solid line) and computed by solving
Eq. 4.26 by 1) neglecting ˜ε′pY ′VOL while using ˜u′fY ′VOL obtained
from the three-dimensional simulations (dashed line) and 2)
neglecting ˜u′fY ′VOL while using ˜ε′pY ′VOL obtained from the three-
dimensional simulations (dotted line).
Closure for the scalar flux ˜u′fY ′VOL
We first quantify the strength of the correlation between u f and YVOL by intro-





where X˜′Y ′ is the covariance of X and Y , and XRMS and YRMS are the root-mean-
square (RMS) of X′ and Y ′, respectively. ρX,Y being close to 1 implies that X and
Y are strongly correlated and X˜′Y ′ ∼ XRMSYRMS. Figure 4.9 shows that ρu f ,YVOL is
close to 0.8 up to the riser height of x/D=11 in the S1 and S2 cases, whereas in
the S3 case, it is close to 0.9 for the entire length of the riser. Using ρu f ,YVOL equal
to 1 in Eq. 4.28 for all simulation cases, we can model ˜u′fY ′VOL as[ ˜u′fY ′VOL]M = u f ,RMSYVOL,RMS, (4.29)
where
[ ˜u′fY ′VOL]M is the modeled value for ˜u′fY ′VOL, and u f ,RMS and YVOL,RMS are the
RMS values of u′f and Y
′
VOL, respectively. Figures 4.10(a), 4.11(a), and 4.12(a)
compare
[ ˜u′fY ′VOL]M with ˜u′fY ′VOL obtained from each of the three-dimensional
simulations S1, S2, and S3, indeed showing good agreement between the two.
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Figure 4.9: Correlation coefficient ρu f ,YVOL along the riser height for S1
(solid line), S2 (dashed line), and S3 (dotted line).
To fully close this model, RMS variables now need to be defined in terms
of the average variables (˜·). YVOL,RMS is found to strongly follow the parti-
cle concentration profile, i.e., YVOL,RMS ≈ ε˜p, for S1, S2, and S3, as shown in
Figs. 4.10(b), 4.11(b), and 4.12(b). u f ,RMS strongly depends on the deviation of the
axial fluid velocity across the riser cross-section from the mean axial fluid veloc-
ity, u˜ f . Near the riser walls, gas gets trapped in the clusters and moves down-
ward with falling clusters, significantly altering the gas velocity profile from the
corresponding homogeneous case. It was found that u f ,RMS can be accurately
computed if the cluster fall velocity, Ucl, is known. In the literature, models exist
for Ucl, for example, that of Noymer and Glicksman [124]. Capecelatro et al. [26]
performed simulations of a wall-bounded riser for a range of Archimedes num-
bers and showed that the cluster fall velocity follows the model developed by
Noymer and Glicksman [124]. However, those simulations were periodic in the
vertical direction and thus represented the fully developed region of a riser. In
this work, the riser has strong heterogeneities in the vertical direction, thus the
cluster fall velocity model of Noymer and Glicksman [124] can not be used here.
In our knowledge, no analytical model exists that can accurately predict Ucl for
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a strongly heterogenous riser. Therefore, we make the additional assumption
that the magnitude of u f ,RMS is proportional to u˜ f . Comparisons of u f ,RMS and
u˜ f for S1, S2, and S3 are shown in Figs. 4.10(c), 4.11(c), and 4.12(c). Replacing
u f ,RMS with u˜ f and YVOL,RMS with ε˜p in Eq. 4.29, ˜u′fY ′VOL is modeled as[ ˜u′fY ′VOL]M ≈ u˜ f ε˜p. (4.30)
Figures 4.10(d), 4.11(d), and 4.12(d) compare ˜u′fY ′VOL with u˜ f ε˜p for S1, S2, and S3
and show a good agreement between the two quantities. We therefore use u˜ f ε˜p
as the model for ˜u′fY ′VOL in Eq.(4.26) and compare the computed volatile mass
fraction profiles with the profiles obtained from the three-dimensional simula-
tions shown in Fig. 4.13. An error EVOL of 7%, 21%, and 9% is obtained for the
outlet volatile mass fractions for S1, S2, and S3, respectively. It shows signifi-
cant improvement in the predictions for S1 and S2, and preserves good perfor-
mance for S3.
4.6 Conclusions
In this work, three-dimensional simulations were conducted to assess the influ-
ence of multiphase dynamics on biomass pyrolysis vapor catalytic upgrading
in risers. The catalytic bio-vapor conversion is represented by a single step re-
action in a volume-filtered Euler-Lagrange framework. The riser reactor was
operated with inlet velocities much higher than minimum fluidization veloc-
ity. Three simulation cases were considered with different combinations of re-
action rate constant and inlet velocity, resulting in different Damko¨hler num-
bers. In each case, catalytic particles were observed to form clusters near the
walls, resulting in strong heterogeneity in species concentration. This non-
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Figure 4.10: For simulation S1, comparison of (a): ˜u′fY ′VOL (solid line) and
uf,RMSYVOL,RMS (dashed line), (b): YVOL,RMS (solid line) and ε˜p
(dashed line), (c): uf,RMS (solid line) and u˜ f (dashed line), (d):˜u′fY ′VOL (solid line) and u˜ f ε˜p (dashed line).
homogeneity was found to reduce the catalytic conversion rate of biomass py-
rolysis vapors to hydrocarbons by up to 50%. Here, large Damko¨hler numbers
were considered, such that the catalytic conversion process is limited by the
mass transport process. Higher inlet gas velocity improved the catalytic con-
version efficiency by enhancing the transport rate and reducing the backmixing
of the gas. An engineering model was employed representing the riser as a
series of continuously stirred tank reactors (CSTRs), and it was unable to re-
produce the trends observed in the three-dimensional simulation. Instead, a
one-dimensional Reynolds-averaged transport equation was derived, and re-
sults were obtained by enforcing a uniform catalyst distribution (to model a
homogeneous system) in addition to a mean catalyst distribution obtained from
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Figure 4.11: For simulation S2, comparison of (a): ˜u′fY ′VOL (solid line) and
uf,RMSYVOL,RMS (dashed line), (b): YVOL,RMS (solid line) and ε˜p
(dashed line), (c): uf,RMS (solid line) and u˜ f (dashed line), (d):˜u′fY ′VOL (solid line) and u˜ f ε˜p (dashed line).
the three-dimensional simulations. In both cases, the model predictions of reac-
tor outlet volatile mass fraction resulted in more than 50% error for lower inlet
velocity simulations. The non-homogeneity causing this discrepancy was found
to be completely captured in the turbulent scalar flux. By including this term,
the one-dimensional model was able to reproduce the trends observed in the
three-dimensional simulation.
The current conversion model does not account for catalyst deactivation, al-
though this phenomenon is known to be of great importance when operating
catalytic reactors. Looking forward, it would be necessary to account for deacti-
vation for catalytic particles that have been exposed to volatile for a sufficiently
long period of time. Accounting for this effect is likely to further reduce the con-
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Figure 4.12: For simulation S3, comparison of (a): ˜u′fY ′VOL (solid line) and
uf,RMSYVOL,RMS (dashed line), (b): YVOL,RMS (solid line) and ε˜p
(dashed line), (c): uf,RMS (solid line) and u˜ f (dashed line), (d):˜u′fY ′VOL (solid line) and u˜ f ε˜p (dashed line).




































Figure 4.13: Comparison of volatile mass fraction profiles obtained from
the three-dimensional simulations (solid line) and using the
one-dimensional transport equation with the modeled ˜u′fY ′VOL
(dotted line). (a) S1, (b) S2, and (c) S3.




This work advances the existing detailed modeling and simulation tools for
biomass thermochemical conversion. The key contributions include the devel-
opment of models for processes at different scales and exploring the coupling
between them. A summary of the major results of this work is presented in the
next subsection followed by a discussion of the future directions.
5.1 Summary of major results
In Chapter 2, a compact kinetic model (39 species, 5 quasi-steady state species,
and a total of 118 reactions) is developed from a detailed kinetic model (396
species, 3210 reactions) using automated strategies for the gas-phase reactions
of biomass gasification in the absence of oxygen. The reduced model shows
very good reproducibility of the statistical yields of various species of interest
at a fraction of computational cost compared to the detailed model. The com-
putational affordability of the reduced model is demonstrated by using it with
an in-house CFD code to simulate laboratory-scale Drop Tube Reactor (DTR)
experiments of biomass fast pyrolysis and a pseudo two-dimensional FBR for
biomass gasification. The reduced model developed in this work has the po-
tential to replace the global kinetic models used in CFD simulations to study
the impact of reactor operating conditions, such as temperature and inlet gas
velocity, on the formation of different gaseous and tar species.
In Chapter 3, the uncertainty in the values of the thermal properties of
biomass and char is propagated to the predictions of a one-dimensional particle-
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scale biomass pyrolysis model. A comparison of the model predictions with the
experiments showed that the uncertainty in the model predictions can account
for most of the discrepancies related to the particle temperature profiles and
the species production rates. However, the discrepancies related to the product
yields and the timings of the peak production rates of a few species cannot be
explained by the uncertainty. The results also showed that the pyrolysis model
performs poorly in predicting all the targets related to CH4. The experimental
measurements identified in this work, whose predictions cannot be improved
by an accurate knowledge of the transport model parameters, can be a focus
area for further developments in the chemical kinetic model. Another part of
this work focused on determining the optimal values of the uncertain model pa-
rameters by minimizing the L2 error norm between the model predictions and
experimental measurements. The optimization study demonstrated the impor-
tance of considering a wide variety of experimental targets during the model
validation process, as good agreement can be obtained between the model pre-
dictions and the experiments by tuning the model parameters if only a few ex-
perimental measurements are considered.
In Chapter 4, three-dimensional CFD-DEM simulations of a CFB riser are
performed to quantify the influence of multiphase dynamics on biomass pyrol-
ysis vapor catalytic upgrading. Catalytic particles are observed to form clusters
near the walls, resulting in strong heterogeneity in species concentration. This
non-homogeneity is found to reduce the catalytic conversion rate of biomass
pyrolysis vapors to hydrocarbons by up to 50%. Higher inlet gas velocity is ob-
served to improve the catalytic conversion efficiency by enhancing the transport
rate and reducing the backmixing of the gas. An engineering model, represent-
ing the riser as a series of continuously stirred tank reactors (CSTRs), is found
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to be unable to reproduce the trends observed in the three-dimensional simu-
lation. To reduce the computational cost associated with detailed CFD simula-
tions, a reduced-order model is developed in the form of on a one-dimensional
Reynolds-averaged transport equation. In this equation, the unclosed term rep-
resenting the turbulent scalar flux is found to account for the reduction in the
catalytic conversion of volatiles due to the formation of clusters. By developing
a closure for this term, the one-dimensional model is shown to reproduce the
trends observed in the three-dimensional simulation.
5.2 Future directions
In this work, several achievements were made in the development of modeling
and simulations tools for biomass thermochemical conversion, though future
work is required before these tools can be utilized to their full potential in the
deployment of the conversion process. In this regard, four focus areas have
been identified: 1) Models for particle-scale processes; 2) Coupling of models for
various scales; 3) Model validation; 4) Development of reduced-order models,
which are discussed below.
Models for particle-scale processes: One of the major challenges to further de-
velop the computational tools for biomass thermochemical conversion is the ac-
curate modeling of particle-scale processes, such as devolatilization of biomass
particle, for industrially-relevant feedstock. Knowledge of these particle-scale
processes is imperative to control the yield and composition of products, such
as tar or syngas. In this work, a one-dimensional spherically symmetric model
is developed for biomass pyrolysis and it needs to incorporate additional com-
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plexities, such as arbitrary shape of particles, internal morphology, and intra-
particle gas phase reactions. A detailed three-dimensional biomass pyrolysis
model can provide an excellent platform to study biomass pyrolysis process in
great detail and also help in the development of chemical kinetics [61].
Coupling of models for various scales: Simulations of the conversion reactors
for biomass thermochemical require coupling of the adequate representation of
chemical reactions and particle-scale processes with a CFD code. The associated
computational cost for performing these simulations is prohibitive because of
the large separation of length and time scales and therefore novel techniques are
required to couple the models at different scales keeping the computational cost
in check. For chemical kinetics, one such approach is to reduce a detailed kinetic
model a priori to a compact kinetic model, which is used in this dissertation.
However, several other approaches exist, such as tabulation techniques [147,
184, 169], which need to be explored in the context of biomass thermochemical
conversion.
Model validation: Another area that requires significant improvement is the
rigorous validation of the models developed for various processes. Collabora-
tion between experimentalists and modelers to design controlled experiments
that can be used for model validation can impel the modeling efforts in biomass
thermochemical conversion. One important aspect related to the model valida-
tion is the quantitative inclusion of the uncertainty that exists in model parame-
ters, modeling assumptions, etc. The work presented in Chapter 3 is the first to
use uncertainty quantification (UQ) in the validation process of a particle-scale
biomass pyrolysis model. In this work only uncertainty in the transport model
parameters in a spherically symmetric configuration is considered. A variety
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of different uncertainty sources still need to be explored for realistic biomass
feedstock. A major difficulty in employing UQ in biomass conversion lies in
the characterization of various sources of uncertainty and the propagation of
uncertainty through the model in a computationally affordable manner.
Development of reduced-order models: The ultimate goal of modeling and simu-
lation tools is to help in the optimal design and scale-up of the conversion reac-
tors. As detailed simulations are too expensive to be performed for industrial-
scale reactors, reduced-order models are required to predict their performance
in a computationally affordable manner. The work presented in Chapter 4 is a
step in this direction, and further progress can be made by performing detailed
simulations of small configurations and using the knowledge gained from these
simulations to build reduced-order models that can be used for larger systems
or to verify and improve the existing engineering models.
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